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PREFACE
The idea of publishing a book about the Silver fir in Romania was born in the
time of the preparatory visit for the 11.th Silver fir Symposium, made by dr. W.
Eder (former president of IUFRO, Working Group “Ecology and silviculture of
Silver Fir”) and prof. Veliciko Gagov in the autumn of 2004.
This book is intended to be an introduction to the richness of the Carpathians
from the point of the view of forests and biodiversity. Silver fir in the
Carpathians is well known from the famous report of prof. Guttenberg in 1895,
after the visit of Austrian and German specialists in the forests of Bukowina
(former province of Austrian Empire) and from the book “Urwaldpraxis” of the
German expert in the primeval forests of Europe, Julius Froelich, born in
Transylvania. The accurate presentation of W. Kramer in the book “Die Tanne
in Sudost-Europa - eine Zustandsbeschreibung” (1992) gives other information
concerning the silver fir in Romania. More than 25 Years ago, I started my first
studies in the silver fir stands, studying the catastrophic snow damages from 16
- 17 of April 1977, and after 1982 as collaborator of Willi Kramer and member
of the IUFRO Group “Ecology and silviculture of Silver fir”.
We hope that the participants to the 11th IUFRO Silver fir Symposium will
find this book as a useful introduction in the ecology, silviculture and management of silver fir in Romania. The contents try to present in an accessible form
to the scientists and practicians as well, the ecological conditions, stands,
ecosystems and management practices in the last century.
At the same time, this book is an invitation for students, scientists and nature
lovers to discover the Carpathians and the famous reserves with primeval
forests, in which trees with more than 50 m height, 1-2 m diameter and 40 m3
volume are frequent. These trees have registered in the year-rings the history of
the natural conditions for the last half of millennium. Recent studies based on
dendrochronological methods permit to show the intensity and the frequency of
disturbing factors. According to these results, the actual trends, regarding climate changes seems to be not so worrying, when we look deep in the past of the
same forest.
Rather than having a purely scientific approach to factors and processes with
exhaustive descriptions or inventories of different types of silver fir ecosystems,
we have tried to focus on the causal relationships, showing the main abiotic and
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biotic gradients that govern the composition, the increment, the stability and the
biodiversity of our silver fir stands.
We tried to show what is important and relevant according to the literature
published in the last 125 years in Romania. The list of literature used in every
chapter is short and refers only to the relevant articles and books; in the annex
are published an extensive bibliography including the articles and books dedicated to this wood species in Romania (more then 350 titles).
We are grateful to the large number of scientists for their contributions to this
book. First of all to the authors of the reference books published in Romania in
the last 50 years, concerning the forest types (Pascovschi, Leandru, 1958,) forest sites (Chirita et al., 1977) and forest ecosystems (Donita et al., 1990) in an
original ecosystemic approach.
The authors tried to give an English digest of Romanian literature illustrated
with photographs, maps and graphs as a background for a better understanding
of the forests in the excursions during the symposium.
This work was carried out within the framework of the Experiment Station
for Norway spruce Silviculture Campulung Moldovenesc. We are gratefull to
Viorica Ichim, Marius Teodosiu and Elena Avadanii for the technical help in the
time of redaction and to all the collegues for providing usefull comments.
Special thanks to dr. Nicolai Olenici and Marius Teodosiu for English corrections.
The authors wish to aknowledge the stimulation given to the studying of the
Silver fir by the Forest Research and Management Institute. Also, aknowledgements for the permition to use certain data and figures to all contributors. The
helpful comments and ecouragement of dr. Danut Chira have been invaluable.

I. BARBU
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1. MAIN FEATURES OF ROMANIAN FORESTS
1.1 Introduction
Romania is at the intersection of various physical and geographic influences.
Climatic conditions are determined by West European oceanic influences,
continental influences from the east as well as occasional submediterranean
influences (mainly in the south-west). Further climatic variation is induced by
the dominance of the Carpathian mountains (covering over 30 % of the country’s territory).

Fig. 1. Positition of Romania in Europe (left) and its relief (right)

Increasing periods of drought add to these variations (their relation with global change has yet to be established). Consequently, Romania has one of the
highest levels of biodiversity in Europe (Donita, 1983).
Forests play an important role in the stability of Romania’s ecosystems.
Romania’s wide range in relief (500 -1000 metres difference in the mountains
and 100-500 m difference in hilly regions) in combination with frequent torrential precipitation contribute to high erosion risk potentials, particularly in the
Carpathian mountains. It is important to note Romania’s high proportion of fri-
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able substrates (i.e. flysch, schist), which is particularly susceptible to erosion
and mass movement when forest cover is reduced (fig. 2). This has been the
major motivation for Romania’s extensive system of protection forests.
The long presence of forests in Romania, especially in comparison with many
countries in Western Europe, can be associated with a rich heritage of soils. The

Fig. 2. Parental soil rocks in Romania (adapted after the Romanian Geographic Atlas (1974))

forest’s role in erosion prevention is considerable.
Erosion impact is significant for over 3 million ha deforested in the last centuries. In the last decades, industrial and agricultural activity (national and transboundary) has led to soil contamination in the entire country (16,800 ha are
heavily polluted and 700,000 ha are weakly to moderately polluted). These
impacts include forest soils, especially in areas of heavy industrial concentration.
The geoclimatic conditions lead to three basic latitudinal vegetation zones
(including the silvosteppe and oak forests) as well as four altitudinal vegetation
levels, including Beech forests and coniferous forests (fig. 3). These variations
in ecological conditions lead to a wealth of forest flora (over 700 species) and
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the formation of a large number of plant associations. The classification of these
ecosystems benefits from Romania’s active involvement in forest ecology
research, over the last century. Romania has consequently developed its own
classification systems, including a forest typology (Pascovschi and Leandru
1957), a site typology (Chirita et al., 1977) and a forest ecosystem typology
(Donita et al., 1990).
1.2. Biodiversity in Romanian Forests
Romania’s forest cover is 6.4 million ha, representing 26.7 % of land area
(10th in Europe). One of the main geographic features of the country is the great
diversity of the landscape, from the Danube Delta to the alpine pastures of the
Carpathians. Even so, there are distinct natural geographic regions characterized
by 3 basic latitudinal vegetation zones as well as 4 altitudinal vegetation levels
in which more than 150 forest ecosystem types, based on substrate, climate and
relief characteristics, were described. Romanian forests are dominated by deciduous species (69.3% of the total area) and conifer cover (30.7 %). Main deciduous species are European beech (30.7 %) and Oaks (18.2 %). Between conifers,
Norway spruce covers 22.9 %, Silver fir 5% and pines 2.1 %.
Total stand volume is estimated at 1,341 million m3. Average volume per ha
is 215 m3 and the mean annual increment is 5.6 m3/ha/an. The annual allowable
cut is estimated at 14.5-16.5 million m3. It is expected that the annual allowable
cut will increase in the next 10-40 years, as the present surplus in younger age
classes arrive at maturity.
The majority of forests are treated in high forest (91 %) and only a small proportion is treated as coppice (5 %). Remaining forests are in the process of conversion from coppice to high forest (4 %).
Forest access is essential for an efficient forest management. The forest road
density index is 6.1 m/ha. It is estimated that only 65 % of forest land (4.2 million ha) is accessible and the rest (2.2 million ha) is quite inaccessible presenting difficulties for sustainable forest management.
In such areas, large forests are old-growth forests with natural structures and
designed as natural reserves in which Forest Research and Management Institute
is carrying out special research (long term research program) for structural and
functional dynamics in comparison with managed forest.
The great diversity of life forms in Romania is caused by the geographical
position, by the variety of relief forms, soil-climatic conditions and the relatively reduced human interference.
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For the Romanian forest ecosystems, the Forest Research and Management
Institute (ICAS) has described more than 300 forest types. Natural forests represent more than 67 % of total forest area (6.4 mil. ha). Artificial stands represent about 21 % and the remaining are semi natural forests. All the forests are
managed according to the Forest Management Plans, revised every ten years.
According to Romanian classification, 52 % of forests are classified as
forests with protective functions and natural structures.
Conservation “in situ” of the natural genetic resources is an important task of
forest management. For 28 species of forest trees, more than 60,000 ha are designated as seed sources (56 % for broadleaves and 44 % for resinous species).
Assessment of actual status of plant and animal species in Romanian forests
can be summarized as below:
- superior plants: 1250 species (endangered 18; vulnerable 38; rare 59; protected by law 35)
- mammals: 33 species (endangered 3; vulnerable 5; rare 13; protected by law
3)
- birds: >250 species (endangered 18; vulnerable 5; rare 10; protected by law
28)
- reptiles: 15 species (endangered 12, vulnerable 3; protected by law 2)
- amphibians: 17 species (endangered 5; vulnerable 5; rare 7)
- fishes: 21 species (endangered 2; vulnerable 2; protected by law 1)
For the forest ecosystems, ICAS has prepared a “Red list” of plants and animals which is being discussed with other organizations.
1.3. Ecological, economic and social importance of forests in Romania
Forests have been and continue to be essential to the socio-economic and
environmental make-up of Romania. They control erosion, floods and drought.
Cities, towns and agricultural operations “downstream” also depend on forests.
Romanian forests also buffer atmospheric CO2 accumulation associated with the
greenhouse effect. It is estimated that 45 million tons CO2/year are stocked in
the country. Forests also produce oxygen and provide raw materials for local
constructions. High proportions of wood in Romanian housing also stocks CO
for extended periods. Wood energy is used for heating and cooking by about 30
% of inhabitants. Often, no other source of energy is affordable or accessible.
This is mainly due to the lack of a sufficient transportation network and to the
relatively higher cost of other forms of energy.
2
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High mountains territory in the subalpine level with Picea abies, Pinus cembra and Pinus
mugo, open forests
Norway spruce forests
Mixed forests with Fagus sylvatica - Abies alba/Fagus sylvatica - Abies alba - Picea abies
Mountain forests of Fagus sylvatica
Hilly forests of Fagus sylvatica
Quercus petraea forests and mixed Quercus petraea forests
Quercus petraea - Quercus cerris mixed forests
Mixed forests of Quercus petraea and Quercus robur with Acer tataricum
Quercus robur forests and mixed Quercus robur forests
Quercus cerris forests, mixed Quercus cerris - Quercus frainetto, Quercus frainetto forests
Mixed Quercus pubescens forests (with Fraxinus ornus, Carpinus orientalis)
Sylvosteppe low density forests with Quercus robur
Sylvosteppe low density forests with Quercus pedunculiflora and Quercus pubescens
Steppe territory with Populus alba, Salix alba, Quercus pedunculiflora, Fraxinus angustifolia,
Fraxinus pallisae in the flood plains

Fig. 3. Main forest ecosystems in Romania (after Giurgiu et al. 2001 with modifications)
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Fig. 4. Mixed forest in the Prahova Valley

1.4. Specific characteristics of the socio-economic development and of
the forest
For the present government, the development of forestry in Romania is essential to a national economical recovery strategy for the some reasons. Thus,
forests have public interest because of the economic benefits of wood products
and secondary products (i.e hunting, gathering, recreation). The forest also contributes to the quality of the environment and, more generally, to improve the
quality of life for the people.
In Romania, an important wood transformation industry contributes to the
GNP (Gross National Product) and reduces the national export deficit. The high
cost of importing raw logs makes national forests indispensable in supplying this
industry. It is also already adjusted to the local dimensions.
Over the last 50 years, the creation of over a hundred dam reservoirs provides
an important hydroelectrical energy source in hilly and mountainous regions.
Surrounding forests help to reduce the erosion of sediment that might fill these
reservoirs.
The forest reduces the impact of recent industrial developments which tend
to be large consumers of energy and heavy polluters. They present a threat to
human health, as well as the health of the forest itself.
Rural development, in the context of agricultural privatisation and of local
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Fig. 5. Lanscapes dominated by forests in the Eastern Carpathians

economic recovery (village level), can be complimentary with the role of the
forest: wood energy supply, construction timber, value-added from secondary
wood products, microclimatic protection of surrounding agricultural fields (i.e.
tree windbreaks). However, excessive pressure on the forest (i.e. illegal logging
and clearing), must be kept under control.
Forests are also susceptible to the impact of domestic animals, both through
grazing and by the harvesting of hay in the forest. This is a menace to silvicultural actions, such as reforestation. These activities, in spite of their sustainability in the past, must be adjusted to new economic realities in order to continue
to be sustainable.
The tourism potential for Romania, another contributor to the GNP, depends
also on the sustainable development of forests (including the construction of
roads in the context of Romania).
An increasing demand for the privatisation of forests by local population,
politicians and local administrations must be carefully considered. It is undesirable to repeat errors of the past. For example, after the World War I in Romania,
more than 1.5 million ha were deforested and became non-productive as a consequence of privatisation measures, similar to those now proposed.
During the period of political and economic changes in Romania, between
1990 and 2004, the forestry sector remained a relatively stable contributor to the
health of the national economy. New reglementations were introduced with the
goal of improving silvicultural management and environmental protection in the
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Fig. 6. Wood housing contribute to CO2 sechestration and offer a large palette of constructions and jobs

context of a developing market economy. During this period, the forestry sector
was affected nevertheless by the new privatisation measures. Consequently, the
volume of wood harvested dipped and became inferior to the allowable annual
cut as defined by sustainable yield criteria (these criteria are among the conditions for sustainable forest management).
These recent changes have been accompanied by the following developments:
- the main change noted in the forest administration was the creation of
National Forest Administration (Regia Nationala a Padurilor). This structure is
the continuation of the pre-communist forest administration (CAPS), which
operated between the two World Wars;
- efforts were made to optimise profits generated by timber sales through
negotiations and auctions;
- the construction and maintenance of forest roads became the responsibility
of this new forest administration;
- timber harvesting was delegated to the level of forest districts; the selling of
wood skidded to roadside also began to develop;
- hunting was again opened to foreign visitors (this had been prohibited for
the last 20 years before 1989);
- co-operation with rural police was established in order to better monitor natural and human impact on the forest;
- improved work conditions were accorded to forestry personnel through the
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Fig. 7. After a long period of heavy protection, more than 5000 bears are estimated in the Carpathians,
causing important damages to livestock and to old trees.

Fig. 8. Silver fir damaged by bear in spring
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development of unions;
- several new faculties of forestry were opened at the university level; this
allowed for more competitive conditions for the generation of new forest managers (previously, Romania had only a single faculty of forestry).
1.5. Factors of forest instability
In order to understand the factors leading to the fragility of forest structure
and function, the following must be taken into consideration:
- drought, which affected over 45 % of the land in the last 20 years, with especially significant impacts in the southern and the western part of the country.
Approximately 50,000 ha of forest were affected (including 6 species of Oaks
with different reactions to drought, black locust, and euroamerican poplar
hybrids);
- industrial pollution (SO2, heavy metals, NOx, Floride, Cloride, industrial
soot and fine ciment sediment, petroleum products etc.) has affected approximately 150,000 ha;
- wind and snow damages (fig. 9, 12) has occurred especially in coniferous
stands in the northern and the Eastern part of the Carpathians (5,000-10,000
ha/an);
- the continued use of pesticides has destabilised ecological resilience in certain Oak forests;
- the ancient tradition of grazing (fig. 10) in the forest continues with all its
negative consequences on the forest environment, plantations, natural regeneration and the wood production itself. It is considered that these impacts will continue until the modernisation and the intensification of cattle raising;
- heavy concentrations of large game (deer, wild boar, and even bear) also
constitute a threat to the fragility of forests (fig. 11). These problems have
already been observed in several parts of Romania.
1.6. Current condition of Romania’s forests
Excessive exploitation in the 40 years after World War II surpassed the level
of sustainable yield and was concentrated in the most accessible areas. This has
led to an imbalance in age classes at a national level, poorer stand monitoring
(fig. 13) and a lack of appropriate silvicultural actions (i.e. thinning).
Over large surfaces of oaks (700,000 ha) treated previously in coppice, actu-
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Fig. 9. Heavy snowfall causes important damages, mainly in young unthined coniferous stands

Fig. 10. In the Carpathians, from ancient times, sheep-holding represents a traditional occupation. Most
important impacts occur on upper and lower parts of the forst belt

al stand fatigue may be responsible for current observation of reduced vigour
and increased dieback.
In artificial coniferous forests, and especially in monocultures, we observe an
increase in wind and snow damages. These reach about 2.5 million m3/year.
General forest decline has visible impacts on 400,000 ha and especially in
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Fig. 11. Large herbivores (deer and roe
deer) cause heavy damages in young
stands. Silver fir is preffered in mountainous areas. Several experimental methods
were tested in order to minimise the risk.
High costs, make applying treatments
impossible on large areas in massive
forests, as those dominant in the
Carpathians. Only a good balance between
forest and herbivores can succeed in mentaining the Silver fir in the regenerated
areas.

oak, fir, spruce and even beech forests. These stands are also weakened with
respect to their resistance to other known pathogens (insects, fungi).
Due to a past program to extend the surface of conifers (outside their natural
area) by artificial plantations for the pulp and paper, more than 460,000 ha now
require costly stand tending.
In industrialised zones, approximately 150,000 ha of forest are affected by air
pollution - of which 25,000-30,000 ha are heavily impacted.
Grazing in the forest, with its corresponding consequences, is still occurring
on 1 million ha each year.
According to the European Forest Monitoring Standards, it can be stated that
the condition of the Romanian forest is good, with about 20 % of trees in the
defoliation classes 2-4. Romania is among the first 11 European countries which
have under 20 % of trees damaged (Badea et al., 1994). Other European countries have higher percentages of defoliation.
1.7. Conception and tradition in Romanian silviculture
The Romanian silviculture was, from its beginning, based on the imitation of
the nature, a conception that is rare in Central and Western Europe, with the
exception of Swiss and France. The main principles of this silviculture are:
- a good knowledge of natural conditions of the forest development
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Fig. 12. In mixed forest of spruce and silver fir,
snow produces important damages, mainly in
young, dense stands
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Fig. 13. Thinnings in young stands can reduce considerably the damages produced by snow

- development of silvicultural techniques that take into account natural forest
processes.
With regards to the knowledge of these forest processes, it should be underlined that Romania has developed its own school of thought in forestry, at a level
comparable with other schools in Europe. It is based on typology and taxonomy in the classification of forests at the biotope level (site) and at the phytocoenose level (forest type).
In the field of silvicultural techniques, the following general recommendations are considered:
- silvicultural systems based on natural regeneration, including uneven aged
management, are considered from the beginning of a management plan;
- the almost exclusive use of indigenous species in reforestation, even for
artificial regeneration, has led to a “natural” forest cover for over 90 % of the
country’s territory. This historical continuation of the same forest landscape has
allowed for a constant quality of forest management even in difficult economic
conditions. This flexibility is perhaps one of the most important attributes of
Romanian forestry, from an international perspective.
- scientific and practical silvicultural concepts, have been adapted to the practical reality of the Romanian forest;
- in the field of forest management, there are, in certain regions (Bukovina),
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Fig. 14, 15. Close-to-nature sylviculture has been developped on the ground of the typology and taxonomy of forest types and forest sites by prof. Chirita (left photo) and prof. Ichim (right photo). Training of
the forest personnel, from the decision makers to forest guards is one of the main objectives of the Forest
Research Institute and a guarantee that experimental results are transferred into practice

an ancient tradition that attempts to find an balance between economic needs
and ecological balance. In the last 50 years, the nationalisation of forests in
Romania has allowed for the advantages of these ancient traditions, in combination with modern forest management, to be applied coherently across the
entire country;
- in Romania, all forests whether public or private have been managed with
the same reglementations (Carcea et al., 2004);
- both protection and production objectives in the forest have been taken into
account and treated differently in management regimes;
- in the last 50 years, an advanced forest pathology control system has been
developed nation-wide, based on modern biological control;
- a coherent game management policy has permitted the conservation of a
greater number of species than in other parts of Europe (fig. 18, 19);
- in the last years, an important forest health monitoring system has been
developed according to European criteria (agreed to in Strasbourg, 1990).
In conclusion, Romanian silviculture has reached a relatively advanced level
in the protection and management of forest ecosystems. This is a fundamental
requisite in the proposition of any new sustainable forestry development strategy and forest policy (Barbu and Marin, 1999).
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Fig. 16. Forests in the Carpathians have played a very important role in preserving the principles (religion, customs and moral dignity) of the Romanian people. Monasteries have represented a landmark for
the conservation of ancient orthodox religion.

1.8. State of the National Forest Land Base
B r ief H istory of R om ania ’s f or e sts. It is estimated that over 75% of
Romania’s surface area was covered by forests in the past. At present, only 27%
of the surface is forested. This forest cover loss is especially significant in environmentally sensitive areas (fig. 20).
During the last centuries, forests have disappeared on over 5 million ha. Only

Fig. 18, 19. Even though rare in Europe, wolf and lynx are a common presence in Romanian forests
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for the period 1829-1922, 3 million ha were deforested. Major forest loss
occurred mainly in the plains and foothills regions. Mountainous regions were
submitted to lesser impacts. Currently, forest cover is estimated at 7 % of the
total area in the plains and at 27 % in the hills. Romania’s forests are therefore
distributed unequally between and within these different forms of relief (fig. 21,
22).
In the plains region, the poorest areas in forest cover are: Campia
Baraganului (3.5 %), Campia Olteniei (5.3 %), Campia de Vest (3.2 %), Campia
Transilvaniei (6.8 %) and Campia Moldovei (4.1 %).
In the region of hills and plateaus, the physico-geographic units with a
reduced forest cover are: Podisul Moldovei (12.7 %) and Podisul Dobrogei (7.1
%). Species composition also suffered for the period 1950-1992: Beech (Fagus
sylvatica) lost 144,000 ha of surface area, Oak (Quercus sp.) lost 79,000 ha.
However, coniferous species increased by 465,000 hectares - often replacing
previous deciduous species. For the same period, other deciduous species (i.e.
Ulmus sp., Acer platanoides, Acer campestre) diminished due to lack of interest. Actually, the trend is to extend by natural regeneration the area occupied by
valuable broadleaves.
In the future, we hope to rich the proportion of 74 % deciduous and 26 %
coniferous (in contrast, the previous communist government had planned to
increase the proportion of conifers up to 40 % by the year 2010).

Fig. 20. Relation between potential area of the main wood species and forests in Romania and the actual
area of forests (after Barbu, 2004)
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Fig. 21. Dynamics of Romanian forests after the World War II (Barbu, 2004)

Structure of the National Forests
N a tional Forest distribu tion. Romania’s forest cover in 1994 was
6,366,888 ha. There are still 320,000 ha of woods not administered by the state.
These forests cover 26.7 % of the Romania’s total surface area (10th in Europe).
Forests are unequally distributed geographically: 58.5 % in the mountains, 32.7
% in the foothills and 8.8 % in the plains.
F o r est Species C om position. Romanian forests are dominated by
deciduous species at 69.3 % of total surface area and conifers cover 30.7%. The
main deciduous species are Beech (30.7 %), Oak (18.2 %), deciduous hardwoods (15.2%), and deciduous softwoods (5.2 %).
Among the surface area occupied by conifers, spruce represents 74.6 %, fir
covers 16.3 % and pines covers 6.8 %. With respect to the total forest surface
area, spruce covers 22.9 %, fir covers 5 %, pine covers 2.1 % and other resinous
species cover 0.9 %.
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The following comparison illustrates the evolution of species groups for the
period 1938-1994 (values must be multiplied by 1000 ha):
1938
1994
% change (1938-1994)
Total forest surface :
5,955
6,249
105
Resinous species:
1,525
1,916
126
Beech:
2,060
1,916
93
Oak:
1,221
1,139
93
Other deciduous species: 1,149
1,279
111
Therefore, though forest cover has increased by 5 %, the area occupied by
Beech and Oak forests decreased by 7 %.
A g e C lasses. One of the principles of silviculture is to assure a continuous
production of timber in harvestable stands over 100 years of age.
To realize this objective, it is therefore necessary to have an equal distribution among all age classes, in order to guarantee that stands arrive regularly at
maturity. The following age classes distribution illustrates the imbalances in
Romania’s forests in 1983:

Fig. 22. Distribution of actual forests in Romania (after Biris et al. 2002)
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Age class
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

1-20 years
21-40 years
41-60 years
61-80 years
81-100 years
over 100 years
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Weighted percentage
22.5
19.3
18.1
14.5
10.2
15.4

Younger age classes (1-60 years) are dominant and there is a deficit in the
medium to older age classes. This affects the harvestable volume to be cut in the
next 20 years.
To illustrate how these imbalances can also evolve, a surplus was observed in
1954 of 487,604 ha in over-mature age classes - often because many of these
forests were inaccessible. In contrast, for the same older age classes, in 1983 the
deficit was estimated at approximately 500,000 ha.
F o rest Production and Inc r e me nta l Gr owth.The available data concerning the biometric characteristics of Romanian Forests are based on the forest inventory reports (1974 and 1983). Total standing volume in Romania is estimated at 1,341 million m3 (fig. 23). Average volume per ha is estimated at 215
m3 - fourth place in Europe after Swiss (278 m3/ha), Austria (234 m3/ha), Czech
Republic/Slovakia (217 m3). It should be taken into account however that in all
these countries, conifers are the dominant species.
Mean annual increment in Romania for all age classes is estimated at 4.1
3
m /year/ha. If the youngest age class (1-20 years old) is excluded, the calculated mean annual increment increases to 5.6 m3/year/ha. The planned modern forest inventory, based on statistical sampling will provide more objective characteristics of actual forests in Romania, and a better projection for the future sustainable development.
With regards to specific species associations, mean annual increment is
approximately 7.5 m3/year/ha for coniferous species, 5.4 m3/year/ha for Beech,
3.5 m3/year/ha for Oak, 3.0 m3/year/ha for deciduous hardwoods in general, and
3

5.25 m /year/ha for deciduous softwoods (Chirita et al., 1983).
L e v e l o f S u s t a i n a b l e Yi e l d - t h e A n n u a l A l l o w a b l e C u t
( A A C ). The annual allowable cut, based on calculations for a sustainable
yield, is estimated at 14.5 million m3/year of which 3.8 million m3/year are
conifers and 10.7 million m3/year are deciduous. It is expected that the annual
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allow- Fig. 23. Estimated timber stocks,growth and filling in Romanian forests in the 1965-2030
a b l e period (after Barbu, 2004)
c u t
will increase in the next 40 years as the present surplus in younger age classes
arrives at maturity.
F o rest R otation L ength ( a ge of Ha r ve st) . The rotation length for
timber production in Romania per species and per production classes are based
on recent technical criteria established in 1986 and 2000:
Spruce: 100-180 years
Fir: 100-180 years
Pine: 50-80 years
Beech: 100-150 years

Oak: 110-200 years
Basswood: 50-100 years
Poplar: 15-30 years

For coppice forests, the following rotation lengths are recommended:
Oak: 30-40 years
Black locust: 20-35 years
Willow: 20-35 years
Note that a longer rotation period for spruce (over 150 years) is only justified
by special management objectives for resonance wood (necessary for the production of musical instruments and other quality wood products).
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Silvicultural Systems
Until 1990, the majority of forests were treated as high forests (91 %). Only
a small proportion were treated as coppice (5 %). The remaining forests were in
an ample process of conversion from coppice to high forests (4 %) (fig. 24).
Privatisation of forests and poor situation of peasants in hilly and plains
regions force the inverse process of conversion from high forests to coppice.
Romania uses silvicultural systems based on natural regeneration (61 000
ha/year) and clearcutting (maximum 3 ha) usually followed by artificial regeneration (5,500 ha/year). The total surface area that is reforested artificially is
between 10,000 and 16,000 ha/year. Over the last 10 years, natural regeneration
treatments have increased.
T h inning R egim e. It is estimated, for the post-communist regime, that
thinning represents only 30 % of the what is necessary for sustainable forest
management. The following surface areas treated annually for thinning in the
last four years must therefore be tripled:
- spacing: 63,000-75,000 ha/year;
- non-commercial thinning: 76,000-81,000 ha/year;
- commercial thinning: 96,000-114,000 ha/year;
F o r est A ccess. Forest access is essential for efficient forest management.
Inaccessible forest watersheds cannot offer commercial forest products nor can
they be treated silviculturally. This also affects other management objectives
such as tourism or recreation.
The forest road density index in Romania is 6.1 m/ha - among the lowest
indices of road coverage for similar topography in Europe (i.e. Germany is 45
m/ha; Switzeland is 44 m/ha and France 26 m/ha).
It is estimated that only 65 % of the forest land base (4.2 million ha) is accessible and the rest (2.2 million ha) is quite inaccessible presenting difficulties for
sustainable forest management.
This situation further contributes to an imbalance of age classes and to a concentration of forest harvesting operations in accessible areas. These consequences are unacceptable for the sustainable forest development.
In particular, the mountainous regions which hold the greater part of the forest yield, are the most inaccessible. In spite of Romania’s long experience with
cable systems - important both for decreasing erosion risk and increasing harvesting efficiency - there is an unhealthy uniformisation towards the use of trac-
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Fig. 24. Dynamics of improvement works in the degraded forests in Romania in the 1948-1997 period
(after Barbu, 2004)

tor systems in all ecological conditions. The increasing use of horses or oxen
for skidding to roadside can also present efficiency problems.
In conclusion, access development is mainly one of Romania’s greatest challenges in following up on its international commitments regarding the sustainable management of forests (Rio, Agenda 21). The problem is not a matter basic
infrastructure or of expertise. It is more a matter of losing the progress already
made without continued financial investments.
T h e R ole of Forest C ons e r va tion. Officially, conservation measures
were put into place in 1954. Management objectives were also established for
protective forests. Between 1970 and 1993, the proportion of protection forests
increased from 18.6 % to 50 % of the total forest surface area. The Forest
Research Institute has developed a specific research program in order to establish optimal structures for forests, classified for specific protection propositions
(Giurgiu et al., 1987).
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2. SILVER FIR IN EUROPE
Silver fir or European silver fir (Abies alba Mill.) is a fir native to the mountains of Europe, from the Pyrenees north to Normandy, east in the Alps and the
Carpathians, and south to southern Italy and northern Serbia, where it intergrades with the closely related Bulgarian Fir (fig. 26). It is a large evergreen
coniferous tree growing up to 40-50 m (exceptionally 60 m) tall and with a trunk
diameter of up to 1.5 m. It occurs at altitudes of 300-1,700 m (mainly over 500

Fig. 26. Distribution of Silver Fir in Europe (after Heino, 2002)

m), on mountains with a rainfall of over 700 mm.
Silver fir foliage is similar with that of Bulgarian fir (Abies borisii regis)
located in the southeastern part of Balkan Peninsula and Sicilian Fir (A. nebrodensis) from Sicily, differing from these and other related Euro-Mediterranean
fir species in the sparser foliage, with the leaves spread either side of the shoot,
leaving the shoot readily visible from above. Some botanists treat Bulgarian fir
and Sicilian fir as varieties of Silver fir, as A. alba var. acutifolia and A. alba var.
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nebrodensis respectively (Mayer, 1983).
Silver Fir is the species first used as a Christmas tree, but has been largely
replaced by Nordmann fir (which has denser, more attractive foliage), Norway
Spruce (which is much cheaper to grow), and other species. The wood is moderately soft and white, used for general construction and paper.
Taxonomic notes
Linnaeus initially (1753) assigned all firs, spruces and pines to the genus
Pinus. Miller forthwith (1754) assigned firs to the genus Abies (type species: A.
alba). Several authors have assigned it to ranks above the level of family: Order
Abietales Koehne 1893; Family Abietaceae Bercht. & J. Presl 1820; Subfamily
Abietoideae Rich. ex Sweet 1826; Tribe Abieteae Rich. ex Dumort. 1827; and
Subtribe Abietinae Eichler 1887. The genus has most recently been revised by
Liu (1971) and Rushforth (1987), with a full review of previous classification
schemes provided by Farjon and Rushforth (1989). The classification used here
is almost verbatim from Farjon (1990), with minor modifications respecting the
Flora of North America (Hunt 1993) and Chinese firs as they are likely to appear
in the forthcoming Flora of China. As such, there are 51 species.
Description
Tree. Like most other genera of Pinaceae, species of Abies are typically
monoecious evergreen trees with a spire-like or conic crown that often becomes
flattened or rounded in old trees (fig. 27). Near the lower limit, often silver fir is
hydgly parasited by Mistletoe or affected by die-back, causing important
changes in the structure and aspect of the crown (fig. 28, 29). Their form differs
from most genera of Pinaceae in its exceptional uniformity; Abies typically possess a single straight trunk with regularly spaced branch whorls produced at the
rate of one whorl per year, so that it is sometimes possible to determine the age
of a tree 50 years old simply by counting branch whorls. The branch pattern is
also exceptionally regular, with a single terminal and two lateral shoots produced each year at the tip of most active branches. Thus, Abies displays a geometric regularity of form that is only a little less common in Picea and Larix, is
rather unusual in Pinus, and is not found in Tsuga.
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Fig. 27. Typical aspect of Silver fir crowns in a pure, old, healthy stand in the Eastern
Carpathians (Rarau Mountains)

Fig. 28. Strongly modified aspect of crown in trees
of middle age affected by mistletoe (Viscum album
abietis) in the foothills of the Carpathians (Forest
District Solca)

Fig. 29. On large areas of slopes exposed to acid
rain, crowns and needle distribution are totally different from those of healthy trees
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Bark. Smooth and thin on young trees, bearing resin blisters, in age often
thick and furrowed or flaking in plates. In most species the bark provides little
protection against fire, although a few species are fire-tolerant (fig. 30).

Fig. 30. Different aspects of the bark in relation with age of the Silver fir trees

Fig. 31 Original botanical
atlas figure of Silver fir
(after Miller)
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Branches. Whorled, spreading, flattened into a horizontal plane, with irregular internodal branches occasionally produced by epicormic sprouting.
Shoots. Short (spur) shoots are absent. Twigs may be grooved or smooth;
prominent leaf scars, circular to broadly elliptic, flush with twig surface, are
slightly depressed or slightly raised evenly all around.
Leaves. Borne singly, persisting 5-12 years, spirally arranged but often proximally twisted so as to appear either 1-ranked (pointing up like toothbrush bristles) or 2-ranked, sessile, typically constricted and often twisted above the somewhat broadened base, sheath absent; linear-lanceolate, flat, with two white stomatal bands beneath, keeled below, rounded or notched at the apex, with two resin
ducts (fig. 34). Since many species are early seral and form dense stands, there
is often a conspicuous structural difference between shade foliage, just
described, and sun foliage, growing near the top of the crown in full sunlight
(fig. 31). Sun foliage is more or less erect, incurved to nearly falcate, thickened
or quadrangular. Buds are ovate or oblong with a rounded or pointed apex; terminal buds are surrounded by 4-5 secondary buds.
Cotyledons: 4-10.
Cones. Borne on year-old twigs, maturing in 1 season, erect, ovoid to cylindric, generally resinous, dehiscent (falling apart on maturity), cone axis persisting as an erect 'spike' on branch (fig. 31).
Pollen cones. Axillary, densely clustered along undersides of current year's
twigs, globular or conic, appearing in the spring, pendant, yellow to red, green,
blue, or purple, leaving gall-like protuberances after falling.

Fig. 32. Distribution of branches, needles and cones in
silver fir young trees

Fig. 33. Strongly deformed branch at
the insertion with the trunk on trees
parasited by misletoe
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Seeds: Winged, with a resin sac at the wing-seed juncture (fig. 31).

Fig. 34. Distribution of needles on silver fir shoots
by young trees and on the shaded branches

Fig. 35. Without resin, the wood of silver
fir is resistant and frequently used for roofs
and wood housing

Fig. 36. In the Carpathian mountains, wood was the main construction material available.
This Bukovinian house (19th century) is the perfect example of use of wood in constructions
and every-day life
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3. SILVER FIR FORESTS IN ROMANIA
In Romania, Silver fir occurs naturally only in the Carpathian Mountains.
Silver fir occurs mainly in mixed forests with beech and spruce on an estimated
area of 0.9 mil ha. It is considered the most productive coniferous species in
Romania. Only Silver fir represents about 0.3 mil ha, that means 5 % of the
Romanian forests. Standing volume in Silver fir is estimated at over 110 mil.
cubic meters, being the second most important conifer species in Romania, after
Norway spruce.
Mostly, Silver fir in the Carpathians shows a healthy look, mainly at altitudes
higher than 800 m and on protected slopes. Forest decline in Silver fir stands has
been observed for a long time (1928, 1948, 1966). The situation developed
mainly after 1980 (Barbu, 1991; 1994; 1997) when heavy and increasing damages occurred in pure Silver fir stands from Eastern Carpathians, located on
Albic luvisoils and on the slopes exposed to acid rains originating from Central
Europe. Also, in SW Romania (Banat) were reported important damages mainly in the Silver fir stands on brown-rendzinic soils. Other areas in the Southern
Carpathians (Prahova Valley, Brasov Depression) and in the Eastern Carpathians
(Neamt, Bacau, Vrancea) were affected (fig. 37). A book was dedicated to the
presentation of the Silver fir decline registered in Romania in the 1980-1990
period (Barbu, 1991). For the last 10 years, a stationary situation was reported
by the annual monitoring reports (Badea, 2003). Damages are recorded on a
five-step scale with increasing grades from 0 to 4. The proportion of evidently
damaged Silver fir trees of all ages was 22,3 % in 1994 and 14 % in 2002. In the
table 1, the percentage of estimated healthy Silver fir trees (class 0) and evident
affected trees (class 2-4) for the period 1990-2002 is presented.
At low altitudes, mainly in Eastern and Southern Carpathians, Viscum album
abietis becomes more and more frequent, causing important damages and wood
degradation (fig. 38-39).
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Table 1. Frequency (%) of defoliation classes of
Silver fir in the 1990-2002 in Romania (after
Badea et al. 2003)
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Class 0
48
56.9
54.7
47.8
44.6
59.0
60.6
62.7
68.9
66.1
66.9
63.4
61.2

Classes 2 -4
15
9
11.7
19.2
22.3
13.5
13.3
11.3
10.7
11.6
13.1
13.7
13.9

Fig. 38. Mistletoe on branches of Silver fir (initial
stadium of parasitism 6-8 years after infestation)

Fig. 37. Silver fir decline in Carpathians

Fig. 39. Mistletoe kills Silver fir on large areas in
the border of the natural area and in exposed slopes
to pollutants

Drought and alternance of wet and
drought periods are other damaging factors, increasing the sensitivity of Silver
fir to forest decline processes. Browsing by wild animal and livestock and
Christmas-tree illegal cutting affects Silver fir regeneration on large areas. In the
Eastern Carpathians, up to 800 m, the growth of Silver fir is very good and is
less affected by disturbing factors.
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The Carpathian Mountains (Czech, Polish, and Slovak: Karpaty; Serbian:
Karpati; Hungarian: Kárpátok; Romanian: Carpaţi; Ukrainian: Karpaty) are the
Eastern wing of the great Central Mountain System of Europe, curving 1500 km
(~900 miles), along the borders of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland,
Ukraine and Romania.
The name is most likely derived from the Carp, a Dacian tribe, attested in
Late Roman Empire documents until 381 as living on the Eastern Carpathian
slopes. Alternately, the name of the tribe may have been derived from the name
of the mountains. The name 'Karpetes' may ultimately be from the IndoEuropean root *sker/*ker, from which comes the Albanian word 'karpë' (rock),
perhaps by way of a Dacian word which meant 'mountain', 'rock', or 'rugged'. In
late Roman documents, the Eastern Carpathian Mountains were reffered to as
Montes Sarmatici. The Western Carpathians were called Carpates. The name
Carpates is first recorded in Ptolemy's Geography. In the scandinavian Hervarar
saga, which describes ancient Germanic legends about battles between Goths
and Huns, the name Karpates appears in the predictable Germanic form Harvada
fjöllum (see Grimm's law). In official Hungarian documents of the 13th and 14th
centuries, the Carpathians are named Thorchal or Tarczal, or the latinate Montes
Nivium.

Fig. 40 Landsat view of the Carpathians (www.wikipedia.com)
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The Carpathians begin on the Danube near Bratislava. They surround
Transcarpathia and Transylvania in a large semicircle, sweeping towards the
south-west, and end on the Danube near Orşova, in Romania. The total length of
the Carpathians is over 1500 km. The mountain chain's width varies between 12
and 500 km. The greatest width of the Carpathians corresponds with its highest
altitudes. Thus the system attains its greatest breadth in the Transylvanian
plateau, and in the meridian of the Tatra group (the highest range, with
Gerlachovský ątít, at 2655 m (8705 feet) above sea level- in Slovak territory). It
covers an area of 190 000 sq. km, and, after the Alps, is the most extensive
mountain system in Europe.
Although commonly referred to as a mountain chain, the Carpathians do not
actually form an uninterrupted chain of mountains. Rather, they consist of several orographically and geologically distinctive groups, presenting as great a
structural variety as the Alps. The Carpathians, which only in a few places attain
an altitude of over 2500 m, lack the bold peaks, extensive snow-fields, large glaciers, high waterfalls and the numerous large lakes which are common in the
Alps. No area of the Carpathian Range is covered in snow year-round, and there
are no glaciers. The Carpathians at their highest altitude are only as high as the
Middle Region of the Alps, with which they share a common appearance, climate, and flora.
The Carpathians are separated from the Alps by the Danube. The two ranges
meet only in one point: the Leitha Mountains at Bratislava. The river also separates them from the Stara Planina, or "Balkan Mountains", at Orşova, Romania.
The valley of the March and Oder separates the Carpathians from the Silesian
and Moravian chains, which belong to the middle wing of the great Central
Mountain System of Europe. Unlike the other wings of the system, the
Carpathians, which form the watershed between the northern seas and the Black
Sea, are surrounded on all sides by plains, namely the Pannonian plain on the
south-west, the plain of the Lower Danube (Romania) on the south, and the
Galician plain on the north-east (fig. 40).
Vertical and general division. What follows is a practical outline of
the Carpathian subdivisions (clockwise from the west, numbers refer to the
map).
Western Carpathians:
1 Outer Western Carpathians
2 Inner Western Carpathians
South Eastern Carpathians (= Eastern Carpathians in a wider sense):
Eastern Carpathians:
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Fig. 41. Map of the Carpathian subdivisions

3 Outer Eastern Carpathians
4 Inner Eastern Carpathians
5 Southern Carpathians (also known as Transylvanian Alps):
Bucegi Mountains Group
Făgăraş Mountains Group
Parâng Mountains Group
Retezat-Godeanu Mountains Group
6 Romanian Western Carpathians:
Apuseni Mountains (rarely not considered part of the Carpathians at all)
Poiana Ruscă Mountains (sometimes considered part of the Southern
Carpathians)
Banat Mountains (sometimes considered part of the Southern Carpathians)
7 Transylvanian Plateau (sometimes not considered part of the Carpathians at
all)
8 Serbian Carpathians (sometimes considered part of the Southern
Carpathians, or not considered part of the Carpathians at all)
Outer Carpathian Depressions (they surround the Carpathians and are normally considered part of the corresponding adjacent above main groups) The
geological border between the Western and Eastern Carpathians runs approximately along the line between the towns Michalovce - Bardejov - Nowy S±cz Tarnów. In older systems the border runs more in the east - at the line (river) San
(PL) - (river) Olsava (PL) - (town of) Snina (SK) - (river) Tur'ja (U). Biologists,
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however, shift the border even further to the east.
The border between the Eastern and Southern Carpathians is formed by the
Predeal Pass, south of Braşov. The Ukrainians sometimes denote as "Eastern
Carpathians" only the Ukrainian Carpathians (or Wooded Carpathians), i.e. basically the part situated largely on their territory (i.e.to the north of the Prislop
Pass), while the Romanians sometimes denote as "Eastern Carpathians" only the
other part, which lies on their territory (i.e. from the Ukrainian border or from
the Prislop Pass to the south).
Also, the Romanians divide the Eastern Carpathians on their territory into
three simplified geographical groups (north, center, south), instead of Outer and
Inner Eastern Carpathians. These are:
Carpaţii Maramureşului şi ai Bucovinei (Carpathians of Maramureş and
Bucovina)
Carpaţii Moldo-Transilvani (Moldavian-Transylvanian Carpathians)
Carpaţii de Curbură/Curvature Carpathians
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3.1. GENERAL ECOLOGICAL TREATS OF SILVER FIR
IN THE ROMANIAN CARPATHIANS
In order to survey and characterize the forest site parameters and the relations
between biocenosis components and ecological conditions, were developed simple ecogrammes which combine different site parameters in a grid, and the frequency of different plants, forest types or forest ecosystems in the grid cells.
Range limits and optimal areas are simply delimitated on the ecogrammes.
Using this simple representation, it is possible to compare the conditions in different regions of the natural area, but also to observe differences and limits when
a decision for extension of culture of a species outside the natural area must be
taken. For the forest types and forest ecosystems, it is possible to compare the
ecological niches and to identify the determinant factors for biocenose characteristics.
In the following figures are presented schematic diagrams, showing the
favorability of the main ecological factors for Silver fir in Romania. The whole
domain represents the range of variability of analyzed factors in Romanian territory. The elliptic domains represent different levels of favorability (expressed
by growth): green - very favorable (optimum); olive - favorable (suboptimum);
yellow - limits (pessimum) (fig. 42-51) (data after Donita et al., 1980; Stanescu,
1979).
The following ecological factors were analyzed: mean annual temperature
(TMA); mean annual precipitation (PMA); mean temperature in the growing
period (TMG); mean precipitation in the growing period (PMG); pH; mean air
moisture in July (U%); degree of base saturation; nitrogen in soil (%); soil depth
(dm); useful soil depth (m3/m2); hydric soil regime in summer; soil texture and
soil compactness.
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(fig. 42)

(fig. 44)

(fig. 43)

(fig. 45)

Legend:
Very favourable (optimum) - very common frequency
Favorable (suboptimum) - common frequency
Limits (pessimum) - scattered
Fig. 42-51. Schematic presentation of the favourability of the ecological conditions along for Silver
fir along two gradients in Romania
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(fig. 46)

(fig. 47)

(fig. 48)

(fig. 49)

(fig. 50)

(fig. 51)
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3.2. ECOLOGICAL ZONING OF ROMANIAN FORESTS.
FOCUS ON THE SILVER FIR PRESENT AREA
After more than 60 years of researches made by Romanian scientists
(Enculescu, 1924, 1938; Chirita et al., 1964, 1977; Donita et al., 1961, 1980;
Beldie et al., 1961; Giurgiu et al., 1968; Ivan, 1979; Donita and Roman, 1976;
Pascovschi and Leandru, 1958), in 1980 was published the synthesis on the
“Zonal and regional division of Romanian forests” under the coordination of
prof. N. Donita. The main objectives of this work is the foundation of the ecological - geographical basis for a more adapted silviculture to the natural conditions of Romania.
The distribution of the natural forest associations and formations was the
matrix for the definition and delimitation of the zones and regions in the
Romanian territory (fig. 3).
Zones are designated taking into account the natural area of wood species in
relation to their demand for heat and water. Eight zone units (from the high
mountains to the silvosteppe) were established:
1. Spruce forests
2. Mixed forest of conifers (fir, spruce) and beech
3. Mountain beech forests
4. Hilly beech forests
5. Sessile oak forests
6..European oak forest and oak xerofile forest
7. Q. cerris and Q. frainetto forests
8. Q. pedunculiflora and Q. pubescens forests
The main ecological charactestics of these zones are presented in table 2.
The large amplitude of this units - from ecological and geographical point of
view (Maps - Romanian Geographic Atlas, fig. 52-57) give a general information concerning the resilience of forest ecosystems and their capacity to adapt or
to change, according with different hypothesis related to climate change. We
must note that in the last 100.000 years important changes in the distribution of
ve-getation occurred on the Romanian territory (Pop, 1960, 1971; Stefureac,
1971; Dragastan et al., 1980; Lupsa, 1972).
These zones (fig. 3) are not equivalent with respect to the geographic zoning
(Donita et al., 1980). T he spruc e f or e sts correspond to a certain vegetation
belt; the three units of b e e c h f o r e s t s ( m o u n t a i n b e e c h f o r e s t s , m i x e d
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Table 2. Position of the main forest zones in Romanian ecological conditions (adapted after Donita et al.,
1980)

b e e c h forests w ith conifers a nd hilly be e c h f or e sts) form together
the “ c ooler subbelt” of the belt, meanwhile the sessile oak and m i x e d
oak forests made the “warmer subbelt” of the same forest belt known as.
Large areas of Q. cerris and Q. frainetto forests located mainly on the compacte soils-are the rests of the continous oak forest zone. Xerophite oak forests
as Q. pedunculiflora and Q. pubescens are included in two different subzones in
the silvosteppe. The regional division of the zone units is based on the spreading of the wood species and forest types in the landscape, under the influences
of main European climates (fig. 58) in Romania (continental in Eastern, UnderMediteranean and Southern part, European in Southern Romania and West
European-oceanic influences in Transsylvania).
In that way, 144 elementary regional units were formed, named forest eco-
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logic districts (fig. 59). The ecological districts (Donita et al., 1980) belonging
to the nearby zone units and influenced by the same regional climate variants are
grouped into 37 ecological forest subregions and these into five forest e c ologic regions (fig. 60): Carpathian region (A-I), Eastern region (J), SouthEastern region (K-M), Southern region (N) and Western region (O). The most
important forest ecologic region from the point of the view of silviculture is the
Carpathian region, including 87 % of Romanian forests. The other four regions
include plains and hilly regions, poor in forests, located mainly at the forest zone
with silvosteppe and steppe regions.
Silver fir occurs in large areas estimated at about 900,000 ha of Carpathian
regions, forming 19 ecologic sectors mainly mixed forests with spruce (in
Eastern Carpathians) and beech (in Southern Carpathians) (fig. 61-65 and tables
3-6).
In table 3 is presented the area occupied by different forest types with silver

Fig. 52. Map of the mean annual global radiation (kcal/cm2) in Romania (after the Romanian Geographic
Atlas 1974-1979)
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Fig. 53. Map of the sum of mean annual temperatures higher than 5 oC in Romania (after the Romanian
Geographic Atlas 1974-1979)

Fig. 54. Map of the yearly potential evapotranspiration (mm) in Romania (after the Romanian Geographic
Atlas 1974-1979)
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Fig. 55. Map of the yearly real evapotranspiration (mm) in Romania (after the Romanian Geographic Atlas
1974-1979)

Fig. 56. Map of the mean precipitations (mm) in the growing season in Romania (after the Romanian
Geographic Atlas 1974-1979)
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Fig. 57. Map of the mean precipitations (mm) in the cold season in Romania (after the Romanian
Geographic Atlas 1974-1979)

fir in the Carpathian Region. In table 4 is represented the hierarchies of the
Carpathian subregions, according with the percent of forested area occupied by
montane mixed forests with fir (area of mixed forest/area of total forest in the
subregion). The largest areas covered by mixed forests with silver fir are located in the Eastern Carpathians with more than 25 % of the forested area. In A2
and B2 subregions mixed forest represent 31.7 % respectively 30.7 %. Areas
with the lowest percentage of mixed forests are registered in South-Western subregions of the Carpathians with only 0.5-6 % of total forest area. In South
Carpathians mixed forests represent 10-18 % of forest in each subregion.
In table 5 is presented the mean participation of silver fir in the area of mixed
forests of the same region, calculated as ratio of area of silver fir and total area
of mixed forest in which silver fir is present. The richest subregion in silver fir
is D1, Fagaras South (Tara Fagarasului) with 70,1 % mean participation of fir,
followed by B3 - Bistrita Tarcau in Eastern Carpathians and G4 - Trascau
Muntele Mare in Western Carpathians). Lower participation of silver fir is registered in E2 - Parang Valcan (9.7%), E1 - Cindrel Retezat (14.8%) in South
Carpathians and Transilvania on the Western slopes of Eastern Carpathians in

Fig. 58. Climatic zoning of Romania (after the Romanian Geographic Atlas 1974-1979)
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Fig. 59. Large variability of climatic conditions in Romania leads to 144 elementary regional units named forest ecological district

Fig. 60. Ecological forest subregions in Romania (37 units)
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Fig. 61. Geomorphologic divisions of Romanian territory (after the Romanian Geographic Atlas 19741979)
Table 3. Area of the main forest types with silver fir in the Carpathian Region in Romania (adapted after
Donita et al. 1980)
Name of sub -region
A2 Obcinele Bucovinei
B2 Giurgei - Ciuc
B3 Bistrita - Tarcau
C2 Vrancea - Buzau
C3 Ciucas - Bucegi
D2 Fagaras Sud
E2 Parang - Valcan
F1 Cerna - Semenic
F2 Tarcu - Poiana Ruscai
G1 Zarand – Metaliferi
G2 Padurea Craiului
A1 Maramures
H2 Rodna – Nasaud
G3 Vladeasa – Gilau
G4 Trascau – Muntele Mare
B1 Gurghiu – Harghita
C1 Tara Barsei
D1 Tara Fagarasului
E1 Cindrel - Retezat
Total

1211
41,7
7,8
17,7
0,4
0,1
0,1
4,2
0,9
0,9
1,4
3,3
3,3
0,1
81,1

1311
1,9
28,9
11,1
2,4
3,9
1,1
0,5
0,7
8,1
17,1
0,4
0,3
13,3
9,3
2,5
101,5

Forest type (code) * Area x 1000 ha
1312 1321 1341 1431 2211
59,8
3,0
2,6
19,7
19,4
4,6
10,6
2,7
0,3
3,9
13,9
11,1
56,6
17,1
0,8
1,4
13,9
3,7
0,5
3,1
11,0
0,1
3,9
12,9
5,1
9,5
2,3
17,5
3,4
8,5
14,2
0,7
2,7
0,8
3,8
0,9
1,6
5,3
16,4
2,1
7,3
1,1
0,8
0,1
9,3
8,5
6,0
2,8
0,5
2,3
4,3
0,5
0,1
5,8
0,3
0,8
25,7
4,6
0,5
16,5
9,5
1,8
9,3
1,4
1,3
3,4
1,5
1,7
0,9
0,2
15,1
7,5
0,7
98,6
71,8 143,6 56,2 153,3

2212
6,3
0,2
4,6
19,3
19,2
2,1
21,9
0,5
3,5
0,3
1,3
0,1
0,1
1,5
4,8
0,1
6,2
92,0

Total
133,1
47,5
136,7
64,0
39,9
37,5
54,7
14,7
12,1
1,2
8,9
35,9
48,0
9,0
7,5
47,8
54,5
12,7
33,2
798.9
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* Forest types (table 3):
1211 Mixed forest of spruce and silver fir with mull flora
1311 Mixed forest of conifers and beech with mull flora
1312 Mixed forest of conifers and beech from the Northern Carpathians
1321 Mixed forest of conifers and beech with Rubus hirtus
1341 Mixed forest of conifers and beech with Luzula - Calamagrostis
1431 Mixed forest of conifers and beech with Vaccinium mirtillus
2211 Pure Silver fir forest type with mull
2212 Pure Silver fir forest type on colluvial flysh deposits

H2 - Rodna Nasaud (19.4 %), B1 - Gurghiu Harghita (20.5 %), B2 - Giurgeu
Ciuc (24.4 %). In all other subregions silver fir represents 25-50 % of area of
mixed forest belt.
In figure 64 were mapped the present area of Silver fir in different subregions
of the Romanian Carpathians and in figure 65 distribution of toponimes with
Silver fir related to forest area.

Table 4. Relative areas (%) occupied by mixed forest with silver fir in different sub regions of Carpathians
Name of sub region
B2 Giurgeu - Ciuc
A2 Obcinele Bucovinei
C3 Ciucas - Bucegi
B3 Bistrita - Tarcau
B1 Gurghiu – Harghita
C1 Tara Barsei
H2 Rodna - Nasaud
C2 Vrancea - Buzau
D1 Tara Fagarasu lui
A1 Maramures
E1 Cindrel - Retezat
E2 Parang - Valcan
D2 Fagaras Sud
G3 Vladeasa - Gilau
G4 Trascau - Muntele Mare
G2 Padurea Craiului
F2 Tarcu - Poiana Ruscai
F1 Cerna - Semenic
G1 Zarand - Metaliferi

% of mixed forest
31.7
30.7
30.2
29.7
28.3
22.1
21.4
18.0
17.4
17.3
10.7
10.1
9.4
8.7
6.0
5.8
4.1
3.6
0.5
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Fig. 62. Relative areas (%) occupied by mixed forests with silver fir in different sub regions of the
Carpathians in Romania

Table 5. Mean participation of silver fir in the mixed forests of the Carpathian sub-regions
Name of subregion

% of fir in mixed forest area

D1 Tara Fagarasului

70.1

B3 Bistrita - Tarcau

58.0

G4 Trascau – Muntele Mare

53.3

C2 Vrancea - Buzau

46.4

F1 Cerna - Semenic

45.6

C1 Tara Barsei

43.3

F2 Tarcu - Poiana Ruscai

42.1

A2 Obcinele Bucovin ei

41.8

G2 Padurea Craiului

38.2

A1 Maramures

34.5

G3 Vladeasa – Gilau

31.1

C3 Ciucas - Bucegi
D2 Fagaras Sud

27.3
25.9

G1 Zarand – Metaliferi

25.0

B2 Giurgei - Ciuc

24.4

B1 Gurghiu – Harghita

20.5

H2 Rodna – Nasaud

19.4

E1 Cindrel - Retezat

14.8

E2 Parang - Valcan

9.7
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Fig. 63. Mean participation of Silver fir (%) in the mixed forest of different subregions of the Romanian
Carpathians

Table 6. Climatic characterization of the ecological sectors in which silver fir occurs in the Romanian
Carpathians (after Donita et al., 1980)

Symbol

Sub
region

Alt.

Climatic parameters

Ecologic potential

Trophicity

(m)

TMA

PMA

Iar

Σ T+ (0C) Hydric(mm)

(T)

TMV

PMV

Lv

Vp (day)

Hydrologic
(mm)

A22

4.4-6.4 885-720 61-44 2075-2675
Obcinele
1000-600
Bucovinei
10.8-13.4 650-530 60-41 123-150

540-570

Giurgeu 1200-850
Ciuc

3.9-5.3 830-730 60-48 1950-2350

500-540

B22

B32

Bistrita –
1200-900
Tarcau

10.5-11.8 555-490 53-42 107-139
3.9-5.3 750-525 54-46 1950-2350
10.5-12.3 555-525 53-43 115-136
3.6-6.0 950-875 70-55 1850-2550

C22

Mean
prod.
class
of fir

3/4

345-150

I0–II0

5+3

II0-III5

3/4

II0-III5

4

II5-III5

360-190
500-525
250-185
475-570

Vrancea –
1300-900 10.0-13.2 665-610 67-46 107-142
Buzau

475-305

10.9-12.0 680-630 62-53 124-137

510-370
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Table 6 (continuation)
4.3-6.5
C32

Ciucas – Bucegi

D22

Fagaras Sud

970-850

68-52 2050-2700 490-290

1250 - 850
10.9-13.0 640-560

59-43

114-145 480-290

2.9-5.1

1040-980 81-65 1675-2275 470-520

9.3-11.5

673-635

1450 - 1100
72-55

93-126

570-460

4/5 II0-III0

3 II0-III5

3.9-5.0 1270-1180 91-79 1974-2300 520-580
E22

Parang – Valcan 1450 - 1250

F12

Cerna – Semenic 1450 - 1250

G22

Padurea Craiului

A12

Maramures

H22

Rodna – Nasaud

B12

Gurghiu –
Harghita

1300 - 900

C12

Tara Barsei

1400 - 1000

9.3-10.6

750-690

81-65

113-126 750-600

3/4 II5-III5

3.5-4.7 1340-1240 99-84 1825-2200 570-590
8.9-10.3
1350 –
1200
1250 –
1000
1350 –
1000

870-790

98-77

107-126 770-650

3+4 II0-III

3.5-4.4 1350-1275 100-89 1900-2125 550-575
9.2-10.2 1025-950 111-93 108-126 800-700

4 II0-III0

4.2-5.5 1325-1275 93-82 1875-2200 525-625
9.9-11.3

850-750

86-66

108-124 800-650

3/4 I5-II5

3.3-5.0 1250-1075 94-72 1750-2200 450-555
9.0-11.0

825-700

92-64

3

I5-II5

4

I5-II5

118-137 800-520

3.2-5.2 1150-1000 87-66 1750-2300 550-630

D12

Tara Fagarasului 1400 – 950

E12

Cindrel – Retezat

G42

Trascau –

1350 –
1000
1250 – 900

9.4-11.7

760-660

3.0-5.3

1000-850 77-56 1700-2350 450-525

9.5-12.3

710-600

2.8-5.5

1050-880 82-57 1650-2400 460-545

9.3-12.6

735-615

4.0-5.6

1000-920 71-59 1950-2425 500-570

10.1-12.5 700-646
4.1-5.8

950-850

81-56

75-49

79-49

69-52

105-140 600-370

110-133 550-325

106-139 560-335

116-136 500-350

4/3 II0-III0

3+4 II0-III0

3/2 II5-III5

67-54 1975-2500 450-510 4 II0-III0

Abbreviations
TMA - annual mean temperature (oC)
TMV - growing season mean temperature (oC)
PMA - annual mean precipitation (mm)
PMP - growing period mean precipitations (mm)

Iar - aridity index - de Martonne
L - Lang index in summer period
ΣT+ - sum of positive temperatures
Vp - length of vegetation period (days)

Fig. 64. Actual area of Silver fir in different forest sub regions of the Romanian Carpathians (adapted after Beldie, 1968; Donita, 1980)
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Fig. 65. Phyto-toponimes in Romania.
Area of the Silver fir toponimes shows
little differences from the current distribution of Silver fir in Romania. (adapted
after the Romanian Geographic Atlas
1974-1979)
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3.3. DISTRIBUTION OF SILVER FIR IN THE ROMANIAN
CARPATHIANS IN RELATION WITH COMPLEX ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Climate, geology, relief and soil variability determine high variability in the
distribution of forests with silver fir in the Carpathians. Next examples presented as cross sections in different sub regions, show the natural distribution of forest series and their main characteristics (fig. 66-74). Human influences on the
composition and the dynamics of actual forest is different from region to region.
In some areas the impact is very evident; we mention only the resistance of actual stands to disturbing factors. The effect of climate change would have important impacts in artificialised forests. Maintaining species and ecotypes adapted
to specific ecological factors is one condition to ensure a high resilience of the
future forests. Forest reserves represent important reservoirs, not only for the
studies of dynamic processes in natural forests, but also for gene conservation.

T1 - Tibles - Lapus
T2 - Viseu - Radauti
T3 - Sucevita - Vatra Dornei
T4 - Varatec - Ceahlau
T5 - Neamt - Gurghiu
T6 - Panciu - Ojdula
T7 - Piatra Craiului - Garbova
T8 - Bozovici - Oravita

Fig. 66. Cross sections in the Carpathians, showing analyzed zones in representative areas with mixed
forests dominated by silver fir
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Fig. 67. Distribution of Silver fir in the Northern Carpathians. in Romania (subregions A1 and H2)
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Fig. 68. Distribution of Silver fir in the Northern Carpathians. Cross section E-W from Suceava Valley to
Viseu Valley in Maramures
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Fig. 69. Distribution of Silver fir in the Northern Carpathians in Romania (subregions A2 Obcinele
Bucovinei)
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Fig. 70. Distribution of Silver fir in the Eastern Carpathians in Romania (subregions B3 Bistrita-Tarcau)
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Fig. 71. Distribution of Silver fir in the Eastern Carpathians in Romania (subregions B1 Gurghiu-Harghiuta
and B2 Giurgeu-Ciuc)
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Fig. 72. Distribution of Silver fir in the Carpathians in Romania (subregions C1-Tara Barsei and C2
Vrancea-Buzau)
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Fig.73. Distribution of Silver fir in the Meridional Carpathians in Romania (subregions C3-Ciucas-Bucegi
and B2 Fagarasi Sud)
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Fig.74. Distribution of Silver fir in south-west of Romania (subregion F1- Cerna-Semenic)
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3.4. FOREST TYPE CLASSIFICATION IN ROMANIA
The classification used by the Forest Research and Management Institute is
based on the relation between ecological conditions and the composition and the
productivity of the tree species. The system was developed by Pascovschi and
collaborators in the 1940-1968 period (Pascovschi and Leandru, 1958;
Pascovschi and Purcelean, 1968), giving birth to a whole new “school” in forest
typology. Two synthesis were published, referring to the natural-fundamental
forest types, which take into consideration also the “indicator species” of the
understories layers of vegetation, which are sensitive to ecological conditions
and remains in the forest even if the overstories composition changes, under
human influences. The classification scheme uses the composition of forests
(forest series), productivity and wood quality, humus type and soil characteristics and the group of indicator flora. The forest types included in a series can be
arranged along two main gradients (for example soil acidity and soil moisture).
Trophicity (nutrient gradient) is also used, but this parameter is a complex gradient, being influenced by pH, base saturation and nitrogen availability.
Topography is another important environmental factor and may affect the soil
trophicity and soil moisture regime, via soil depth or soil texture.
Relationships between forest types and the productivity are very important
for practical reasons, all the silvicultural treatments, mainly natural regeneration
methods, being recommended on the grounds of forest type characteristics. In
the following, we propose simple flow-charts (fig. 76-79) for the differentiation
of the mixed forest types which are useful for non-specialists in the field of forest typology. They allow a simple and safe classification in the case of field survey and swift ecological diagnoses. We also present the relations between forest
types dominated by silver fir and the productivity of the main species (Silver Fir,
Spruce and Beech) which are dominant in mixed forest stands in the Romanian
Carpathians (fig. 80-82).
Decimal classification of natural fundamental forest types in Romania.
For practical reasons, the foresters who developed the forest typology have proposed also a decimal classification, which made the description of forests a lot
smoother in the forest management plans and in the foundation of the silvicultural treatments. Currently, four numbers are used for the designation of a forest
type.

Forest type classification in Romania

Example:
2 2 4 1
ABCD
A - Forest formations (belts), dominating trees species
1 - Norway spruce
6 - Pedunculate oak
2 - Silver fir
7 - Quercus cerris and Q. frainetto
3 - Pine and larch
8 - Xeric oaks
4 - Beech
9 - Poplar and willow
5 - Sesile oak
10 - Mixed broadleaves
B - Mixture of the species
11 - Pure Norway spruce stands (pure stands)
12 - Mixed forest of spruce and fir (two species mixture)
13 - Mixed forest of spruce fir and beech (three species mixture)
14 - Many species
C - Site quality expressed through herbaceous flora type
221 - Mixed forest of fir and beech with mull flora
222 - Mixed forest of fir and beech with Rubus hyrtus
224 - Mixed forest of fir and beech with Luzula albida
225 - Mixed forest of fir and beech with Vaccinium myrtillus
D - Differentiate the forest types in relation with the productivity of the stands
221.1 - Normal mixed forest of fir and beech with mull flora, high productivity
221.2 - Mixed forest of fir and beech with Festuca sylvatica (middle productivity)
221.3 - Mixed forest of fir and beech with Festuca sylvatica (low productivity)

Fig. 75. In the Eastern Carpathians, forest dominated by silver fir form a massive large belt
(more than 800 m), interrupted only in the valleys by the rivers and settlements (in this image:
mixed forests of Silver fir and Norway spruce near Campulung Moldovenesc
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Unknown pure
silver fir stand

High
productivity ?

Yes

High
Increment and
wood quality ?

Yes

211.2 Silver fir forest
type with mull flora on
deposits of flysh or
colluvial deposits

No
No

Soils tend to
hydromorphysm

No

211.4 Silver fir
forest type on gleyc
soils, high
productive

Yes

High altitudes
(> 1000 m)

Yes

Yes

Field flora
mull ?

No
No

Midle
productivity ?

No

Yes

coarse soils on calcareous substrat

211.1 Silver fir
forest type with mull
flora

211.3 Silver fir of
high altitudes with
mull flora
213.1 Silver fir forest
type of high altitudes
with Vaccinium flora

211.5 Silver fir of
middle productivity
on gleyc soils
211.6 Silver fir forest
with mull flora on
coarse calcareous soils

Fig.76. Flow-chart for the differentiation of the pure Silver fir forest type (after Barbu, 2000)
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Unknown mixed
forest of fir and
spruce

High
productivity ?

No

124.1 Mixed forest of
spruce and fir on coarse
(skelet) soils

Yes

High
Increment and
wood quality

Yes

121.2 Mixed forest of
spruce and fir on coluvial
or flysh deposits

Yes

122.1 Mixed forest of
spruce and fir with mosses
and Vaccinium myrtillus

Yes

121.4 Mixed forest of
spruce and fir with mull
flora on gleyed

No

Field flora moses
and Vaccinium.
Regeneration
difficult ?

No

Gleic soils ?

No

Mull flora ?
Trunk quality
good for
booth species

Yes

No

121.1 Normal mixed forest
of spruce and fir with
mull flora

121.3 Mixed forest of spruce
and fir with Oxalis acetosella

Fig. 77. Flow-chart for the differentiation of the forest types dominated by silver fir and spruce (after
Barbu, 2000)
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Unknown type
mixed
forest typ

All the tree species
are high productive
?

131.1 Normal mixed forest of
conifers and beech of high
productivity

Yes

No

Conifers are high
productive and the
beech midle . . . low
productivity ?

Beech is midle
productive ?

Yes

Beech is low
productive ?

Yes

131.3 Mixed forest of
conifers and beech with
mull flora on gleic soils

131.2 Mixed forests of
conifers with beech from
northern Carpathians

No

Herbaceous flora
dominated by Rubus
hirtus, mull sp. and
acidofile sp.?

Yes
midle productivity

132.1 Mixed forest of
conifers and beech with
Rubus hirtus

No

Gramineae are
dominant in the
(Festuca
altissima ) ?

Yes
Festuca silvatica

133.3 Mixed forest of
conifers and beech with
Festuca altissima

No

Other trees sp. are
frequent ? Pine,
Birch ?

Yes

134.1 Mixed forest of
conifers and beech on
skeleton soils

Fig. 78. Flow-chart for the differentiation of the mixed forest types (silver fir, spruce and beech) in
Romanian Carpathians (after Barbu, 2000)

231.1 Mixed silver
fir forest

Yes

Yes

Luzula
dominant ?

N0

Midle productivity
for the silver fir ?

No

High
productivity
mull flora ?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Rubus hirtus + mull
flora + Festuca
silvatica ?

No

Skeleton soils
with m ull flora +
acidofilae ?

No

Festuca
silvatica
dom inat ?
Yes

Yes

225.1 Mixed forest
of silver fir and
beech with
Vaccinium
myrtillus

224.1 Mixed forest
of silver fir and
beech with Luzula
albida

222.1 Mixed forest of
silver fir and beech
with Rubus hirtus

221.3 Mixed forest of
silver fir and beech
with mull flora on
skeletic soil

221.2 Mixed forest of fir
and beech with Festuca
silvatica

221.1 Normal mixed forest
of silver fir and beech with
mull flora

Yes

Fig. 78. Flow-chart for the differentiation of the mixed forest types dominated by Silver fir and beech (after Barbu, 2000)

232.1 Montanous
mixed beech forest

No

Mixed forest of
silver fir, beech and
other broadleave
(10 - 70% ) ?

No

Silver fir and
beech represent
each 20 - 70%
of total ?

Unknown mixed
forest of silver fir and
beech ?

Forest type classification in Romania
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Fig. 80.

Forest type classification in Romania

Fig. 81.
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Fig. 82.

Silver fir forests in Romania
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3.5. CONSERVATION OF THE BIODIVERSITY IN THE FOREST
ECOSYSTEMS WITH SILVER FIR IN ROMANIA
Biodiversity is a multidimensional term and is no simple relation between
biodiversity and ecosystem services. The relationship between species diversity
and some particular aspects of ecosystem productivity and stability are largely
debated. Most of the studies show positive relationships, but the interpretation
of experimental results is quite difficult.
In comparison with the natural forest ecosystems, artificial ecosystems show
less complexity, even though very diverse under the characteristics of species
diversity and structure.
Other characteristics, like genetic diversity within populations are very
important to allow adaptation to changing conditions and finally for the production goods and services. Transfer of genetic material from one region to another or in the same region, from low altitudes to high altitudes can conduct in time
(20 - 80 years) at loses caused by inadaptation or to damaging factors and finally to higher costs for the restoration of the forests.
We must note that in the past the biodiversity changes were uninfluenced by
human activities, and were caused by cyclical changes in the seasonal distribution of the solar radiation and precipitation. Climate variation has not been uniform, and it is estimated also for the future climate change, that the high latitudes
and the centers of continents will have the largest changes.
According with global climatic changes results that relevant modifications in
the structure of biological communities, landscape and biomes were registered
with important shifts in latitudinal and altitudinal ranges. Such studies concluded that the present plant and animal communities do not resemble ancient ones.
Pollen-analytical studies made in the Romanian Carpathians documented the
changes in the frequency of different trees species, according with the abundance of pollen in peat bogs conserved in natural reserves.
Genetic studies in Slovakia have demonstrated that population of some
species (as silver fir) have survived in refugia which are the centers of genetic
diversity, while repeated expansion and contraction of populations in response
to climate have led to clinal changes of genetic diversity according with the distance from the centers. The complex structured patterns of genetic diversity
across Europe seem to bee caused by this kind of pulsations in interglacial and
glacial periods.
The present natural ecosystems seem well adapted to the fluctuations regis-
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tered in Pleistocene concerning the levels of CO2, precipitations and temperature. This adaptation proved by the plasticity of species, range movements and
the ability to survive in favorable habitats (refugia). The artificial ecosystems on
landscapes with high fragmentation are more sensitive to future climate changes
than the natural ecosystems.
Conservation of the natural ecosystems on large protected areas in National
and Natural Parks in the Carpathians will allow a better conservation of the
genetic diversity and the dynamic studies on long term permanent plots will
reveal the natural strategies to ax to the projected rate and magnitude of changes
in climate during the 21 century.
The Carpathians are very rich in post-glacial survivor species and
endemisms, a few of which are presented in figure 83.

Cypripedium calceolus

Arctostaphilos uva ursi

Betula nana

Leontopodium alpinum

Fig. 83. Endemism and rare species in the Romanian Carpathians
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4. NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS WITH SILVER FIR IN THE
ROMANIAN CARPATHIANS
The degree of naturalness of actual forest varies from a region to another and
is higher in the Carpathians, mainly at the altitudes of 1000-1500 m where the
access is more difficult. In the plain and high regions, the disruption of natural
forests dates from the first cultivation of crops and domestication of livestock.
Actually the least modified forest areas are located in zones with low densities
of population and low densities of forest roads.
After 1900 even in the Carpathians, the colonialist use of forests based on the
clear cut areas on large areas determines the rapid loss of primeval forests
(Frohlich, 1945). Based on the inventories of Frohlich (1920-1940) published in
the famous book "Urwaldpraxis" we have for the large areas of Carpathians data
concerning area and structures - inclusive volumes - of natural forests.
The inventories made by the special service of Forest Management Plan - in
the frame of the Administration of Greek - Orthodox Church Fund - give us the
specific parameters of the primeval forests from Northern Carpathians at the end
of 19 century (Ichim, 1988; Geambasu, 1994; Barbu, 1997; Barbu and Cenusa,
2001). Studies on the ground of forest management plans, from the period 18501948, in representative zones from Bucovina show important changes occurred
at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century (fig. 84). In
the last 50 years even the strongly protected natural forest areas have experienced disrupted herbivore - carnivore systems that are an integral part of the forest ecosystem.
On large areas roe deer produced damage to young trees (mainly silver fir and
sycamore) changing the regeneration trends. Bear (Ursus arctos) produced damages, mainly to old trees, the consequences being the death of the old trees and
a more rapid succession. R. Ichim (1960-1992) studied the frequency and the
consequences of this kind of damages in the forests of Bucovina.
If we look in the graph (fig. 20) showing the relation between the estimated
areas occupied by different forest species in Romania and actual areas we can
conclude that the least affected were the mixed mountainous forests.
After the declaration of the 11 National Parks and 6 Natural Parks in the
Carpathians, large areas of intact forests from the timberline (incl. large areas of
dwarf pine - Pinus montana mugo) till the beech belt forests are under severe
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protection.
In the last 50 years changes registered in the area of natural-fundamental forest types, occurred mainly in the hilly and plain region. Most part of the mountainous forests remains with the same composition but the structure is different
after the treatments.
Concerning the genetic structure of Romanian forests, we can assume that
most part of the forests are natural regenerated and conserve in good condition
the natural provenances. In mountainous areas in which significant disturbance
events occur such as wind, snow and disease - the genetic structure of old stands
were modified by the transfer of plant material originated at lower altitudes to
high altitudes.
4.1. CLASSIFICATION OF FOREST ECOSYSTEMS IN ROMANIA
Symbols used for the designation and classification of forest ecosystems
types in Romania
Ex.:

2 1 1 6 2
ABCDE

A - Forest formations (belts):
Ex: 2 - Silver fir and mixed forests dominated by fir
B - Under group of vegetation belt in function of dominating tree species
Ex:
2.1 Silver fir
2.2 Mixed forest of Spruce and Silver fir
2.3 Mixed forest of conifers and beech (Spruce, fir and beech)
2.4 Mixed forest of beech and Silver fir
C - Humification group (type of humus):
001. Mull
005. Raw humus 009. Calcic Raw humus
002. Mull-moder
006. Peat (acidic) 000. Peat (bog)
003. Moder
007. Calcic mull
004. Moder - raw humus 008. Calcic moder
D - Water regime in soil:
001. Dry
.
.
009. Swampy
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E - Productivity of the stand (high, middle, low)
(for the differentiation of the subtype of ecosystems)

a

b

c

d

Fig. 84. Changes in the structure of the forests in the eastern Carpathians under the sylvicultural measures
adopted from the end of the 19th century.
Large areas of primeval forest (a) were clearcutting, extracting only the stems with diameter up to 28 cm.
Remaining trees and young cohorts of regeneration conduct to another generation of forest (b) which are
closed to natural forest at least regarding the composition. Because of high importance of Norway spruce,
large areas were planted with this species after clearcuttings (c).
Thought thinning broadleaves species considered without importance were eliminated and Norway spruce
formed pure stands (d).
Even thought apparently more productive, these stands become more and more sensitive to disturbing factors, especially after the age of 30-50 years.
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Table 8. Main forest ecosystems dominated by silver fir in Romanian Carpathians
Code type of ecosystem
(typ of association)
211.6 Abietum dacicum type
Asperula odorata

Area

Alt.
Climatic parameters
(m)
28.000 ha
(500) 700 – Tma 6,5 – 4,5 0C
East Carpathians (80%) 1100 (1200) Pma 750 – 850 mm

Biometric
parameters
Id 08
H 33 – 30 m
D 44 – 39 cm
V 815 – 630 m 3
0
211.8 Abietum dacium type Oxalis
4.000 ha
600 – 1000 Tma 5,5 – 7,0 C
Id 07
– Pleurosium
East Carpathians
Pma 700 – 900 mm
H 32 - 26
D 42 – 34
V 600 – 460
213.6 Abietum dacicum type
Low
700 – 1000 Tma 5,5 – 70C
Id 07
Festuca drymea
East Carpathians
Pma 800 – 900 mm
H 28 - 32
D 38 – 30
V 550 – 350
214.6 Abietul dacicum type
2000 ha
900 – 1350 Tma 4 – 60C
Id 07
Calamagrostis w. Luzula
Pma 900 – 950 mm
H 28 - 20
D 32 – 22
V 500 – 320
217.4 Silver fir (low prod.) with
SW of Romania
700 – 800 Tma 6,5 – 7,5 0C
Id 06
calcic mull on rendzina and
Pma 1000 – 1100 mm H 26 - 11
carbonatic soils with Epipactis D 34 – 25
Cephalantera flora
V 380 – 220
221.6 Dentaria (sylvatici) –
100000 ha
800 – 1200 Tma 4 – 60C
Id 08
Abietum Sanek
East Carpathians
Pma 750 – 900 mm
H 33 - 28
D 42 – 36
V 700 – 580
0
222.8 Equiseto (sylvatici) –
East Carpathians
600 – 1000 Tma 6,5 – 4,5 C
Id 08
Abietum Sanek
H 33 - 28
Pma 750 – 900
D 42 – 36
V 700 – 580
0
223.6 Abietum – Piceetum
9000 ha
900 – 1350 Tma 4 – 5,7 C
Id 07
montanum
East Carpathians
Pma 850 – 11oo mm H 30 - 25
D 36 – 29
V 590 – 380
223.7 Abietum – Piceetum
17000 ha
800 – 1200 Tma 7 – 50C
Id 08
montanum
East Carpathians
Pma 750 – 900 mm
H 30 - 24
D 38 – 34
V 750 – 410
231.6 Pulmonario (rubrae) –
260000 ha
Tma 5,5 -40C
Id 08
Abieti – Fagetum
East Carpathians (91%) 950 - 1200 Pma 750 – 900 mm
H 30 - 34
South Carpathians (8%)
D 43 – 39
W Carpathians (1%)
V 670 – 520
233.6 Pulmonario (rubrae) –
17000 ha
1000 – 1350 Tma 5,8 – 40C
Id 08; H 30 - 24
Abieti – Fagetum
South Carpathians
(1450)
Pma 950 – 1250 mm D 38 – 32
V 530 – 360
234.4 Mixed forest on coarse soils
125000 ha
850 – 1300 Tma 6,5 – 40C
Id 07
with Luzula – Calamagrostis
South Carpathians
(1400)
Pma 900 – 1200
H 28 - 22
(51%)
D 35 – 29
West side of E –
V 400 – 300
Carpathians (37%)
0
241.6 Abieto – Fagetum dacicum,
275000 ha
Tma 6.5 – 4,5 C
Id 08;
type Asperula – Dentaria
E-Carpathians (50%)
(600) 800 – Pma 750 – 1100 mm H 33 - 30
S-Carpathins (40%)
1200
D 43 – 39
W-Carpathians (10%)
V 700 – 500
242.7 Abieto – Fagetum dacicum,
85000 ha
900 – 1200 Tma 6,5 – 50C
Id 08; H 34 - 29
type Rubus hirtus
E-Carpathians (85%)
Pma 750 – 1000 mm D 41 – 36
V 580 – 465
243.6 Abieto -fagetum daciucm,
14000 ha
800 – 1400 Tma 6 – 3,5 0C
Id 08; H 28 - 24
type Festuca altissima
S-Carpathians
Pma 1000 – 1200 mm D 32 – 36
W-Carpathians
V 480 – 350
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Table 8. (continuation)
244.4 Abieto -fagetum dacicum,
type Luzula – Calamagrostis

10000 ha
S- Carpathians (50%)
E-Carpathians (40%)

600– 1200E Tma 7-40C
Pma 850 – 1200 mm
800-1250 S

245.6 Abieto - fagetum dacicum,
type Vaccinium myrtillus

2000 ha
S- Carpathians

800 – 1250 Tma 6,5 – 40C
Pma 850 – 1000 mm

Id 07
H 28 - 22
D 28 – 36
V 400 – 270
Id 07
H 24 - 18
D 32 – 25
V 320 – 205

4.2. PURE SILVER FIR ECOSYSTEMS

Fig. 85. Ecograms for silver fir pure ecosystems in Romanian Carpathians. Ecological spectrum in
relation with the regimes of pH, trophicity and soil moisture (data after Donita et al., 1990)
Ecological regimes
pH regime
3 - 4,5 very acid
4,5 - 5,5 acid
5,5 - 6 low aci
6 - 6,8 neutral
6,8 - 7,2 low alkalin
7,2 - 7,5 alcaline
7,5 - 8,3 very alkaline

Trophicity regime
T0 - extreme oligotrophic
T1 - oligotrophic
T2 - oligo-mezotrophic
T3 - mezotrophic
T4 - eutrophic
T5 - megatrophic

Soil water regime (Ue, Uv)
Ue-estival (summer) moisture regime
Uv-vernal moisture regime
0 - dry
1 ...
6 - wet in deep horisons
8 - excessive wet
9 - flooding
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Description of pure Silver fir ecosystems
Ecosystem chart 1
1. Code: 2116 (after Donita et al. 1990, with additions)
2. Name: Silver fir ecosystem, high - medium productive, with mull (mull
- moder) on brown and luvic - brown soils, balanced hidric, with ground flora
Oxalis-Dentaria-Asperula
3. Type of vegetation association: Abietum dacicum Beldie 67, type
Asperula-Oxalis
Forest type code: 2111, 2112, 2113
4. Romanian forest typology code:
2111 - Silver fir forest, with mull flora
2112 - Silver fir forest with mull flora, on colluvial flysh deposits
2113 - Silver fir forest of high altitude, with mull flora
5. Site type:
3333. Mountainous of mixed forests high productive on deep
soils, with Asperula - Dentaria
3332. Mountainous of mixed forests middle productive on mi- d

Fig. 86. Generalised distribution of the pure silver fir ecosystem 2116 in the Romanaian Carpathians
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ddle deep soils with Asperula - Dentaria
3220. Mountainous of mixed forests, middle-low productive, on
rendzinic soils with Asperula - Dentaria
6. Area: About 28,000 ha. Mainly in East Carpathians on eastern slopes (81
%). South Carpathians (15 %), on the both slopes.
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: East Carpathians 450 - 1100 m
South Carpathians: 700 - 1200 m

Fig. 87. Climatic diagram for the meteo station Targu Neamt (after Chirita et al., 1977)
a. Monthly mean temperature (0C)
b. Monthly mean precipitation (mm) (1/5)
c. Monthly mean precipitation (mm) (1/3)
d. ETP potential evapotranspiration (mm)
e. negative temperatures period
f. excedent of precipitations (P> ETP)
g. deficit of precipitation (P < ETP)
h. compensated cumulate deficit of P
i. noncompensated deficit of P
j. dry period (Walter-Lieth)
freezing period
Tma = mean annual temperature (0C)
TV-VIII = Mayr tetraterm
Pa = mean annual precipitations
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+

Pp10 = precipitations in period with t = 10 oC
PXI-III = recharge precipitations (Nov. - March)
PVII-VIII = precipitations in July - August
Σ∆P+ = P - ETP (for P > ETP)
Σ∆P- = ETP - P (for ETP > P)
Σ∆Pnc = noncompensated deficit of precipitations
∆Pmax = P - ETP (max in month)
Iar = de Martonne index
+

-

Ich = Σ∆P /Σ∆P
Ipt = pluviothermic index for period t = 10 oC, vernal, estival
D1, D2, E1, E2 etc. = defficite, excedente of precipitations in classes of 10 mm

9. Relief: on the foot of the slopes and plateaux
10. Substrata: deposits of flysh, conglomerates and mixed rocks
11. Soils: brown and luvic brown soils, eu-mezobasic, acid brown soils
oligo-mezobasic, with mull - (mull-moder), deep - (middle deep) loamy-sand,
loamy frequent amphygleic, low coarse content on low inclined slopes. High
physiologically useful volume. Litter with rapid decomposition rate
12. Climate
13. Tma
6.5 - 4.5 oC
14. Pma
750 - 850 mm Eastern Carpathians
900 - 1000 mm Southern Carpathians
15. ETR
450 - 600 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Troficity*
TIV
**Trophicity index (after Chirita et al., 1977)
T0 … M extreme oligotrophic soils
TI oligotrophyc soils
TII oligo-mezotrophyc soils
TIII mezotrophyc soils
TIV eutrophyc soils
TV megotrophyc soils
n

Tp
< 10
10-30
30-50
50-80
80-140
> 140

*) Tp = (∑ t pi = H i × d i × Gvi × V8.3i × rVi ) × 0.1
i =1

Tp = potential trophicity
Tpi = potential trophicity of horizon i
n = horizon number
tp = potential trophicity of horizon i
H = % of humus in horizon i
di = depth of horizon i (dm)

in which:
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Gvi = volumetrig gravity of horizon i
V8.3i = exchangeable base index of horizon i at pH 8.3
rvi = fine soil volume in horizon i /total soil volume of horizon i

Fig. 88 Climatic diagram for the meteo station Sinaia (after Chirita et al., 1977)

Fig. 88. Peles Castle in Prahova Valley (Sinaia). Summer residence of the Romanian Kings. Built at the
end of 19th century by the KingCarol I Hohenzolern in 1883, is located in the middle of pure and mixed
Silver fir forests
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18. Acidity (pH)
19. Water regime**

pH 5.5 - 6.5
Uv 4-3 Ue 3-2

**Water regimes (after Chirita et al., 1977)
Uv = vernal water regime
Uv 0 … dry
Ue = estival (summer) regime

8 … wet
Ue 0 … 8

20. Air regime : difficult in the springs
21. Limitative factors: useful soil volume (depth), at low altitudes, mistle
toe after 80 years
22. Biocenosis structure: Tree strata - Abies alba, disseminated - Picea
abies, Fagus sylvatica, Acer pseudoplatanus, Betula verrucosa, Alnus incana
23. Density index:
Id 08 - 09
24. Production class: I - II
25. Biometrical characteristres of silver fir at 50 and 100 years; I0 - II0
production classes
Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

50
100

09
08

20-23
30-33

21-24
39-44

370-530
630-815

Natural regeneration: very easy for all species; successions to mixed
forests of silver fir and beech. Young cohorts resist under the canopy
26. Bushes strata: rare exemplars of Coryllus avellana
27. Herbaceous strata: Variable density in relation with stand density index
Asperula odorata, Dentaria glandulosa D.bulbifera, Geranium robertianum,
Lamium galeobdolon, Pulmonaria rubra, Ranunculus carpaticus, Mycelis
muralis
- In dense stands only Oxalis acetosella
- In wet sites: farns, Salvia glutinosa, Stachys recta, Impatiens noli-tangere, Circaea alpina
- On rich soils with humus accumulation: Mercurialis perennis, Actaea
spicata, Circaea lutetiana, Paris quadrifolia
28. Moses strata: Pleurozium schreberi, Eurynchium striatum,
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus, Minium undulatum, Catharinea undulara
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Fig. 89. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir forest ecosystem 2116 in Forest District Gura
Humorului. Production unit V Paltinoasa, altitude 450-480 m, age 80-120 years, N/ha 375, G/ha 59 m2/ha,
V/ha 765 m3. Composition 85 Fir 15 Beech

Fig. 90. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir forest ecosystem 2116 in Forest District Pojorata.
Production unit I Rarau, altitude 950-1000 m, age 80-120 (180) years, N/ha 712, G/ha 56.2 m2/ha, V/ha
810 m3. Composition 90 Fir 10 Spruce.
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Description of pure Silver fir ecosystems
Ecosystem chart 2
1. Code: 2118 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: silver fir ecosystem, high productive, with forest mull (mull moder) on gleyed brown soils, luvic - brown soils, eu-mezobasic, water
in excess in deep layers, with Oaxalis-Pleurosium low herbs
3. Type of vegetation association: Abietum dacicum Beldie 67, type OxalisPleurosium
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2114 Silver fir high productive on gleyed soils
2115 Silver fir medium productive on gleyed soils
5. Site type:
3640 Montainous for mixed forests, high productive, deep gleyed brown
soils
3650 Montainous for mixed forests, mean productive on amphygleic
argillic brown soil
6. Area: Small areas dispersed in other ecosystems. Total area estimated at
4000 ha on eastern slopes of East Carpathians
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 600 - 1000 m
9. Relief: low inclined slopes, terraces and plateaux
10. Substrata: deep deposits of cohesive sands (loamy sand), marls and

Fig. 91. Generalised distribution of the pure silver fir ecosystem 2118 in the Romanaian Carpathians
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sandstones with low permeability
11. Soils: eumezobasic brown soils, luvic brown soil, acid brown, feri
iluvial brown soils eu-mezobasic, with mull ... moder (hydromorph),
amphygleic-gleic
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
5.5 - 70C
14. Pma
700 - 900 mm
15. ETR
500 - 650 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIV-II
18. Acidity
19. Water-regime

pH 4.5 - 5
Uv 9-7 Ue 6-5

20. Air regime
difficulty in spring
21. Limitative factors: Water excess, imperfect aeration
22. Biocenosis structure: Tree strata - Silver fir, disseminated - Beech,
spruce, Adler, Birch
23. Density index:
Id 09 … 07
24. Production class: II - III
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir I6 - III0 prod. clas

Fig. 92. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir forest ecosystem 2118 in Forest District Soveja.
Production unit I Rucareni, altitude 660-690 m, age 80-170 years, N/ha 687, G/ha 39.8 m2/ha, V/ha 520m3.
Composition 88 Fir 10 Beech 2 Spruce
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Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

50
100

09
07

16-22
26-32

18-24
34-42

300-440
460-600

26. Bushes strata: rare exemplars of Coryllus, Sambucus, Acer campestre
27. Herbaceous strata: Oxalis acetosella with other hygromorphic species
(Chrysosplenium alternifolium, Petasites albus) on site with mull accumula
tions (Dentaria glandulosa, Mercurialis perennis, Salvia glutionosa,
Symphytum cordatum)
28. Moses strata: Pleurozium schreberi, Eurynchium striatum,
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus,
Description of pure Silver fir ecosystems
Ecosystem chart 3
1. Code: 2136 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Silver fir ecosystem, middle productivity, with moder on acid
brown soils, acid brown cryptopodzolic, feriiluvial brown soils mezobasic,
balanced moisture regime with Festuca drymeia
3. Type of vegetation association: Abietum dacicum Beldie 67
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2121 Silver fir forest with Festuca drymeia
5. Site type:
3322 Mountainous for mixed forests, mean productive podzolic brown
or cryptopodzolic brown mean deep, with Festuca - Calamagrostis
6. Area: Small areas in Curvature Carpathians
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 700 - 1000 m
9. Relief: inclined slopes in the upper part
10. Substrate: deluvial deposits of metamorphic, eruptive and sandstone
rocks
11. Soils: acid brown soils oligo-mezobasic, with moder - raw humus,
feriiluvial brown, mean physiologically useful volume and cryp
topodzolic low litter-decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
5.5 - 70C
14. Pma

800 - 900 mm
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Fig. 93. Generalized distribution of the pure silver fir ecosystem 2136 in the Romanian Carpathians

15. ETR
500 - 600 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIII
18. Acidity
pH 5.2 - 6.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3
Ue 3-2
20. Air regime
very good
21. Limitative factors: Trophycity and water regime in shallow soils
22. Biocenosis structure: Composition - Silver fir, diss. Beech, Spruce
Adler, Sessile oak, Sycomore
23. Density index:
Id 07 - 09
24. Production class: (II)III
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir II0 - IV0 prod. class
26. Bushes strata: Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

50

09

13-19

16-21

210-380

100

07

22-28

30-38

350-550

27. Herbaceous strata: Festuca drymeia, Oxalis acetosella, Asperula odora
ta, Lamium galeobdolon, Sanicula europaea, Luzula luzuloides,
Majanthemum bifolium, Hieracium transsilvanicum, Calamagrostis arundi
nacea, Vacciunium myrtillus. In clear anted area Festuca is repladed by
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Fig. 94. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir forest ecosystem 2136 in Forest District Lepsa.
2

Production unit I Lepsulet, altitude 1000-1050 m, age 120-240 years, N/ha 612, G/ha 61.5 m /ha, V/ha 775
3

m . Composition 77 Fir 15 Beech 8 Spruce

Luzula and Calamagrostis
28. Moses strata: Eurynchium striatum, Hylocomium splendens
Description of pure Silver fir ecosystems
Ecosystem chart 4
1. Code: 2146 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Silver fir ecosystem, meadle productivity, with moder-raw humus,
on feriiluvial brown soils and cryptopodzolic acid brown soils oligo-mezoba
sic, balanced moisture regime with Calamagrostis - Luzula in the field layer
3. Type of vegetation association:
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2131 Silver fir forest of high altitude with acidophilic flora
5. Site type:
3322 Mountainous of mixed forests, mean-low productive, with brown
- podzolic soils or cryptopodzolic, mean deep with Festuca - Calamagrostis
6. Area: small areas mainly in Carpathians Curvature. Total 2,000 ha.
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 900 - 1,350 m
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Fig. 95. Generalized distribution of the pure silver fir ecosystem 2146 in the Romanaian Carpathians

9. Relief: shadow slopes, inclined upper slopes
10. Substrata: shallow deposits of cristaline schists, sandstones etc.
11. Soils: feriiluvial brown soils with moder … raw humus, mean
deep … shallow, acid brown loamy sandy -loamy, rich in coarse frag
ments cryptopodzolic with low physiologically useful volume podzolic
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.5 - 6.0 oC
14. Pma
900 - 950 mm
15. ETR
500 - 550 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIII-II
18. Acidity
pH 4.5-6.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3
Ue 3-2
20. Air regime
normal
21. Limitative factors: Low exchangeable bases, low water regime and eda
phyc volume
22. Biocenosis structure: Composition - Silver fir, diss. Spruce, Beech
23. Density index:
Id 09 - 07
24. Production class: III-IV
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir II.0 - IV.0 prod. class
26. Bushes strata: 27. Herbaceous strata: Luzula luzuloides, Hieracium transsilvanicum,
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Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m3/ha)

50

09

12-18

13-12

180-330

100

07

20-28

22-32

320-500

Majanthemum bifolium, Homogine alpine, Soldanella montana, Dryopteris
spinulosa. On steel slopes with coarse fragments codominate are Calamagrostis arundinacea, Vacciunium myrtillus, Luzula sp.
28. Moses strata: Eurynchium striatum, Hylocomium splendens,
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus
Description of pure Silver fir ecosystems
Ecosystem chart 5
1. Code: 2174 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Silver fir ecosystem, low productive, with calcic mull on rendzina
and brown rendzinic soil, carbonatic eubasic ± balanced moisture regime,
with Epipactis - Cephalantera
3. Type of vegetation association: -
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4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2116 Silver fir forest with mull flora on rendzina
5. Site type:
3220 Mountainous of mixed forests high (mean) productive rendzinic
mean deep, with Asperula - Dentaria
6. Area: In South-West of Romania in calcareous zones
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 700 - 800 m
9. Relief: variable tipic for calcareous mountains

Fig. 96. Generalized distribution of the pure silver fir ecosystem 2174 in the Romanaian Carpathians

10. Substrata: deposits of calcare coarse and residual argilles
11. Soils: rendzinic soils (eu-mezobasic), rich in calcic mull shal
low … mean deep, loamy-clay, coarse debris, mean…low physiologi
cally useful volume, with active litter decomposition
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
6.5 - 7.5 oC
14. Pma
1000 - 1100 mm
15. ETR
600 - 630 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TI-III
18. Acidity
pH 6.0 - 6.5
19. Water-regime
Uv 3-2
Ue 2-1
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20. Air regime
normal
21. Limitative factors: Low reserves of nutrients and water, caused by
reduced edaphyc volume and warm micro climate - Mistletoe
22. Biocenosis structure: composition - Silver fir, diss. Beech, Spruce, Ash,
Maple, Lime
23. Density index: Id 06 - 08
24. Production class:IV-V
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir IV.5 - V.5 prod. class

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

50
100

08
06

10-16
18-26

12-18
25-34

130-260
220-380
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Natural regeneration: difficult for Silver fir, beech, sycamore, hornbeam,
ash etc. are dominant
26. Bushes strata: Rare exemplars of Corillus avellana, Sambucus nigra,
Sambucus racemosa and Crataegus monogyna
27. Herbaceous strata: Pulmonaria officinalis, Dentaria bulbifera,
Glecoma hirsute, Geranium robertianum, Euphorbia amygdaloides, Carex
silvatica, Mycelis muralis, Cephalanthera (rubra, damasonium, longifolia),
Epipactis (atrorubens, helleborine), Mercurialis perennis, Paris quadrifolia,
Circaea lutetiana, Salvia glutinosa, Hordelymus europaeus, Bromus
benekeni
28. Moses strata:
4.3. MIXED SILVER FIR AND SPRUCE ECOSYSTEMS IN THE
ROMANIAN CARPATHIANS

Fig. 97. Ecograms for mixed forest ecosystems (spruce and fir) in Romanian Carpathians. Ecological spectrum in relation with the regimes of pH, trophicity and soil moisture (data after Donita et al., 1990)
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Ecological regimes
pH regime

Trophicity regime

Soil water regime (Ue, Uv)

3 - 4,5 very acid

T0 - extreme oligotrophic

4,5 - 5,5 acid
5,5 - 6 low acid
6 - 6,8 neutral
6,8 - 7,2 low alkaline
7,2 - 7,5 alcaline
7,5 - 8,3 very alkaline

T1 - oligotrophic
T2 - oligo-mezotrpohic
T3 - mezotrophic
T4 - eutrophic
T5 - megatrophic

Ue-estival (summer) moisture
regime
Uv-vernal moisture regime
0 - dry
1
…
6 - wet in deep horisons
..
8 - excessive wet
9 - flooding

Description of Mixed forest ecosystems of Silver fir and Spruce
Ecosystem chart 6
1. Code: 2216 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest of spruce and silver fir, high-medium productive, with
mull (mull-moder) on brown soils, luvic brown soils eu-mezobasic and acid
brown soils mezobasic, balanced moisture regime, with Oxalis-DentariaAsperulla
3. Type of vegetation association: Dentario (glandulosae) - Abietum
Samek et al. 57
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1211 Mixed forest of spruce and fir with mull flora
1212 Mixed forest of spruce and fir on coluvial flysh deposits
1241 Mixed forest of spruce and fir on skeleton soils with mull flora
5. Site type:
3333 Mountainous of mixed forest, high productive, deep brown soils
with Asperula - Dentaria
3332 Mountainous of mixed forest, high productive, deep podzolic
brown soils or cryptospodic acid brown soils
3320 Mountainous of mixed forest, high-mean productive rendzinic
mean-deep with Asperula - Dentaria
3331 Mountainous of mixed forest, low productive; shallow brown soils
with Asperula-Dentaria and acidofile
6. Area: about 100,000 ha mainly in Eastern Carpathians
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 800 - 1200 m (N)
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Fig. 98. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2216 in the Romanaian Carpathians

1000 - 1300 m (S)
9. Relief: mean inclined slopes, different aspects, plateaux
10. Substrat: deep flysh deposits, calcareous conglomerates, glacis of
cristaline schists
11. Soils: brown eu-mezobasic soils, luvic brown eu-mezobasic
and acid brown soils mezobasic with mull - mull-moder humus type,
deep-mean deep, loamy-clay, frequently with pseudologley; low coarse
debris high-mean physiologically useful volume, litter with rapid
decomposition
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.0 - 6.0 oC
14. Pma
750 - 900 mm (N)
1000 - 1200 mm (S)
15. ETR
500-600 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIV-III
18. Acidity
pH 5.5 - 6.5
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3,
Ue 3
20. Air regime
normal
21. Limitative factors: soil deep on steep slopes or coarse debris soils. Low
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Fig. 99. Climatic diagram for the meteo station Rarau - Eastern Carpathians (after Chirita et al., 1977)

Fig. 100. Climatic diagram for the meteo station Gheorhieni - Eastern Transylvania (after Chirita et al.,
1977)
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temperatures at high altitude
22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce and Silver fir in balanced proportions.
Diss. Sycomore and Beech
23. Density index:
Id 08 - 10
24. Production class: I - II(III) for Spruce and Fir
III-(IV) for Beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for spruce and silver fir I0 - II0 production class
26. Bushes strata: Rare exemplars of Sambucus racemosa, Lonicera sp.,
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Spruce
Fir

50

09
08

23-26
21-24
40-44
38-43

430-550

100

23-26
20-23
32-37
30-33

620-760

Rosa canina
27. Herbaceous strata: Oxalis acetosella, Asperula odorata, Salvia glutinosa, Euphorbia amygdaloides, Geranium robertianum, Adoxa moschatelina,
(Dentaria glandulosa,Pulmonara rubra), Athyrium filix-femina, Dryopteris
filix-mass, Orthilia secunda, Hieracium transsilvanicum, H. bifidum, Luzula

General view of Rarau Mountains - Eastern Carpathians vith large areas of mixed forests of Silver
fir and Norway spruce
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luzuloides, Vaccinium myrtillus
28. Moses strata: Eurhynchium striatum, Rhytidadelphus triquetrus, Mnium
punctatum, Dicranum, Scoparium

Fig. 101. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir forest ecosystem 2216 in Forest District Pojorata.
2

3

Production unit I Rarau, altitude 1100-1150 m, age 100-140 years, N/ha 562, G/ha 54 m /ha, V/ha 690 m .
Composition 50 Fir 50 Spruce diss. Beech

Fig. 102. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir forest ecosystem 2216 in Forest District Stulpicani.
2

3

altitude 700-750 m, age 100-110 years, N/ha 730, G/ha 53 m /ha, V/ha 820m . Composition 65 Spruce 35
Fir
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Description of Mixed forest ecosystems of Silver fir and Spruce
Ecosystem chart 7
1. Code: 2228 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce and fir, high productive, with
mull-moder on brown, luvic brown, acid brown, feriiluvial brown soils,
gleyed, mezzo-oligo-mezobasic, water in excess (in deep layers) with Oxalis
- Pleurosium
3. Type of vegetation association: Equiseto (sylvatici) - Abietum. Samek et
al. 57
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1211 Mixed forest of spruce and fir with mull flora on gleyed soils
5. Site type:
3223 Mountainous of mixed forest, high productive diverse deep brown
soils with imperfect drainage
6. Area: dispersed in the belt of mixed forests mainly in the north of East
Carpathians

Fig. 103. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2228 in the Romanaian Carpathians

7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 600 - 1000 m
9. Relief: low inclined slopes, different aspects, terrace, plateaus
10. Substrata: deep deluvial/alluvial deposits, rich in loamy and clay,
low permeable
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11. Soils: deep brown eu-mezobasic, luvic brown, acid brown,
feriiluvial brown eumezobasic soils, with mull-moder humus typ, sandyloam, loamy-clay, with imperfect drainage, gleyed in deep layers under
the influence of freatic water, high-mean physiogically useful volume.
Litter with mean decomposition rate.
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.5 - 6.5 oC
14. Pma
750 - 900 mm
15. ETR
550-600 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIV-III
18. Acidity
pH 5.5 - 6.5
19. Water-regime
Uv 9-7
Ue 6-5
20. Air regime: air regime in sol - difficult caused by water excess
21. Limitative factors: water excedent, reduced aeration, high acidity, low
temperatures in sol
22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce and Silver fir in balanced proportions.
Diss. Sycomore and Beech in the low canopy
23. Density index:
Id 09 - 10
24. Production class: I - II production class for Spruce and Fir
IV-V for Beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for spruce (I.5-II.5) and silver fir (I.0 II.5) production class
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Spruce
Fir

50

09
08

21-25
18-23
36-42
36-42

390-510

100

20-25
18-23
29-35
28-33

580-700

Natural regeneration: frequent and easy to conduct under the canopy of old
stand. Difficult in large clear cutted areas in which hydrofile and heliofile flora
become competitive
26. Bushes strata: Rare exemplars of Coryllus avellana and Sambucus
racemosa
27. Herbaceous strata: Chrysosplenium alternifolium, Mysotis palustris,
Carex remota, Equisetum sp., Petasites albus, Dentaria glandulosa,
Symphytum cordatum, Ranunculus carpaticus, Oxalis acetosella. In non-regenerated areas occur compacte associations of Deschampsia caespitose or
Juncus effusus
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Fig. 104. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem2228 in forest district Tomnatic,
Production unit I Demacusa

28. Moses strata: Pleurozium schreberi
Description of Mixed forest ecosystems of Silver fir and Spruce
Ecosystem chart 8
1. Code: 2236 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce and fir, mean productive with
moder humus typ, on acid brown soils, feriiluvial brown cryptospodic brown
soils, gleyed, oligo-mezobasic, water balanced regime with Calamagrostis Luzula
3. Type of vegetation association: Abietum - piceetum montanum
Matuszk.73
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1213 Mixed forest of spruce and fir with Oxalis acetosella
1231 Mixed forest of spruce and fir with Luzula luzuloides
5. Site type:
3322 Mountainous of mixed forest, mean (low) productive, podzolic
brown or cryptopodzolic soil mean deep with Festuca -Calamagrostis
3220 Mountainous of mixed forest, high (mean) productive on rendzinic
soils mean deep with Asperula - Dentaria
6. Area: about 9000 ha in the East Carpathians
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7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 900 - 1350 m
9. Relief: inclined slopes, mainly with shadow aspects, upper
slopes
10. Substrata: deluvial deposits of acid eruptive rocks, cristaline
schists, sandstones and conglomerates

Fig. 105. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2236 in the Romanaian Carpathians

11. Soils: acid brown feriiluvial brown, cryptospodic acid brown
soils oligo-mezobasic and mezobasic with moder, deep-mean deep,
sandy-loam … loamy-sand, with variable useful volume, low decomposition rate of litter
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.0 - 5.7 oC
14. Pma
850 - 1100 mm
15. ETR
475 - 575 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIII-II
18. Acidity
pH 4.0 - 5.9
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3
Ue 3
20. Air regime
good
21. Limitative factors: low available nutrients
22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce and Silver fir. diss. Beech
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23. Density index:
Id 07 - 09
24. Production class: II - III
25. Biometrical characteristics for spruce (II.0-III.5) and silver fir (I.6 III.0) production class
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Spruce
Fir

50

09
07

18-24
17-22
32-39
29-35

300-450

100

17-23
16-21
24-30
25-30

380-590

Natural regeneration: difficult on shallow soils
26. Bushes strata: Rare exemplars of Lonicera xilosteum
27. Herbaceous strata: Luzula luzuloides, Hieracium transsilvanicum,
Oxalis acetosella, Majanthemum bifolium, Calamagrostis arundinacea,
Orthilia secunda, Hieracium sp., Vaccinium myrtillus
28. Moses strata: Eurhynchium striatum, Hylocomium splendens,
Polytrichum commune
Description of Mixed forest ecosystems of Silver fir and Spruce

Fig.106 Vertical profile in the upper part of distribution of silver fir in the eastern Carpathians, Forest
district Pojorata, production unit I Rarau, northern oriented slope
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Ecosystem chart 9
1. Code: 2237 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce and fir, mean productive with
moder on acid brown,feriiluvial brown soils oligobasic, water balanced with
Luzula sylvatica
3. Type of vegetation association: Abieto - Piceetum montanum Matuszk.73
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1241 Mixed forest of spruce and fir on skeletal soils, with Luzula sylva-t
ica
5. Site type:
2322 Mountainous of spruce forest, mean productive brown-podzolic
brown soil, podzol brown soil, mean deep with Luzula sylvatica
6. Area: about 17000 ha mainly in East Carpathians
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 800 - 1200 m N
1000 - 1300 m S
9. Relief: low inclined slopes and plateaux
10. Substrat: diverse rocks deposits
11. Soils: acid brown, feriiluvial brown, cryptospodic acid brown
soils oligobasic with moder, mean deep, sandy-loam, loamy-clay, hydro
morphyc with mean-high physiologically useful volume. Litter with low

Fig. 107. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2237 in the Romanaian Carpathians
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decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
14. Pma
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5.0 - 7.0 oC
750 - 900 mm N
1000-1200 mm S
475 - 600 mm

15. ETR
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TI - II
18. Acidity
pH 4.5 - 5.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 6-5
Ue 5-4
20. Air regime: reduced
21. Limitative factors: low available of nutrients, low aeration, low tem
perature
22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce and Silver fir. diss. Sycomore, Beech
23. Density index:
Id 08 - 09
24. Production class: II - III for Spruce and fir
25. Biometrical characteristics for spruce and silver fir (II.0 - III.5 production class)
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Spruce
Fir

50

09
07

16-21
14-19
30-42
31-38

280-430

100

17-23
16-20
24-32
24-30

410-650

Natural regeneration: without difficulties. In gaps area Luzula sylvatica is
a serious concurrent for seedlings of fir and spruce
26. Bushes strata: Coryllus avellana, Spiraea ulmifolia, Sorbus aucuparia,
Sambucus racemosa, Lonicera xilosteum
27. Herbaceous strata: Luzula sylvatica, Dentaria glandulosa,
Polygonatum verticillatum, Lamium galeobdolon, Asperula odorata. In
clear cutted areas Luzula sylvatica is replaced by Luzula luzuloides,
Deschampsia caespitose, Calamagrostis arundinacea
28. Moses strata: Eurhynchium striatum, Pleurozium schreberi,
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus, Catharinea undulate, Mnium cuspidatum,
Dicranum scoparium
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Fig. 108 Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2237 in forest district Tomnatic,
Production unit I Demacusa

Description of Mixed forest ecosystems of Silver fir and Spruce
Ecosystem chart 10
1. Code: 2247(after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce and fir, mean productive with
moder - raw humus, on feriiluvial soils oligo-mezobasic, water balanced
with Hylocomium
3. Type of vegetation association: Abieto - Piceetum montanum Matuszk.73
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1221 Mixed forest of spruce and fir with green mosses and Vaccinium
myrtillus
5. Site type:
3312 Mountainous of mixed forest, mean (low) productive, shallow
podzolic soil, with mosses and acidofilic plants
3323 Mountainous of mixed forest, high productive, on podzolic brown
soils or cryptopodzolic soils, with high physiological useful volume
6. Area: low areas in East and West Carpathians in the upperpart of the
mixed forest belt
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 1000-1300 m
9. Relief: variate slopes concerning aspects and inclinations
10. Substrat: deluvial deposits of cristaline schists, acid eruptive
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Fig. 109. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2247 in the Romanaian Carpathians

rocks or sand stones
11. Soils: feriiluvial brown soils, podzol, humico-feriiluvial pod
zol oligobasic, with moder, mean-high useful volume, sandy … loamysand coarse debris with deep litter layer, low decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
5.0 - 5.5 oC
14. Pma
950 - 1200 mm
15. ETR
950 - 550 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIII - II
18. Acidity
pH 4.0 - 5.5
19. Water-regime
Uv 5-4
Ue 4-3
20. Air regime
good
21. Limitative factors: low temperature and nutrients availability
22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce and Silver fir. Diss. Sycomore, Beech
23. Density index:
Id 07 - 08
24. Production class: II - III for Spruce, II - IV for Silver fir
25. Biometrical characteristics for spruce (II.0 - III.5) and for silver fir
(II.0 - IV.0) production class
Natural regeneration: difficult because of mosses strata
26. Bushes strata: 27. Herbaceous strata: Deschampsia flexuosa, Luzula albida, Homogyne
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Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Spruce
Fir

50

09
08

18-23
16-21
31-38
30-38

240-400

100

17-23
15-20
24-31
22-30

380-550

alpina, Soldanella hungarica, Vaccinium myrtillus
28. Moses strata: Hylocomium splendens, Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus,
Pleurozium schreberi, Dicranum scoparium

4.4. MIXED FOREST ECOSYSTEMS OF SILVER FIR - SPRUCE

Young stands of mixed forests of Silver fir and Norway spruce, naturally regenerated in
Forest District Soveja, Courvature Carpatians
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AND BEECH

Ecological regimes

Fig. 110. Ecograms for mixed forest ecosystems (spruce, fir and beech) in Romanian Carpathians.
Ecological spectrum in relation with the regimes of pH, trophicity and soil moisture (data after Donita et
al., 1990)

pH regime
3 - 4,5 very acid
4,5 - 5,5 acid
5,5 - 6 low acid
6 - 6,8 neutral
6,8 - 7,2 low alkaline
7,2 - 7,5 alcaline
7,5 - 8,3 very alkaline

Trophicity regime
T0 - extreme oligotrophic
T1 - oligotrophic
T2 - oligo-mezotrpohic
T3 - mezotrophic
T4 - eutrophic
T5 - megatrophic

Soil water regime (Ue, Uv)
Ue-estival (summer) moisture regime
Uv-vernal moisture regime
0 - dry
1
…
6 - wet in deep horisons
..
8 - excessive wet
9 - flooding
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Ecosystem chart 11
1. Code: 2316 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce - beech and fir, high (mean) pro
ductive with mull (mull - moder) humus typ, on brown soils and luvic brown
soils, eu-mezobasic or feriiluvial brown soils, oligo-mezobasic, water bal
anced with Oxalis - Dentaria - Asperula
3. Type of vegetation association: Pulmonario (rubrae) - Abietis - Fagetum
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1311 Mixed forest of conifers and beech, with mull flora
1312 Mixed forest of conifers and beech, with mull flora from northern
Romania
1341 Mixed forest of conifers and beech on skeletal soils, with mull flora
5. Site type:
3333 Mountainous of mixed forest, high productive brown soil, high
useful volume, with Asperula - Dentaria
3332 Mountainous of mixed forest, mean productive brown soil, mean
useful volume, with Asperula - Dentaria
3220 Mountainous of mixed forest, high (mean) productive rendzinic,
high (mean) soil useful volume, with Asperula - Dentaria
6. Area: the largest forest ecosystem with fir in Romania. More than
260,0000 ha mainly in Eastern Carpathians 91 %) 8 % in Southern Carpathians
and only 1 % in Western Carpathians
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 950 - 1200 m
9. Relief: variate conditions, low-mean inclined slopes, plateaux
10. Substrata: deep deluvial deposits on flysh, conglomerates, eruptive
and metamorphic (intermediate and basic) rocks
11. Soils: brown eu-mezonasic soils, brown rendzinic, luvic
brown, feriiluvial brown soils eu-mezobasic, acid brown cryptopodzolic
oligo-mezobasic soils with mull, mull-moder (moder) high (mean) use
ful soil volume, sandy … loamy, loamy-clay in B horizon lowmoderate hydromorphic, coarse debris, litter with active decomposition rate.
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.0 - 5.5 oC
14. Pma
750 - 900 mm
15. ETR
500 - 550 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
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17. Trophicity
TV - III
18. Acidity
pH 5.5 - 6.5
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3
Ue 3
20. Air regime
good … very good
21. Limitative factors: low useful volume can reduce water availability

Fig. 111. General distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2316 in the Romanaian Carpathians

Fig. 112. Climatic diagram for the meteo station Predeal - Curvature Carpathians
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Fig. 113. Climatic diagram for the meteo station Paltinis -Sibiu- Southern Carpathians

22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce, Silver fir and Beech in variable propor
tion. Diss. Sycamore and montane elm
23. Density index:
Id 09 - 10
24. Production class: I - II for Spruce and Fir, II - III for Beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for spruce and fir II production class and
beech II-III production class
Natural regeneration: without difficulties. Spruce only in gaps.
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Beech
Spruce
Fir
Beech

50

10
08

23-27
20-24
16-19
40-43
39-43
28-34

300-500

100

23-26
20-24
18-22
31-36
30-34
26-30

520-670

Participation of tree species can be different in comparison with the old stand
following successions strategies.
26. Bushes strata: rare exemplars of: Sambucus racemosa, Lonicera
xilosteum, Daphne mesereum, Rosa canina
27. Herbaceous strata: Asperula odorata, Dentaria glandulosa, Pulmonaria
rubra, Geranium robertianum, Salvia glutinosa, Sanicula europea,
Polygonatum verticillatum, Lamium galeobdolon, Oxalis acetosella,
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Fig. 114. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem2316 in forest district Stulpicani,
Production unit VII Saltioara

Allium ursinum, Impatiens noli-tangere, Carex pendula, Aegopodium
poda graria, Cardamine impatiens, Mercurialis perennis, Actaea spicata,
Circaea lutetiana, Symphytum cordatum, Luzula luzuloides, Pyrola
secunda, Hieracium transsilvanicum. In clear-cutted areas Epilobium
angustifolium, Urtica dioica, Atropa belladonna, Senecio silvaticum, S.
fuchsia, Stachys silvatica and after 3 - 5 years Rubus idaeus,
Sambucus racemosa, S. nigra, Salix silesiaca
28. Moses strata: Eurhynchium striatum, Hylocomium splendens,
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus, Dicranum scoparium, Polytrichum com
mune
Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir, Spruce and Beech.
Ecosystem chart 12
1. Code: 2318 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce, beech and fir, high (mean) pro
ductive, with mull (mull - moder) hydromorph, on brown and luvic brown
soils, eu-mezobasic and acid brown soils, feriiluvial brown soils oligomezobasic, water in excess in deep horisons with Myosotis
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General view of the mixed forest Belt in Prahova Valey, near Sinaia. Eastern slope
of the Bucegi Mountains

3. Type of vegetation association: Pulmonario (rubrae) - Abieti - Fagetum
Soo 64
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1313 Mixed forest of conifers and beech on gleyed soils
5. Site type:
3640 Mountainous of mixed forest, high (middle) productive, diverse
brown soils with imperfect drainage, mean-high soil depth.
3650 Mountainous of mixed forest, middle productive, argillic brown
soils, with pseudogley horizons in lower depth and reduced useful vol
ume of the soil
3740 Mountainous of mixed forest, high-middle (low) productive
humus-rich brown earth, with lateral water springs (sources).
6. Area: small areas dispersed in other forest ecosystems (mainly) in the
Oxalis - Dentaria - Asperula type in Eastern and Western Carpathians
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 600 - 1000 m
9. Relief: low inclined slopes, plateaux and high floodplains with
imperfect drainage
10. Substrata: coluvial and alluvial deposits of sedimentary rocks in
diverse stratifications (sands clay, in alternances with marls and sand
stones, loams, clay etc
11. Soils: brown eu-mezobasic, luvic brown , acid brown eumezobasic,
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Fig. 116. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2318 in the Romanian Carpathians

feriiluvial brown and albic luvisoil oligo-mezobasic with mull and mullmoder, frequent hydromorphic, deep and very deep, different textures (coarse
… fine) with gley horizons at different depth; high physiologically useful
volume, active decomposition of litter
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
5.0 - 6.5 oC
14. Pma
800 - 900 mm
15. ETR
550 - 650 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
TIV - III
18. Acidity
pH 4.5 - 5.9
19. Water-regime
Uv 9-7
Ue 6-5
20. Air regime
insufficient, mainly in the growing period
21. Limitative factors: low aeration and temperature in soil and air (frequent
temperature inversions)
22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce, Silver fir and Beech in variate propor
tions
23. Density index:
Id = 0.9 - 1.0
24. Production class: I - II for Spruce and Fir, II - III for Beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for the spruce and fir (I.0-II.0 production
class) and for beech II.6-III.5 production class
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Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Beech
Spruce
Fir
Beech

50

10
08

20-26
21-25
15-18
40-44
38-43
27-32

390-500

100

23-26
20-24
16-20
31-36
30-34
24-28

510-650

Easy natural regeneration mainly under the canopy of old stand. In large
gaps or clear cutted area, natural regeneration become difficult because of bogging up processes
26. Bushes strata: rare exemplars of: Sambucus racemossa and Sorbus
aucuparia
27. Herbaceous strata: Chrysosplenium alternifolium, Myosotis palustris,
Equisetum silvaticum, E. palustre, Impatiens noli-tangere, Asperula odorata,
Dentaria glandulosa, Circaea lutetiana, Symphytum cordatum, Ranunculus
carpaticus. In large clear cutt areas Deschampsia caespitosa and Juncus effusus
28. Moses strata: -

Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir, Spruce and Beech

Vertical structure of silver fir ecosystem 2318 in Forest District Stulpicani, Forest Reserve Slatioara
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Aspect of primeval mixed forest in Forest Reserve Slatioara - Eastern Carpathians

Structural variability of mixed forests stands in Forest District Naruja - Curvature Carpathians
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Ecosystem chart 13
1. Code: 2327 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce, beech and fir, middle produc
tive with mull - moder on acid brown soils, feriiluvial brown and cryptospodic acid brown soils, oligomezobasic, water optimal supply, with
Rubus hirtus
3. Type of vegetation association: Pulmonario (rubrae) - Abieti - Fagetum
Soo 64
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1321 Mixed forest of conifers and beech with Rubus hirtus
5. Site type:
3623 Mountainous of mixed forest, high (middle) productive podzolic
brown, or cryptopodzolic brown deep soils
6. Area: large areas, mainly in Eastern Carpathians (56 %) - Curvature
Carpathians, 40 %. In Southern Carpathians, most of them on northern
slopes.
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 900 - 1200 m N

Fig. 118. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2327 in the Romanaian Carpathians

1200 - 1450 m S
9. Relief: variable slopes, mostly in the upper part
10. Substrat: deep deposits of acid rocks (cristalines shists, porfiric
eruptive rocks, sandstones and complexes of shales and sandstone
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11. Soils: feriiluvial brown, cryptospodic acid brown, acid brown soils,
mezzo-oligomezobasic with moder, middle deep-deep variable texture and
coarse fragments with mean-large physiologically useful volume
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.0 - 5.5 oC
14. Pma
750 - 900 mm N; 1000 - 1200 mm S
15. ETR
450 - 550 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T III
18. Acidity
pH 5.3 - 6.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-5
Ue 4-3
20. Air regime
good, very good
21. Limitative factors: useful volume and coarse fragments
22. Biocenosis structure: Spruce, Silver fir and Beech in variate proportions. Diss. white adler
23. Density index:
Id = 08 - 09
24. Production class: II - III for spruce and silver fir and III prod. Class
for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for the spruce and fir (II1-III5 production class) and beech (II6-III5) production class
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Beech
Spruce
Fir
Beech

50

09
08

18-22
17-21
14-18
32-38
32-37
26-31

255-365

100

17-23
16-21
16-19
24-32
24-30
24-28

405-540

Natural regeneration without difficulties under the canopy of old stand. In
large gaps or clear-cutted area intense development of Rubus hirtus
26. Bushes strata: Spiraea ulmifolia, Daphne mesereum, Lonicera
xilosteum and Sambucus racemossa
27. Herbaceous strata: Rubus hirtus, Salvia glutinosa, Dentaria glandulosa,
Actaea spicata, Asperula odorata, Geranium robertianum, Oxalis acetosella,
Senecio fuchsia, Chrysanthemum rotundifolium, Athyrium filix femina in
moist soils, Dryopteris disjuncta, D. phegopteris, Stellaria nemorum,
Ranunculus carpaticus, Symphytum cordatum
28. Moses strata: -
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Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir, Spruce and Beech.
Ecosystem chart 14

1. Code: 2336 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce, beech and fir, middle productive with moder on acid brown soils, feriiluvial and cryptospodic acid brown
soils, oligo-mezobasic, water balanced with Festuca drymeia
3. Type of vegetation association: Pulmonario (rubrae) - Abieti - Fagetum
Soo 64
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1331 Mixed forest of conifers and beech with Festuca drymeia
5. Site type:
3322 Mountainous of mixed forest, middle (low) productivity podzolic
brown, or cryptopodzolic brown soil, mean deep, with Festuca Calamagrostis
6. Area: about 17,000 ha mainly (75 %) on the southern slopes of south
Carpathians; 30% in Eastern and Western Carpathians

Fig. 119. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2336 in the Romanaian Carpathians

7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 1000-1350 m
9. Relief: sunny inclined slopes mainly in the upper part and crests
10. Substrata: deluvial deposits from acid rocks (metamorphic, erup-
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tive, sedimentary)
11. Soils - feriiluvial brown, cryptospodic acid brown, albic luvisoils, acid
brown soils, oligomezobasic with moder, moder-mull or moder - raw
humus, middle deep, sandy-loam-loamy (in B horizons) variable coarse
debris, with middle physiologically useful volume.Litter with active
decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.0 - 5.8 oC
14. Pma
950 - 1250 mm
15. ETR
450 - 500 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T III
18. Acidity
pH 5.0 - 6.5
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3
Ue 3-2
20. Air regime
good
21. Limitative factors: warm on sunny slopes
22. Biocenosis structure: spruce, fir and beech in similar proportions
23. Density index: Id = 08 - 09
24. Production class: II-III for spruce and silver fir, III for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics of spruce and fir (II.1-III.5 prod. class)
and beech (II.6-IV.0 prod. class)
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Beech
Spruce
Fir
Beech

50

09
08

18-23
17-21
14-18
31-38
32-38
26-32

230-360

100

17-23
15-20
16-19
24-32
24-30
24-28

360-530

Natural regeneration become difficult after the installation of field herbs
layer
26. Bushes strata:
27. Herbaceous strata: Festuca drymeia, Festuca altissima, Dentaria glan
dulosa, D. bulbifera, Asperula odorata, Euphorbia amygdaloides,
Pulmonaria rubra, Lamium galeobdolon, Calamagrostis arundinacea,
Luzula luzuloides, Vaccinium myrtillus. In stands with low density index and
clear cutted areas Calamagrostis, Luzula, Epilobium
28. Moses strata: -
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Fig. 120. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2336 in Forest district Strambu Baiuti,
Production unit Lapus

Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir, Spruce and Beech.
Ecosystem chart 15
1. Code: 2344 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of spruce, beech and fir, low productive
with moder-raw humus on feriiluvial brown soils and cryptospodic acid
brown soils, oligo-mezobasic, water ballanced with Calamagrostis - Luzula
3. Type of vegetation association: 4. Romanian forest typology codes:
1341 Mixed forest of conifers and beech on coarse soils, with Luzula Calamagrostis
5. Site type:
3321 Mountainous of mixed forest, low productivity on shallow pod
zolic brown, and cryptopodzolic soils, with Luzula - Calamagrostis
6. Area: large areas (125,000 ha) in whole Carpathians, mainly in Southern
Carpathians (51 %) and Western slope of Eastern Carpathians (Transylvanian) (37 %)
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Fig. 121. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2344 in the Romanaian Carpathians

7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 850 - 1300 (1400) m
9. Relief: very steep slopes, crests and rocks
10. Substrata: shallow coarse deposits of cristalines shists, eruptive
(acid) rocks
11. Soils: feriiluvial brown, cryptospodic acid brown, podzols
oligobasic with moder-raw humus, shallow middle deep sandy-loam loamy-sand, rich in coarse fragments with low physiologically useful volume. Deep litter with low decomposition rate.
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.0 - 6.5 oC
14. Pma
900 - 1200 mm
15. ETR
475 - 600 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T II
18. Acidity
pH 4.7-6.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 3-2
Ue 2-1
20. Air regime
very good
21. Limitative factors: low available nutrients and water caused by low use
ful volume. Wind on exposed relief forms
22. Biocenosis structure: spruce, fir and beech in the same proportions.
Beech in low canopy in old stands
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23. Density index: Id = 08-09
24. Production class: III - IV for spruce and silver fir, IV-V for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics of spruce and silver fir in II.6-IV.0 production class and beech (III.6-V.0 prod. class)
Tree species

Age

Id

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m3/ha)

Spruce
Fir
Beech
Spruce
Fir
Beech

50

09
08

16-22
15-20
11-15
28-36
29-35
19-26

170-275

100

16-21
14-19
11-16
22-30
22-28
18-24

300-400

Natural regeneration without difficulties
26. Bushes strata: Daphne mesereum
27. Herbaceous strata: Luzula luzuloides and Calamagrostis arundinacea.
On soils with moder-mull: Dentaria glandulosa, Galium schultesii, Asperula
odorata. On soils with raw moder: Hieracium transsilvanicum, Homogyne
alpina, Luzula sylvatica and Vaccinium myrtillus. On moist soils: Rubus hirtus
28. Moses strata: Eurhynchium striatum, Hylocomium splendens, Dicranum
scoparium

Even aged stand of Silver fir, spruce and beech naturaly regenerated in Prahova Valley, Forest
District Sinaia, altitude 850-950 m
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4.5. MIXED FOREST ECOSYSTEMS OF SILVER FIR AND BEECH

Fig. 122. Ecograms for mixed forest ecosystems (silver fir and beech) in Romanian Carpathians.
Ecological spectrum in relation with the regimes of pH, trophicity and soil moisture (data after Donita et
al., 1990)

Ecological regimes
pH regime

Trophicity regime

Soil water regime (Ue, Uv)

3- 4,5 very acid
4,5 - 5,5 acid
5,5 - 6 low acid
6 - 6,8 neutral
6,8- 7,2 low alkaline
7,2 - 7,5 alcaline
7,5 - 8,3 very alkaline

T0 - extreme oligotrophic
T1- oligotrophic
T2- oligo-mezotrpohic
T3- mezotrophic
T4- eutrophic
T5 - megatrophic

Ue-estival(summer)moisture regime
Uv-vernal moisture regime
0 - dry
1
.....
6 - wet in deep horisons
..
8 - excessive wet
9 - flooding
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Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir and Beech.
Ecosystem chart 16
1. Code: 2416 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of beech and silver fir, high (middle) pro
ductive, with mull (mull-moder) on brown soils, rendzinic and luvic
brown soils, eu-mezobasic, water balanced, with Oxalis-Dentaria Asperula as ground flora
3. Type of vegetation association: Pulmonario (rubrae) - Abieti -Fagetum
Soo 64 - Abieto - Fagetum dacicum Beldie 67, type Asperula-Dentaria
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2211 Mixed forest of fir and beech with mull flora, high productive
2212 Mixed forest of fir and beech with mull flora, middle productive
2213 Mixed forest of fir and beech with mull flora on coarse soils
2311 Mixed silver fir forest type
5. Site type:
3333 Mountainous of mixed forest, high productive, deep brown soils,
with Asperula-Dentaria
3332 Mountainous of mixed forest, middle productive on brown soils,
middle deep, with Asperula-Dentaria
3220 Mountainous of mixed forest, high productive on deep rendzinic
soils, with Asperula-Dentaria
6. Area: The most frequent silver fir forest ecosystem with more than
275,000 ha. 50% of area in Eastern Carpathians, 40% in Southern
Carpathians and 10% in Western Carpathians
7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: (600) 800-1200 m
9. Relief: variable, low inclined slopes, plateaux
10. Substrat: deep deluvial and coluvial deposits of shale and sand
stone (flysh), calcareous conglomerates, eruptive and metamorphic neutral-basic rocks.
11. Soils: deep brown eu-mezobasic, rendzinic brown, luvic brown eumezobasic with mull and mull-moder, sandy-loam ... loamy-sand, mod
erately amphygleic-caused by the B loamy...clay horizon, coarse fragments with mid-high useful volume; litter very rapid decomposition
rate.
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
14. Pma

0

4.5 - 6.5 C
750 - 900 mm (N), 800-1100 mm (S)
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450 - 600 mm

Fig. 123. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2416 in the Romanaian Carpathians

Fig. 124. Climatic diagram for the meteo station Rucar - Southern Carpathians (after Chirita et al., 1977)
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Fig. 125. Climatic diagram for the meteo station Parang - Southern Carpathians (after Chrita et al., 1977)

16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T IV-III
18. Acidity
pH 5.5-6.5
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3
Ue 3
20. Air regime:
good; difficult in B horizon with amphyglei
21. Limitative factors: useful volume can influence availability of water and
nutrients
22. Biocenosis structure: beech and silver fir in variable proportions. Diss.
Sycamore, Hornbeam, Ash.
23. Density index:
Id 08 - 10
24. Production class: I - III silver fir, II - IV for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics silver fir (I.0-II.0 prod. class) and beech
(II.0-III.0 prod. class)
Tree species
Fir
Beech
Fir
Beech

Age

Id

50

10

100

08

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

24-20
18-22
30-33
26-30

21-24
18-22
39-43
25-34

330-440
500-700

Natural regeneration abondand; cohorts of seedlings occur every 2-3 years
with typical succession: silver fir under old beech trees and beech seedlings
under old fir trees
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26. Bushes strata: rare exemplars of Sambucus nigra, Daphne mesereum
etc.
27. Herbaceous strata: Asperula odorata, Dentaria glandulosa, D. bulb
ifera, Pulmonaria rubra, Euphorbia amygdaloides, Lamium galeobdolon, Adoxa moschatellina.
In relation with site conditions, occur other specific field plants:
- on fresh soils: Aegopodium poagraria, Salvia glutinosa, Cardamin
impatiens, Allium ursinum
- on moist soils: Impatiens noli-tangere, Carex pendula
- on soils with stagnant water: Carex remota
- on site with high atmospheric moisture: Actaea spicata, Geranium
phaeum, Symphytum cordatum, Ranunculus carpaticus, Circaea lute
tiana
- on soils with mull humus accumulations, mull: Mercurialis perennis,
Paris quadrifolia; on moder: Bromus benekeni and Hordelymus
europaeus.
In clear cutted areas, after a first stage with Epilobium angustifolium, Senecio
silvaticus, S. fuchsia, Urtica dioica, Atropa belladonna, follows Rubus hirtus,
Sambucus racemosa and Salix caprea
28. Moses strata: -

General view of Azuga Valley with large area of Silver fir - beech mixed forests naturally regenerated
at the beginning of 20th century, altitude 1000-1300
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Fig.126. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2416 in Forest district Viseu, Production
unit Poiana Novat

Fig. 127. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2416 in Forest district Predeal, Production
unit II Poiana Tapului
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Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir and Beech
Ecosystem chart 17
1. Code: 2427 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of beech and silver fir, high (middle) pro
ductive, with mull-moder on acid brown soils, feriiluvial brown and
cryptospodic acid brown soils, oligo-mezobasic, water ballanced with
Rubus hirtus
3. Type of vegetation association:Pulmonario (rubrae) - Abieti - Fagetum
Soo 64 Abieto - Fagetum dacicum Beldie 67, type Rubus hirtus
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2221 Mixed forest of silver fir and beech with Rubus hirtus
5. Site type:
3323 Mountainous of mixed forest, high (middle) productive, deep pod
zolic brown, or cryptopodzolic brown soills
6. Area: Estimated area of this type is 85,000 ha, mainly in Eastern
Carpathians (85 %)

Fig. 128. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2427 in the Romanaian Carpathians

7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude
- 900-1200 m
9. Relief
- low inclined slopes, with shaded aspects, large crests
10. Substrata: - coarse deposits of eruptive rocks (andesite, porfirite
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dacite), acid cristaline shists, flysh
11. Soils- acid brown soils, feriiluvial brown, cryptospodic acid brown
soils (podzols)oligo-mezobasic, with moder humus type deep-mean
deep, variable soil texture (sandy-loam ... loamy) - coarse fragments,
with high - medium useful volume; litter with rapid decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
0

13. Tma
5.0 - 6.5 C
14. Pma
750 - 900 mm (N), 800-1100 mm (S)
15. ETR
500 - 575 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T IV-III
18. Acidity
pH 5.0 - 6.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 5-4
Ue 4-3
20. Air regime
good
21. Limitative factors: warmless on shaded slopes
22. Biocenosis structure: fir and beech in variable proportions. In old stands
beech in second layer of the canopy
23. Density index:
Id 08 - 10
24. Production class: II - III for silver fir, III - IV for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir (I.6-II.0 prod. class) and for
Tree species
Fir
Beech
Fir
Beech

Age

Id

50

10

100

08

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

21-24
18-21
29-34
26-30

20-23
16-19
36-41
28-34

293-370
465-580

beech (II.0-III.0 prod. class)
Natural regeneration: abondand, but young cohorts occure only in lighted
stands
26. Bushes strata: Rosa canina, Daphne mesereum, Lonicera xilosteum,
Sambucus nigra, Sambucus racemosa
27. Herbaceous strata: Rubus hirtus, Actaea spicata, Salvia glutinosa,
Asperula odorata, Dentaria glandulosa, Oxalis acetosella, Athyrium filix-femina, Dryopteris filix-mas, D. disjuncta, D. phegopteris, Stellaria nemorum,
Symphytum cordatum, Ranunculus carpaticus
28. Moses strata: -
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Fig. 129. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2427 in Forest District Strambu Baiut,
Production Unit II Lapus

Fig. 130. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2427 in Forest district Slatioara,
Production unit VII Slatioara
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Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir and Beech.
Ecosystem chart 18
1. Code: 2436 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of beech and silver fir, middle productive,
with moder on acid brown soils, feriiluvial brown soils, oligo-mezoba
sic, water balanced, with Festuca drymeia
3. Type of vegetation association: Pulmonario (rubrae) - Abieti - Fagetum
Soo 64 , Abieto - Fagetum dacicum Beldie 67, type Festuca altissima
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2231 Mixed forest of silver fir and beech with Festuca silvatica
5. Site type:
3322 Mountainous of mixed forest, middle (low) productive, on pod
zolic brown, or cryptopodzolic acid brown soils, middle useful volume,
with Festuca - Calamagrostis
6. Area: Occur on small area mainly in south and Western Carpathians. Total
area is estimated at 14,000 ha.

Fig. 131 Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2436 in the Romanaian Carpathians

7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 800 - 1400 m
9. Relief: diverse relief forms, inclined sunny slopes, crests
10. Substrata: deluvial deposits of acid rocks (metamorphic), eruptive,
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sedimentare
11. Soils: feriiluvial brown soils, acid brown and cryptospodic acid brown
soils, oligomezobasic with moder-mull .. moder-raw humus, middle
deep, sandy-loam ... loamy in B horizon, coarse fragments, with midle
useful volume; litter with active decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
3.5 - 6.0 0C
14. Pma
1000 - 1200 mm
15. ETR
500 - 600 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T III
18. Acidity
pH 5.2 - 6.2
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-2
Ue 3-2
20. Air regime
good
21. Limitative factors: useful soil volume can limit availability of water and
nutrients
22. Biocenosis structure: beech and silver fir in variable proportions. In old
stands beech in the second canopy layer
23. Density index:
Id = 08 - 09
24. Production class: II - III for silver fir, III - IV for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir (II.1-III.5 prod. class) and
Tree species
Fir
Beech
Fir
Beech

Age

Id

50

09

100

08

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

14-18
13-17
24-28
20-25

16-20
12-16
32-36
22-30

200-280
350-480

beech (III.0-IV.5 prod. class)
Natural regeneration difficult in gaps invaded by Festuca. Under the
canopy, frequent cohorts of seedlings.
26. Bushes strata: Rare exemplars of Sorbus aucuparia and Rosa canina
27. Herbaceous strata: Festuca drymeia, Asperula odorata, Carex pilosa,
Lamium galeobdolon, Pulmonaria rubra, Euphorbya amygdaloides, Salvia
glutinosa, Oxalis acetosella, Luzula luzuloides, Calamagrostis arundinacea,
Hieracium transsilvanicum, Vaccinium myrtillus. In lighted stands, Festuca
became dominant in field herbs strata. In large cutted areas Festuca is replaced
by Luzula and Calamagrostis
28. Moses strata: -
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m
Fig. 132. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2436 in Forest district Avrig (Southern
Carpathians)

m
Fig. 133. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2436 in Forest district Remeti (Western
Carpathians)
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Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir and Beech
Ecosystem chart 19
1. Code: 2444 (after Donita et al. 1990 with additions)
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of beech and silver fir, low productive,
with moder on feriiluvial brown soils, cryptospodic, acid brown soils,
oligo-oligomezobasic, water unbalanced with Calamagrostic - Luzula
3. Type of vegetation association: Abieto - Fagetum dacicum Beldie 67,
type Calamagrostis
4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2241 Mixed forest of silver fir and beech with Luzula albida
5. Site type:
3321 Mountainous of mixed forest, low productivity, podzolic brown
and cryptopodzolic soils, low useful soil volume, with Luzula Calamagrostis
6. Area: Total area estimated at 10,000 ha. More than 50 % in Southern
Carpathians, on southern slope, 40 % in Eastern Carpathians and 10 % in
Western Carpathians

Fig. 134. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2444 in the Romanaian Carpathians

7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 600-1200 m N, (650) 800 - 1250 (1400) m S
9. Relief: upper part of steep slopes, crests
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10. Substrata: shallow eluvial - deluvial deposits from cristaline shists,
eruptive (acide) and sandstone rocks
11. Soils: acid brown soils, feriiluvial brown, cryptospodic acid brown
soils, podzols, oligobasic with moder-raw humus, shallow ... middle
deep, sandy-loam ...loamy-sand - coarse fragments, with low useful volume; deep litter with low decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.5 - 7.00C
14. Pma
850 - 1200 mm
15. ETR
500 - 650 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T II
18. Acidity
pH 4.7 - 6.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 3-2
Ue 2-1
20. Air regime
21. Limitative factors: low availability of water and nutrients caused by low
useful soil volume
22. Biocenosis structure: silver fir and beech in variable proportions. In old
stands, beech in second canopy layer
23. Density index:
Id 07 - 08
24. Production class: III - IV for silver fir, IV - V for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir (II.6-IV.5 prod. class) and for
Tree species
Fir
Beech
Fir
Beech

Age

Id

50

08

100

07

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

13-19
11-17
22-28
18-24

15-20
11-16
28-36
20-26

145-250
270-400

beech (III.0-V0 prod. class)
Natural regeneration: difficult for Silver fir. Beech tends to replace silver
fir in old stands.
26. Bushes strata: 27. Herbaceous strata: Calamagrostis arundinacea, Festuca altisima, F.
drymeia, Hieracium transsilvanicum, Oxalis acetosella, Orthilia secun
da, Poa nemoralis, Vaccinium myrtillus, V. vitis idaea. On fresh soils
Rubus hirtus, Luzula. On rich soils Asperula odorata, Galium schulte
sii. Large cutted areas are dominated by Luzula and Calamagrostis.
28. Moses strata: Hylocomium splendens, Eurhynchium striatum, Dicranum
scoparium, Polytrichum juniperinum, Plagiochilia asplenioides
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Fig. 135. Vertical and horizontal structure of silver fir ecosystem 2444 in Forest district Bozovici,
Production unit VII Poneasa (South-Western Carpathians)

Natural regeneration in mixed stands of Silver fir and beech, Forest District Sacele
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Description of Mixed ecosystems of Silver Fir and Beech.
Ecosystem chart 20
1. Code: 2456
2. Name: Mixed forest ecosystem of beech and silver fir, low productive, raw
humus, on podzols and lithosoils, extremely oligobasic, water unbal
anced with Vaccinium
3. Type of vegetation association: 4. Romanian forest typology codes:
2251 Mixed forest of silver fir and beech with Vaccinium myrtillus
5. Site type:
3311 Mountainous of mixed forest, low productivity, shallow podzolic
soils, with Vaccinium and other acidophilic plants
6. Area: total area estimated at 2,000 ha dispersed in other mixed forest
ecosystems. Mainly in Southern Carpathians (85 %) on Southern slopes
and in Eastern Carpathians (15 %)

Fig. 136. Generalized distribution of the mixed forest ecosystem 2456 in the Romanaian Carpathians

7. Site conditions:
8. Altitude: 680 - 1250 m
9. Relief: shaded steep slopes, crests and upper slopes
10. Substrat: shallow deposits of cristaline shists, eruptive and sedi-
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mentary acid rocks
11. Soils: feriiluvial brown, podzol, lithosoils, extremely oligoba
sic with raw humus, shallow ... middle deep, sandy-loam ... loamy-sand
texture - coarse fragments, with low useful soil volume; deep litter layers, with very low decomposition rate
12. Climate factors:
13. Tma
4.0 - 6.5 oC
14. Pma
850 - 1000 mm
15. ETR
450 - 550 mm
16. Soil characteristics:
17. Trophicity
T I-0
18. Acidity
pH 3.5 - 5.0
19. Water-regime
Uv 4-3
Ue 3-2
20. Air regime
21. Limitative factors: low exchangeable base, high acidity and low useful
soil volume
22. Biocenosis structure: silver fir and beech in variable proportions
23. Density index: Id = 07 - 08
24. Production class: IV - V production class for silver fir, V prod. class
for beech
25. Biometrical characteristics for silver fir (III.5-V.5 prod. class) and for
Tree species
Fir
Beech
Fir
Beech

Age

Id

50

08

100

07

H (m)

D (cm)

Vol (m 3/ha)

10-17
9-14
18-24
16-22

12-17
8-14
25-32
17-24

125-183
205-320

beech (IV.0-V.5 prod. class)
Natural regeneration frequent but the seedlings growth slowly, mainly
under the canopy
26. Bushes strata: 27. Herbaceous strata: Vaccinium myrtillus, V. vitis idaea, Luzula luzuloides, Oxalis acetosella, Deschampsia flexuosa, Calamagrostis arundinacea
28. Moses strata: Hylocomium splendens, Dicranum scoparium,
Rhytidiaelphus triquetrus
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5. PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTIVITY OF SILVER FIR
5.1 PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTIVITY OF SILVER FIR IN
ROMANIAN CARPATHIANS
Silver fir is a typical shade tolerant species, distinguished by a great tolerance
to shade, a long life span and persistently high increment in uneven aged structure in the optimal area. In even aged stands and at the border of the natural area,
silver fir is frequently damaged by mistletoe and increment is strongly reduced.
In pure even aged stands has been found a relatively early (40-50 yr) culmination of the current and mean annual volume increment (m3/ha). Optimum
growth is achieved in mixed uneven aged stands.
Among the results of yield experiments in the Romanian Carpathians
(Armasescu, and Tabrea, 1966, 1970; Armasescu, 1955, 1959, 1965, 1966,
1977) the production of the pure silver fir stand is particularly impressive. In the
mixed silver fir forests with spruce and with spruce and beech, silver fir surpasses both the pure Norway spruce stands and beech stands in the average
annual total production of volume.
In the previous chapters were presented the diagrams showing the amplitude
of the mean heights of even aged silver fir stands in regard to the tree age and
the position of different forest types with silver fir, in relation with the relative
production classes.
In figure137 were represented the values of the mean heights for different tree
species in Romania for the Ist and Vth relative production classes, after the data
of Romanian Production Tables (Giurgiu et al., 1972). The position of silver fir
emphasizes the particularities of this species in comparison with other tree
species. In fig. 138, a comparison between the annual mean increment of Silver
fir and other tree species in Romania in relation with stand age is represented.
Data are presented for the I and V relative production classes for each analyzed
species.
In the tables 7-11 is presented the structure of the Romanian production
tables and the actual values published in 2004 (Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004).
We mention that in Romania these values represent the third generation of production tables, after the tables published by Popescu Zeletin et al. (1957);
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Giurgiu et al. (1972). A comparison of the main biometrical characteristics of
the silver fir stands in Romania (I production class) shown by the production
tables first generation and third generation is presented in the figure 139.
Data are useful for the evaluation of the stand productivity and the state of
the silver fir stands during the forest management design in comparison with the
ideal situation presented in the tables (pure stands, density index 1.0). We must
mention that the density index 1.0 represents the maximum of trees on area unit
(ha.), stands being thinned with low-moderate interventions (Iv 3-10%), near the
natural elimination.
It is known that the method of establishment and the thinning treatments
applied to a stand have decisive influence on the mean heights. Because of these
influences, in the newest production tables, the dominant height is also presented. Results of long term observations in the permanent plots would be very useful for a better calibration of the productions tables, which are based on the total
inventories in stands of different ages and site quality (Popescu Zeletin et al.,
1957; Giurgiu et al., 1972; Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004).
We mention also that production tables are not models for the management
of the stands located in areas with high risk to snow and wind damages (Barbu
and Cenusa, 1987).
According to the data summarized in the National Forest Inventory (1974)
based on the estimation presented in the Forest Management Plans, in figure 140
is represented the frequency of areas occupied by silver fir in regard to production classes, for each ecological sub region of the Romanian Carpathians. Data
are useful for the estimation of the contribution of the silver fir to the wood production. Taking into account the new data concerning the biomass of silver fir,
it is possible to estimate the contribution of silver fir to the carbon sequestration
in Romania.
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years
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age

hg
m
6.9
9.7
12.4
14.8
17.1
19.1
21.0
22.7
24.2
25.7
27.0
28.2
29.3
30.4
31.4
32.3
33.2
34.0
34.8
35.5
36.2
36.9
37.5
38.1
38.6

hdom
m
9.7
13.1
16.1
18.7
21.0
23.0
24.8
26.5
27.9
29.3
30.5
31.7
32.7
33.7
34.6
35.5
36.3
37.0
37.8
38.4
39.1
39.7
40.2
40.8
41.3

dg
cm
6.5
9.7
12.8
15.8
18.7
21.4
24.0
26.4
28.8
31.0
33.1
35.1
37.0
38.8
40.6
42.2
43.8
45.4
46.8
48.2
49.6
50.9
52.2
53.4
54.5

G
m2
25.8
30.8
35.4
39.4
42.8
45.7
48.2
50.4
52.4
54.2
55.8
57..3
58.6
59.8
60.9
61.9
62.8
63.6
64.3
65.0
65.7
66.2
66.8
67.3
67.8

V
m3
99
165
238
311
382
449
510
568
623
674
721
765
806
844
879
912
942
971
997
1022
1046
1067
1088
1107
1125

Stand before thinning
N
no.
4197
2762
2015
1568
1273
1066
917
806
718
649
592
544
505
471
441
416
393
373
356
340
326
313
301
290

hg
m
7.4
10.2
12.8
15.2
17.4
19.4
21.2
22.9
24.4
25.8
27.1
28.3
29.5
30.5
31.5
32.4
33.3
34.1
34.8
35.6
36.2
36.9
37.5
38.1
38.6

dg
cm
8.0
11.1
14.1
17.0
19.8
22.4
25.0
27.3
29.6
31.8
33.8
35.8
37.7
39.5
41.2
42.8
44.4
45.9
47.3
48.7
50.0
51.3
52.6
53.7
54.9

G
m2
21.2
26.5
31.3
35.5
39.1
42.2
44.9
47.3
49.5
51.5
53.2
54.8
56.2
57.5
58.7
59.8
60.8
61.7
62.5
63.3
64.0
64.6
65.2
65.8
66.3

V
m3
86
147
216
285
354
419
479
537
592
643
690
734
776
814
850
883
914
944
970
996
1020
1042
1064
1083
1102

Stand after thinning
N
no.
2762
2016
1568
1273
1066
917
806
719
648
592
545
504
471
442
415
394
373
355
340
326
313
301
290
280

Secondary
production
N
V
ΣV
no.
m3 m3
13
21
1435 18
39
746
22
62
447
26
87
295
28 116
207
30 146
149
31 177
111
31 208
87
31 240
70
31 271
57
31 302
47
31 333
40
30 363
34
30 393
29
29 422
26
29 451
22
28 479
20
27 506
18
27 533
16
26 559
14
26 585
13
25 610
12
24 634
11
24 658
10
23 682

Table 7. Production tables for Silver fir (relative production class I), after Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004
Total production
and increment
V
IVC
IVM
m3
m3
m3
108
13.9
5.4
187
16.9
7.5
277
18.6
9.2
373
19.2 10.6
469
19.2 11.7
564
18.7 12.5
656
18.1 13.1
745
17.5 13.5
831
16.8 13.9
913
16.1 14.1
992
15.4 14.2
1067 14.6 14.2
1138 14.0 14.2
1206 13.3 14.2
1271 12.7 14.1
1333 12.1 14.0
1393 11.6 13.9
1449 11.1 13.8
1503 10.6 13.7
1555 10.1 13.5
1605
9.7
13.4
1652
9.3
13.2
1698
8.9
13.1
1742
8.6
12.9
1784
8.3
12.7

years
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
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years
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
hg
m
5.6
8.1
10.5
12.8
14.8
16.7
18.4
19.9
21.4
22.7
23.8
25.0
26.0
26.9
27.8
28.6
29.4
30.1
30.8
31.4
32.0
32.6
33.2
33.7
34.1

hdom
m
8.0
11.2
14.0
16.5
18.7
20.6
22.3
23.8
25.2
26.4
27.6
28.6
29.6
30.5
31.3
32.1
32.8
33.4
34.1
34.7
35.2
35.7
36.2
36.7
37.2

dg
cm
5.9
8.6
11.3
13.9
16.4
18.8
21.0
23.2
25.2
27.2
29.1
30.9
32.6
34.3
35.9
37.4
38.9
40.3
41.6
42.9
44.2
45.4
46.6
47.8
48.9

G
m2
23.5
28.1
32.4
36.2
39.6
42.4
44.9
47.1
48.9
50.6
52.2
53.6
55.0
56.2
57.3
58.3
59.2
60.1
60.9
61.6
62.3
63.0
63.6
62.4
64.7

V
m3
72
126
186
249
311
370
425
476
523
568
610
649
685
719
751
780
808
833
858
880
902
922
940
958
975

Stand before thinning
N
no.
3221
2387
1878
1537
1295
1115
977
870
785
716
658
609
567
531
499
472
447
426
406
388
372
358
345

hg
m
5.9
8.4
10.8
13.1
15.1
16.9
18.6
20.1
21.5
22.8
24.0
25.1
26.1
27.0
27.9
28.7
29.5
30.2
30.8
31.5
32.1
32.6
33.2
33.7
34.2

dg
cm
7.2
9.8
12.4
14.9
17.3
19.6
21.9
24.0
26.0
27.9
29.7
31.5
33.2
34.8
36.4
37.9
39.3
40.7
42.1
43.4
44.6
45.8
47.0
48.1
49.2

G
m2
19.5
24.3
28.8
32.7
36.2
39.3
41.9
44.1
46.1
48.0
49.7
51.3
52.7
54.0
55.2
56.3
57.3
58.2
59.1
59.9
60.7
61.4
62.1
62.7
63.3

V
m3
63
113
169
229
289
346
399
449
496
542
583
623
659
693
726
755
783
809
834
857
879
900
918
937
954

Stand after thinning
N
no.
2388
1877
1537
1295
1115
977
870
785
715
658
609
567
531
500
471
448
425
406
388
372
357
345
333

Secondary
production
N
V
ΣV
no. m3 m3
9
14
13
27
833 17
44
510 20
64
341 22
86
242 24 111
180 26 136
138 27 163
107 27 189
85
26 216
70
27 242
58
26 269
49
26 295
42
26 321
36
25 346
31
25 371
28
25 396
24
24 420
22
24 444
20
23 467
18
23 490
16
22 512
15
22 534
13
21 555
12
21 576

Table 8. Production tables for Silver fir (relative production class II), after Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004
Total production
and increment
V
IVC
IVM
m3
m3
m3
78
10.8
3.9
140
13.6
5.6
214
15.3
7.1
293
16.1
8.4
375
16.3
9.4
456
16.1 10.1
536
15.6 10.7
612
15.0 11.1
686
14.5 11.4
757
14.0 11.6
826
13.4 11.8
891
12.8 11.9
954
12.3 11.9
1014 11.7 11.9
1071 11.2 11.9
1126 10.8 11.9
1179 10.3 11.8
1229
9.9
11.7
1278
9.5
11.6
1324
9.1
11.5
1369
8.7
11.4
1412
8.4
11.3
1453
8.1
11.2
1492
7.8
11.1
1531
7.5
10.9

years
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
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years
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
hg
m
6.5
8.7
10.7
12.6
14.3
15.8
17.2
18.5
19.6
20.7
21.7
22.6
23.4
24.2
24.9
25.6
26.2
26.8
27.4
27.9
28.4
28.8
29.2
29.7

hdom
m
9.2
11.9
14.2
16.3
18.1
19.7
21.1
22.4
23.5
24.6
25.5
26.4
27.2
27.9
28.6
29.2
29.8
30.4
30.9
31.4
31.8
32.2
32.6
33.0

dg
cm
7.4
9.6
11.8
14.0
16.0
18.0
19.8
21.6
23.4
25.0
26.7
28.2
29.7
31.1
32.5
33.9
35.2
36.4
37.6
38.8
40.0
41.1
42.2
43.2

G
m2
25.2
29.1
32.7
35.9
38.7
41.2
43.3
45.2
46.9
48.3
49.6
50.8
52.0
53.1
54.1
55.1
55.9
56.7
57.5
58.2
58.9
59.5
60.1
60.7

V
m3
90
139
191
243
294
342
387
428
467
502
535
566
595
623
648
672
694
715
735
753
770
787
802
817

Stand before thinning
N
no.
3991
2976
2350
1928
1627
1402
1229
1091
980
888
814
751
698
652
611
576
545
517
492
469
449
431
414

hg
m
6.7
8.9
10.9
12.8
14.4
16.0
17.4
18.6
19.8
20.8
21.8
22.7
23.5
24.3
25.0
25.6
26.3
26.8
27.4
27.9
28.4
28.8
29.3
29.7

dg
cm
8.3
10.5
12.7
14.7
16.8
18.7
20.5
22.3
24.0
25.6
27.2
28.7
30.2
31.6
33.0
34.3
35.6
36.8
38.0
39.2
40.3
41.4
42.5
43.5

G
m2
21.8
25.9
29.6
32.9
35.9
38.4
40.7
42.6
44.4
45.9
47.3
48.7
50.0
51.1
52.2
53.2
54.1
55.0
55.8
56.6
57.3
58.0
58.7
59.3

V
m3
81
127
176
226
275
322
365
406
444
479
513
544
573
601
626
651
673
694
715
733
750
768
783
798

Stand after thinning
N
no.
2976
2350
1928
1627
1402
1229
1092
980
888
814
751
697
652
612
576
545
517
492
470
449
431
414
399

Secondary
production
N
V
ΣV
no.
m3
m3
9
19
1015 12
31
626
15
46
422
17
63
301
19
82
225
20 103
173
22 124
137
22 146
111
23 169
92
23 192
74
22 215
63
22 237
54
22 259
46
22 281
40
22 303
35
21 324
31
21 346
28
21 366
25
20 38.7
22
20 407
20
20 426
18
19 446
17
19 464
15
19 483

Table 9. Production tables for Silver fir (relative production class III), after Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004
Total production
and increment
V
IVC IVM
m3
m3
m3
100
10.5 4.0
157
12.2 5.2
222
13.1 6.3
289
13.5 7.2
357
13.5 7.9
424
13.3 8.5
489
12.9 8.9
552
12.4 9.2
613
11.9 9.4
671
11.4 9.6
727
10.9 9.7
781
10.6 9.8
832
10.1 9.8
882
9.7
9.8
929
9.3
9.8
975
8.9
9.7
1019
8.6
9.7
1061
8.2
9.6
1101
7.9
9.6
1140
7.6
9.5
1177
7.3
9.4
1213
7.1
9.3
1248
6.8
9.2
1281
6.6
9.2

years
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
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years
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
hg
m
6.8
8.6
10.3
11.8
13.2
14.5
15.6
16.6
17.6
18.4
19.2
20.0
20.6
21.2
21.8
22.3
22.8
23.3
23.7
24.1
24.5
24.8
25.2

hdom
m
9.6
11.8
13.8
15.5
17.0
18.3
19.5
20.6
21.5
22.4
23.1
23.8
24.5
25.1
25.6
26.1
26.6
27.0
27.5
27.8
28.2
28.5
28.8

dg
cm
7.8
9.6
11.4
13.1
14.8
16.4
18.0
19.5
21.0
22.4
23.8
25.1
26.4
27.7
28.9
30.1
31.2
32.3
33.4
34.5
35.5
36.5
37.5

G
m2
25.7
29.0
32.0
34.7
37.0
39.1
41.0
42.6
44.1
45.4
46.6
47.6
48.6
49.5
50.3
51.2
51.9
52.7
53.4
54.0
54.7
55.2
55.8

V
m3
97
138
180
222
262
300
336
369
399
427
453
477
499
519
538
556
574
590
605
619
632
645
657

Stand before thinning
N
no.
3984
3129
2556
2148
1843
1609
1424
1274
1151
1049
962
888
824
768
721
679
642
609
579
552
528
505

hg
m
7.0
8.8
10.5
12.0
13.4
14.6
15.7
16.8
17.7
18.5
19.3
20.0
20.7
21.3
21.8
22.4
22.8
23.3
23.7
24.1
24.5
24.8
25.2

dg
cm
8.5
10.3
12.1
13.8
15.4
17.0
18.6
20.1
21.5
22.9
24.3
25.6
26.8
28.1
29.3
30.4
31.6
32.7
33.8
34.8
35.8
36.8
37.8

G
m2
22.9
26.2
29.3
32.0
34.5
36.6
38.6
40.3
41.8
43.2
44.5
45.6
46.6
47.6
48.5
49.4
50.3
51.0
51.8
52.5
53.2
53.8
54.4

V
m3
88
127
167
207
246
283
318
350
380
408
434
458
480
500
520
538
556
572
588
602
615
629
641

Stand after thinning
N
no.
3129
2556
2148
1844
1609
1424
1274
1151
1048
962
888
824
768
721
679
642
609
579
552
528
506
485

Secondary
production
N
V
ΣV
no. m3 m3
9
21
855 11
32
573 13
45
408 15
59
304 16
75
234 17
93
185 18 111
150 19 129
123 19 148
103 19 167
87
19 186
74
19 206
64
19 225
56
19 244
47
18 262
42
18 280
37
18 298
33
18 316
30
17 333
27
17 350
24
17 366
22
16 383
20
16 399

Table 10. Production tables for Silver fir (relative production class IV), after Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004
Total production
and increment
V
IVC
IVM
m3
m3
m3
109
9.3
3.6
158
10.3 4.5
212
10.8 5.3
267
11.0 5.9
321
10.9 6.4
376
10.7 6.8
428
10.4 7.1
479
10.0 7.4
528
9.6
7.5
575
9.2
7.7
620
8.8
7.8
663
8.4
7.8
705
8.1
7.8
744
7.7
7.8
782
7.5
7.8
818
7.2
7.8
854
6.9
7.8
888
6.7
7.7
920
6.4
7.7
952
6.2
7.6
982
6.0
7.6
1011
5.7
7.5
1039
5.5
7.4

years
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
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years
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
hg
m
6.5
8.0
9.4
10.6
11.7
12.7
13.6
14.5
15.2
15.9
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.4
18.8
19.2
19.5
19.9
20.2
20.4
20.7

hdom
m
9.2
11.1
12.7
14.1
15.4
16.5
17.4
18.3
19.1
19.7
20.4
20.9
21.4
21.9
22.3
22.7
23.1
23.4
23.7
24.0
24.3
24.6

dg
cm
7.3
8.8
10.2
11.6
13.0
14.3
15.6
16.9
18.1
19.3
20.5
21.7
22.8
23.9
24.9
26.0
27.0
28.0
29.0
29.9
30.9
31.8

G
m2
25.2
27.9
30.4
32.6
34.5
36.3
37.8
39.2
40.5
41.6
42.7
43.6
44.5
45.3
46.1
46.8
47.5
48.1
48.7
49.2
49.7
50.2

V
m3
91
124
156
189
219
248
275
299
322
343
363
381
397
413
427
440
452
463
472
483
493
501

Stand before thinning
N
no.
3691
3061
2598
2245
1968
1747
1566
1416
1290
1184
1092
1013
943
882
829
781
738
699
665
633

hg
m
6.7
8.1
9.5
10.7
11.8
12.8
13.7
14.5
15.3
15.9
16.5
17.1
17.6
18.0
18.5
18.9
19.2
19.6
19.9
20.2
20.4
20.7

dg
cm
7.9
9.4
10.8
12.2
13.5
14.8
16.1
17.4
18.6
19.8
20.9
22.1
23.2
24.2
25.3
26.3
27.3
28.3
29.3
30.2
31.2
32.1

G
m2
22.6
25.4
27.9
30.2
32.2
34.0
35.6
37.1
38.4
39.6
40.7
41.7
42.7
43.6
44.4
45.1
45.8
46.5
47.1
47.7
48.3
48.8

V
m3
83
114
145
177
206
234
260
284
307
327
347
365
381
397
412
425
437
448
459
469
479
487

Stand after thinning
N
no.
3062
2598
2245
1968
1746
1566
1416
1290
1183
1092
1013
944
882
828
781
738
699
664
633
604

Secondary
production
N
V
ΣV
no. m3 m3
8
21
10
30
629 11
41
463 12
54
353 13
67
277 14
81
222 15
96
181 15 111
150 15 127
126 16 142
107 16 158
92
16 174
79
16 190
69
16 205
61
15 220
54
15 236
48
15 251
43
15 265
39
15 280
35
14 294
32
14 308
29
14 322

Table 11. Production tables for Silver fir (relative production class V), after Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004
Total production
and increment
V
IVC IVM
m3
m3
m3
104 7.7 3.0
144 8.3 3.6
187 8.6 4.1
230 8.6 4.6
273 8.5 5.0
315 8.3 5.2
356 8.1 5.5
395 7.8 5.6
433 7.5 5.8
470 7.2 5.9
505 6.9 5.9
539 6.6 6.0
571 6.3 6.0
602 6.1 6.0
632 5.8 6.0
660 5.6 6.0
688 5.4 6.0
714 5.2 5.9
739 5.0 5.9
763 4.8 5.9
787 4.6 5.8
810 4.4 5.8

years
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

Age
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Fig. 139. Variability of area covered by
mixed forest with silver fir (central map)
and the productivity of silver fir (% occupied by different production classes) in the
forest ecological subregions in Romanian
Carpathians
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Fig. 140. Comparison of the main biometrical characteristics of the Silver fir stands in Romania (I production class) showed by the production tables of
first generation (Popescu-Zeletin et al., 1957)(hg1, dg1,
G1,V1, N1) and third generation (Giurgiu and
Draghiciu, 2004)(hg, dg, G, V, N)
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5.2. BIOMASS OF SILVER FIR IN THE CARPATHIANS
In figures 141, 142 are represented the regressions for the estimation of the
biomass of different components of silver fir trees in relation to the tree diameter and in figure 143 the variability of the percentage represented by the analyzed parts in relation to the tree diameter. The participation of different parts of
trees in the volume and biomass of silver fir trees is variable in relation to age,
site class and other factors. Researches have concluded that the influence of site
class is higher than the age influence in the distribution of biomass in the trees
(Decei and Andron, 1986).
Fig. 141.

Fig. 142.

Fig. 143.
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For silver fir the mean values of the distribution of the compounds biomass
(in % of volume and biomass) is presented in the table 12 and figure 144.
The supraterrane parts of tree represent 85 % of total volume of trees. The
values are variable according with age and site class. The subterrane parts
(stump and roots) of fir trees represent 18-20 % of supraterrane volume in young
stages (6-12 cm brest diameter) and 15-16 % for aged trees (48-50 cm diameter).
Table 12. Proportion of different organs in the silver fir trees volume and biomass (data after Decei and
Andron, 1986)
Specification

In % of total
volume

In % of total
biomass

In % of supraterrane volume

In % of supraterrane
biomass

Stem
Bark (trunk)
Branches
Stump
Roots

72
6
7
8
7

69.5
6.5
8.4
8.6
7.0

84
7
9
9
8

82.5
7.5
10.0
9.8
8.3

Fig. 144. Proportion of different organs in the silver fir trees volume and biomass, related to total volume
of the tree and to supraterrane volume and biomass (data after Decei and Andron, 1986)
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The needle biomass is more variable and represent 5-13% of total tree biomass. Low values were found for young trees (6-12 cm diameter) and high values for old trees (more than 50 cm diameter).
The mean roots volume represent 7% of total volume of trees and 8 % of
supraterrane volume. In relation with biomass, roots biomass represent 7 % of
total biomass and 8,3% of supraterrane biomass. Stump and the roots represent
15% of total tree volume and 15,6 % of total biomass. In relation with supraterrane volume stump and the roots represents 17 %.
The length of the roots (>1 mm) estimated for silver trees in relation with
BHD diameter are presented in the table 13 and fig. 145
Table 13. Length of the roots (> 1 mm) estimated
for silver trees in relation with BHD diameter (data
after Decei and Andron, 1986)
Mean
d1,30
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

Fig. 146.

Fig. 145. Regression showing the variation of the
length of roots in relation with BHD diameter of
silver fir trees

Length of Silver
fir roots
(m)
3000
4000
6000
10900
16400
23700
31000
40100
51300

Fig. 146.
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The variability of proportion of different roots and stumps of a tree from the
supraterrane volume, in relation with tree diameters is presented in figure 146.
The bark cover of silver fir trees differs in thickness, depending on the age
and the region of the stem where the bark is measured. Popescu Zeletin et al.,
1957; Giurgiu et al., 1972; Giurgiu and Decei, 1997; Decei and Andron, 1986;
has published the mean data concerning the volume of the bark (in % of stem
volume) in relation with BDH diameter. By young trees bark represent 12-15 %
of trunk volume and in old trees only 10 %. The mean bark thickness of silver
fir at breast height for certain diameter class is represented in figure 147.
After the mentioned authors, branches represents 10.9-5.2 % of trunk volum,
variable in relation with BHD diameter and height of trees. High relative volumes were registered by young trees and lower values by old trees.
In table 14 are presented (after Giurgiu and Decei, 1997) the mean proportion
of branches (in % of the stem volume) for silver fir trees of different heights and
diameters.
Mean density of silver fir wood (356 kg/m3) in the Carpathians is higher than
by spruce (353 kg/m3) and variable in relation with the morphologic parts of
Table 14. Silver fir branches volume (in % of stem volume) (after Giurgiu and Decei, 1997)
Height
(m)
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44

8
7.7
6.8
6.6
6.1

16
7.0
6.0
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.8

24
6.0
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.7

32
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.6

40

BDH (cm)
48 56

64

76

84

92

100

5.8
5.7
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.5
5.5

5.7
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.5
5.4
5.4

5.6
5.5
5.5
5.4
5.4
5.3

5.6
5.5
5.5
5.3
5.3
5.3

5.4
5.3
5.3
5.3

5.3
5.3
5.2
5.2

5.3
5.2
5.2
5.2

5.6
5.6
5.5
5.5
5.4
5.4

Table 15. Variability of silver fir wood density in
relation with different components of the tree
3

Wood
specification

Wood density (kg/m )
Silver fir

Stem

356

Branches

424

Stump

412

Roots

374

Bark

324

Stump + roots

393

tree.
In the table 15 are presented (after
Decei, Andron, 1984) the mean values
of the density of fir trees components.
Important variation of the wood
density were found in relation with the
position of analyzed wood (in % of
tree height) in the trees stem (fig.
148). Wood density of silver fir trees
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is also variable in relation with age of trees. Mean values are presented in figure
149.
The density index of silver fir stands has a low influence on the current increment of stand volume. So for density indices of 0.7-1.0 the current volume
increment is uninfluenced for Id 0.5-0.6 current volume increment represent 8090 % for Id 1.0 and for Id 0.3-0.4 the current increment remain at 55-70 % of
the increment (Giurgiu and Draghiciu, 2004) estimated for Id 1.0.
Fig. 148.

Fig. 149.
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6. NATURAL REGENERATION OF SILVER FIR
Researches made in different forest types with silver fir shows (Bandiu,
1971) that natural regeneration of silver fir is highly influence by the light. In
relation with the altitude (temperature) and soil type, the limits of light for optimal regeneration has an variation from 6-7 % of open field light in the lower part
of natural area to 14-16 % in the upper part of silver fir belt in the Carpathians
(fig. 150, 151). Other factors influencing the natural regeneration were tested
and relevant conclusions are used for the management forests:
- soil dryness (Constantinescu and Badea, 1962; Constantinescu, 1963;
Dragulinescu, 1978)
- manganese toxicity (Dannecker, 1955; Constantinescu et al., 1971, 1973)
- humus type (Bandiu and Bandiu, 1972; Marcu et al., 1974, 1977)
- microclimate conditions (Stanescu and Moldoveanu, 1968; Vlase, 1984;
Bandiu, 1970, 1973; Ciobanu, 1963; Vlonga, 1994)
- silvicultural treatments (Barbu and Cenusa 1987, 2001).
Frequent the alternance of species (in mixed stands) put in evidence different
patterns of natural regeneration (Constantinescu, 1963; Pascovschi, 1967).
Bandiu (1971) has studied the regeneration of silver fir in different ecological
condition and concluded that in different stage of regeneration, different factors
are involved; in the stage of germination - temperature, light and the dissemination patterns, for the resistance of seedlings in the first 1 - 3 years, light, soil
moisture regime and stand density index play an important role. For the development (height increment) of silver fir regeneration in patches of the stand, the
concurrence relations with other species of plants around and the in soil, tolerance to light and to toxic ions in humus layer are the major factors.
Concerning the light, Bandiu and Bandiu (1971) establish the values of “light
minim limit” (physiologic limit) with values of 250-550 lux. Other important
values of light are connected with the light maximum rate of survival of
seedlings named “ecological limit”.
The values of “ecological light limit” is variable in function of soil pH and
temperature (fig. 151).
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Fig. 150. Domain of light ecological optimum for the natural regeneration of silver fir in relation with the
altitude of the site. High values of altitudes for Southern Carpathians and low altitude for Eastern
Carpathians (after Bandiu, 1971)

Fig. 151. Optimal ecological light for natural regeneration of silver fir in relation with the pH of soil in A
horizon (after Bandiu, 1971)
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Values of light higher than “ecological optimum” are not damaging for silver
fir, but the concurrence of other species (beech, spruce, sycamore) became
important. The limits were established for beech at 40 % of open field light and
for spruce at 30 %. Through the characteristics of regeneration treatment the silviculturist can conduct the natural regeneration in different directions.
Barbu and Cenusa (1987, 2001) studied the relation between the composition
of stands and the composition of natural regeneration in different forest sites
conditions from Eastern Carpathians in the Experimental Forest District
Tomnatic (7,000 ha) using the result of the inventories made in 516 plots
installed after a grid of 500 x 500 m. In the figure 152 are presented the results.
6.1. VID index, a tool for the estimation of the naturality of a wood
species in the forest
For the characterisation of the competitive relations of tree species in mixed
forests, were used a simply and sensitive index, named VID = value index of a
wood species. This is an indicator (Barbu and Cenusa, 1987) which is computed adding the participation (percentage) of studied species in the number of
trees/ha (N %) percentage of species in the basal area (G, m2/ha) of the stand
(G %) and in the regeneration layer (R %)
VID = N % + G % + R %
The maximum value of VID is 300 and minimum 0. This indicator give interesting informations concerning the capacity of a wood species to use ecological conditions, and differentiate the species according with the VID value or
with N, G or R values (Barbu and Cenusa, 1987) High values of N means high
capacity of survival in competition with other species; high values of G means,
high capacity of competition and elimination of other species with good increment in basal area. High values of R means high natural regeneration capacity.
Using this index Barbu and Cenusa (2001) have studied the relation between
VID values and the regeneration capacity (R %) of main species (spruce, silver
fir, beech and sycamore) in the Eastern Carpathians belt (600-1400 m) of mixed
forests with silver fir. The most frequent in regeneration capacity seem be the
sycamore with R% = 5-25 % in the composition of the regeneration for a VID
value of 20 to 40.
For silver fir, the mean participation in regeneration layer was 5 - 25 % for
20 - 60 VID. For beech, the participation has an maximum of 10 - 15 % for VID
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Forest type

Site type

N. spruce

Fig. 152. Relation between the composition of the old stand and the composition of natural regeneration in
different site types and forest types in the montane belt of mixed forests (spruce, fir and beech) FM2 and
montane belt of Norway spruce (FM3) in northern Carpathians. Subregion A2 - Obcinele Bucovinei.
Forest district Tomnatic. Production unit I Demacusa (cca. 7,000 ha)
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values of 20 - 40, seem decreasing for values of VID higher than 60. Spruce dominant wood species - represent 20 - 50% in the composition of regeneration
for an VID value of 150 to 250.
In relation with the altitude, the values of VID and R (regeneration) are variable (fig. 153). The silver fir (fig. 153, 154) has maximum values of VID 70 100 at 700-1000 m and decrease to 20 at 1300 m. Beech has maximum values
of VID at 900 - 1000 m altitude and minimum at 700 m and 1400 m, showing
the same distribution as by sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus)..
Spruce - dominant species - artificially extended in the last century at lower
altitudes (700 - 1000 m) has maximum values 200 - 250 at low (700 - 800 m)
and high altitudes (1200 - 1400 m). The explanation of high values at low altitudes is the high tolerance to low temperatures by spruce, in the valleys and
depressions where climatic inversions conduct to vegetation inversions (fig.
154). Studying the distribution of the participation of the same species in the
mean composition of the stands (fig. 155) we can see the occurrence of species
in relation with the altitude.
In the regeneration layer, spruce has maximum participation (40-50 %) at
high (1300 - 1400 m) and low altitudes (700 - 800 m) and minimum (20 - 30 %)
at 900 - 1100 m, where other species - sycamore and beech - register the maximum of occurrence. Silver fir has a large belt from 700 to 1300 m in which has
a frequence of participation in natural regeneration of 20 - 30 % (low altitudes)
to 5 - 10% high altitudes (1200 - 1300 m). Using the same method Barbu (1996)

Fig. 153. Variation of VID (dendrological value index) for the main species (Spruce, silver fir, Beech and
Sycamore) in the Experimental Forest District Tomnatic - Northern part of Eastern Carpathians. Legend for
tree species : Pam = Sycamore; Fa = Beech; Br = Silver fir; Mo = Spruce
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has studied the distribution of species in the internal part of Carpathians (600 1600 m) and on the foothills of Eastern Carpathians (400 - 800 m).
On the ground of long term experiments ICAS made propositions for the
adoption of the silvicultural treatments in the mixed forests with silver fir (fig.
156).

Fig. 154. Spatial variability of VID index for silver fir in the experimental forest district Tomnatic,
Production Unit I Demacusa, estimated on the ground of statistic inventory in a grid of 500 x 500m. Cell
area 25 ha.

Fig. 155. Variation of the mean participation of the wood species in the natural regeneration (R %) of mixed
forests (East Carpathians) in relation with the altitude in Forest District Tomnatic Legend for tree species:
Pam = Sycamore; Fa = Beech; Br = Silver fir; Mo = Spruce
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Fig. 156. Guidelines for the chose of the regeneration methods in mixed stands (silver fir, spruce, beech)
in relation with ecological and stands parameters (after Barbu and Cenusa, 2001)
List of codes for the description of the stand characteristics :
50 - stand over 25 m hight
1 - mixed stands (spruce, silver fir, beech)
C1 - density index > 0.8
C2 - density index 0.5 - 0.8
C3 - density index 0.3 - 0.5
R1 - natural regenerated on 0 - 30% of area
R2 - natural regenerated on 31 - 60% of area
R3 - natural regenerated on > 61% of area
o - groups of trees
r - uniform distributed trees
Example : 51 C2 oR2 = mixed stand with density index 0.5 - 0.8 with groups of trees, natural regenerated on 31 60% of surface
List of codes for regeneration methods
Sm4 - Shelter wood system in the stand border with artificial regeneration in completitron of the natural regeneration
Sm6 - Shelter wood system in the stand border with artificial regeneration
B4 - Clear-cut in the border of the stand with artificial regeneration
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B2 - Clear-cut in the border of the stand with natural regeneration
Pm Group system in the border of the stand
Technological variant of the regeneration methods
60 - width of the cutted area 60 m
40 - width of the cutted area 40 m
2,3 - number of cuts

6.2. REGENERATION OF MIXED STANDS (SILVER FIR, SPRUCE,
BEECH) IN AREAS DAMAGED BY WIND AND SNOW IN EAST
CARPATHIANS
In more than 800 m large belt area of the Carpathians (alt. 500-1300 m) the
main stands are mixed stands which are dominates by spruce, fir and beech with
spatial heterogeneity determined by natural disturb ant factors and salvage cuts.
The actual structure of such stands is the consequence of more than 100 years of
management of regeneration cohorts, installed in irregular gaps. Important areas
of this stands are classified as protective forests (group I in Romanian functional classification) and the management approach consists in irregular structure
through selective cuts. Based on the long term research plots some studies carried out on the dynamic of regeneration (Cenusa, 1986, 1993; Barbu and
Cenusa, 1987, 2001) and changes in the horizontal and vertical structure of the
stands.
Transforming the structure from a regular to a irregular one is a long and difficult task. For the forest areas classified as protective forests, located near the
towns or in sensitive landscapes this way is highly recommended by the
Romanian forestry standards. In the last 15 years most part of the forests, located near the villages and in sensitive areas were privatized (returned to the former owners) and intense cuts occurs every year. It is recommended that in such
stands a plentering structure is more adapted for the expectances of the owners
and for the sustainable use of the forest.
To achieve a real transformation of the structure the silviculturist must be
able to anticipate the successional development and to apply different silvicultural works according to stage. For such purposes the following hierarchy of
objectives in the decision making process could be used:
- increasing stability of the stands;
- longevity of cover - building trees, capable to support transformation over
a long period;
- optimal development of regeneration to ensure the recruitment of young
trees categories;
- irregular, vertical and horizontal structure;
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Adequate natural regeneration is the main condition for ensuring successful
transformation in sensitive areas. The adoption of the decisions for the management of such stands must be based on reliable informations regarding the state
of the stands and the natural regeneration. Once the stand is stable enough (the
risk of total area damage is reduced), the most important task is to ensure the
growth and the development of the regeneration, in such a way that it will create spatial and temporal variation. Based on the data collected in the frame of
natural regeneration control works it is possible not only the mapping (fig. 157)
of regeneration patches (Barbu, 2004) but also a more complex characterization
of the natural regeneration (Cenusa, 2001) for a better programming of the
impro-ving works. For the evaluation of the natural regeneration, following
Table 15. Table for the computation of the regeneration index (RI) (after Cenusa, 2001)
Parameter
no. of seedlings/ha (N/ha)
height of seedlings (cm)
distribution on the area
no. of sp ecies in natural
regeneration
state of the seedlings
(% of damaged exemplars)

General
note (Ng)
6
3
4
5

0.9
>10000
> 75
> 0.9
>3

Specific note (Ns)
0.5
0.3
5000-10000 2000-5000
21-30
5-20
0.7-0.9
0.5-0.7
0.3-0.5
3
2
1

7

< 20%

20-40%

0.7

40-60%

60-80%

-1.0
< 2000
< 0.3
> 80%

parameters were take into consideration (table 15): 1 - no. of seedlings per ha
(N/ha); 2 - height of seedlings; 3 - distribution on the area; 4 - no. of species in
natural regeneration; 5 - state of the seedlings (% of damaged exemplars).
For the computation of the Regeneration Index (RI), Cenusa (2001) propose
the following relation:
5

RI = ∑ N g × N s
n

where:
RI = regeneration index
Ng = general note
Ns = specific note
The quality of regeneration is estimated according with RI (regeneration
index) values (table 16). The most probable state of regeneration in function of
stand characteristics and frequency of damaging factors (snow, wind) is presented in table 17.
Computation of regeneration index (RI) and mapping of regenerated area per-
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Fig. 157. Mapping of the spatial distribution of natural regeneration in areas damaged by wind. Cell area
50 x 50 m . Upper figure, parcel 93 B, bottom figure, parcel 91 B. Experimental Forest District Tomnatic.
Production Unit VI Tomnatic (after Barbu, 2004)
2
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Table 16. Characterization of the natural regeneration using RI (regeneration index) values

Table 17. Regeneration Index class expected in mixed stands damaged by snow and wind
(adapted after Cenusa)

Stand productivity : S - high; M - medium; L - low

mit a better objectification of the silvicultural works for the transformation of
regular forests to irregular forests using the concept “close to nature”.
Based on this index it is possible the forecasting and modeling of the probable state of the natural regeneration in function of maternal stand characteristics
and the frequency and intensity of disturbing factors.
For the management of natural regeneration process in sensitive areas to disturbing factors two compounds of the stand are important:
i) for the old stand:
- favourising the development of natural regeneration
- increasing the stability of future stand through diversification of the vertical
structure
ii) for the natural regeneration:
- increasing quality of natural regeneration
- favourising mixtures
- increasing stability in the future
According with the input characteristics, the flow - chart, illustrated in figure 158 permit an easy adoption of the “best solution”. A flowchart for the
management of the natural regeneration in the stands frequent damaged by dis-
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turbing factors (snow - wind) an example is presented in figure 158.
For example :
Input characteristics
- stand composition: 8 spruce 2 fir
- density index: 0.6
- regeneration: 80% of area, grouped
- no of seedlings: 17,000 N/ha
- regeneration composition: 6 spruce 2 fir 2 beech
- damages (in regeneration): 15%
- main function of forest: I group (for protection)
Output (decision)
- transforming works to “plentering” structure
In figures 159-161 are represented changes observed in the period 1980 and
1999 in three permanent plots in Experimental Forest District Tomnatic (after
Barbu and Cenusa, 2001).
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Fig. 158. Flowchart for the management of natural regeneration in the mixed stands (silver fir, spruce,
beech) frequent damaged by disturbing factors (snow-wind) (after Cenusa, 2001)
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Fig. 159. Changes in the structure of stand in S1 permanent plot in the period 1980 - 1999. Experimental
Forest District Tomnatic, P.U. Demacusa, Parcel 88 A
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Fig. 160. Changes in the structure of stand in S2 permanent plot in the period 1980 - 1999. Experimental
Forest District Tomnatic, P.U. Demacusa, Parcel 88 E
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Fig. 161. Changes in the structure of stands in three permanent plots in the period 1980-1999. Experimental
Forest District Tomnatic,P.U. Demacusa, Parcel 88 E
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7. CASE STUDY: SILVER FIR IN BUCOVINA IN THE LAST
TWO CENTURIES
The province of Bucovina is located in the northern part of Romania, mainly
in the north eastern Carpathians and can be superposed to the actual Suceava
County. In the 1775-1918 period, this region was annexed by the Habsburg
Empire and a lot of changes occurred in the organization and management of
area, changes visible even today, in comparison with other areas of the
Carpathians. One of the most obvious differences is the structure of ownership
and management of forests. The Austrian Empire confiscated all the forests
(about 400,000 ha) from the orthodox monasteries and formed the “Orthodox
Romanian Fund”. The Fund developed in the second half of the 19th century its
own management system, based on the modern principles of forest management
plans, the “nachhaltigkeit Prinzip”, which after 1948 was generalized in all
Romanian forests.
Because of the low density of population in the region (5.25 inahbitans/km2
in 1775) and low accessibility, until the 19th century, more than 90 % of the
forested area preserved the structure and aspect of primeval forests. Based on
old maps, descriptions and inventories made in the forest management works
(1870-2000) and the studies made in the forest reserves we have established and
mapped the “structures type” connected with the intensity of human activity
(Barbu, 1994, 1996) in the forest.
Scientific investigation in the primeval forests reserves permit a better evaluation of the changes occurred under the impact of human activities in the actual forests. Also such informations put in evidence the distance between oldgrowh and managed forests. In the Suceava county, remains only the southern
half at former Bucovina province, the northern part being in the Ukraine.
The Suceava County is situated between the valley of the river Siret and the
peaks of the Calimani and Rodnei mountains, forming a huge amphitheatre, with
a radius of almost 100 km. Because this amphitheatre is open to the east, the
county fully receives the continental climatic influences from the east and the
Baltic influences form the north. The total surface of the Suceava County is of
860,000 ha, out of which 53 % (450,000 ha) is covered by forests. Taking into
account the total surface of forests in Romania (6,367,000 ha), Suceava is the
most forested county in the country, with almost 7.1 % of all Romanian forests.
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Fig. 162. Position of Bucovina in the
Carpathians.

Whilst the national average of ha of forest /inhabitant is 0.3 ha/inhabitant, in
Suceava the average is of about 0.7 ha/inhabitant. The variety of natural conditions is translated in a large variety of forest species, which allows the existence
of over 80 types of forests.
The sustainable management of forests in the county has it’s origins in the
methods of management invented and applied in the second half of the 19th century throughout Bucovina. Forest management is in front of a great challenge,
because of the radical change in the property structure of forests caused by the
18/1991 and 1/2000 laws. The importance of forests as a renewable resource in
the economy of the county is obviously shown in the economic growth of the
region in the last 50 years. It is estimated that out of all, the economic product
of the county, over 35 % results from the wood and wood-related industry.
The high quality of forest resources in the county has determined, in time, the
appearance of an important wood industry, concentrated on the areas where
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wood is easy to harvest. Wood, as a primary product, has determined the growth
of civilization in the area, growth that can be witnessed at the Wood Art Museum
in Campulung Moldovenesc. At the same time, the wood industry offers a large
number and a large variety of jobs, a very important fact for the sustainable
development of the county. In areas which are exposed to degradation through
erosion and land slides, the forest has a very important protective role.
Protection forests are managed by a very different set of rules, in order to use
their protective potential to the maximum. Over 53 % of all forests in the county are protective forests.
Through the care of some naturalists which have observed, since the beginning of the 20 century, the danger of the disappearance of some century - old
growth forests, forests with an exceptional biological and structural diversity,
there were established many natural reserves and there are now for two national parks (Rodna and Calimani), which are and will be managed according to the
highest European standards.
The distribution of forest according to geographical regions in the county is
very uneven. At altitudes exceeding 500 m, the forests (86 % of all the forests
in the county) are located on the slopes of the mountains, rarely being interrupted by farmlands and pastures. The rest of the forests are situated in the hilly
areas of the Suceava plateau and along the Suceava, Moldova and Siret rivers.
7.1. ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Relations between climatic conditions and the distribution of forest vegetation in the North of the Eastern Carpathians. The mountain climate and
especially the climate of the outer rim of the Eastern Carpathians is the result of
two groups of factors:
(1) the general features of the mountain climate are determined by the
increase of altitude (and with it the increase of sun exposure, the decrease of
temperature, the variation of precipitation, the increase of the depth of the snow
cover and the period in which it persists) and by the influences of exposition and
angle of the mountain slope;
(2) the particular features of the Carpathian Chain, are determined by the
massive character of the mountains and their width (120-130 km in the studied
area), which imposes modifications in the air flow at the borders and inside the
Eastern Carpathians. The Carpathian Chain shows clear influences in the climate of Romania and in the climate of the whole Central and Eastern Europe. In
our country, the Carpathians impose five climatic regions (fig. 163).
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On the background of the temperate-continental climate, in the north of
Romania, in the studied area, there are Baltic influences that determine a specific climatic region, which has the following characteristics of the atmospheric
processes:(i) frequent advections of temperate-continental masses of air of arctic and polar origin, as well as temperate-maritime air advections, which determine more precipitations and nebulosity; (ii) Invasions of extremely cold masses of polar air, which cause temperatures of up to -30o C; these air masses have
bad influences on vegetation if they appear earlier or later than the cold season;
(iii) because of Mediterranean cyclones, in spring there are massive precipitation falls in the March-May interval.
In the area situated on the NE slope of the Obcinele Bucovinei and Stanisoara
Mountains, the most frequent direction of air flow is NW-SE. In the warm season (IV-X), in the area located west ward of the Suceava-Radauti line, there can
be seen an area with higher quantities of precipitations (about 500 mm in the
vegetation season). This increase in precipitation is not present in winter. The
boundaries of the Baltic influenced area are: the Bistrita Valley to the West, the
Siret Valley to the East and the Bistrita Valley in the Piatra Neamt - Bacau section to the South.
The delimitation of ecological sectors in the Suceava County and distribution of the forest types in relation with the ecological factors. An ecological sector is defined as a homogenous region regarding climatic and geological
conditions. Theoretically, by putting together the climatic map, the vegetation
levels map and the geological formations map you obtain the map of ecological
sectors. On the scale of the whole county, the map scale used is 1:200,000 or
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1:1,000,000. On the scale of a forest district, the scale used is 1:50,000. For
teaching and demonstrating needs, the scale is 1:500,000.
In figure 164 is presented a synthetic model of the ecological sectors in the
Suceava County. These sectors are used to accurately describe the forest sites on
the scale of a forest district.
The forest ecosystems of the area in which we are interested (fig 165), are
located between 280 m (Siret River) and 2103 m (Pietrosu Calimanilor peak). In
terms of climatic conditions, the region is located in the temperate continental
climate, with Baltic influences in the north and Atlantic influences in the west.
The presence of the Carpathian mountain chain, with a NW-SE orientation and
a massive character (mean width 120 km), altitudes of 1600-2200 m induce
important modifications in the circuit of air masses at the border of the Eastern
Carpathians which delimitate climatic regions, and some characteristics connected to the mountain climate, due to the increase in altitude (increasing insolation, decreasing temperature, variation of rainfall, increase of snow depth and
snow time etc.). The annual mean gradient of temperature is 0,55 oC/100 m and
the mean annual temperature is 9 oC at 200m altitude and -2 oC at 1900 m altitude, with an yearly amplitude of 23 oC in the hilly Suceava Region, 19 oC in

Fig. 164. Synthesis of ecological sectors in the Suceava County
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Fig. 165. Distribution of the vegetation in the different ecological sectors in the Suceava County (after
Barbu, 2000)
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the Rarau Mountains (1680 m) and 17 oC in the Calimani Mountains (2000 m).
The monthly gradient of air temperature has a minimum in winter 0.120.3o/100 m, and a maximum in summer time 0.6-0.65 oC/100 m with, frequent
temperature inversions in the depressions of Dorna, Campulung and Radauti in
winter time. Rainfall has a more complex variation in comparison with temperatures. Studies made on the data of 53 rainfall stations, on long periods of time,
shows a mosaic of distribution of rainfall, in relation with the distance from the
border of the mountains and altitude. At the border of the Eastern Carpathians
the rainfall (P) in relation with altitude has a distribution after the regression:
P[mm] = 530 + 0.175alt[m], r = 0.744***
The distribution of forest ecosystems is close in relation with the GAMS
index P/A (precipitations divided by altitude) (fig. 166). In the figure 166 are
represented the diagrams of distribution, of the main series of vegetation in
Bucovina.
Distribution of the annual rainfall in relation with the altitude permit visualisation of the index of continentalism GAMS. Ellipses represent the ombrothermic diagrams of the main series of vegetation in the north of the Eastern
Carpathians.
Series 1 - beech-fir forests
Series 2 - mixed forests of resinous and beech
Series 3 - fir-beech forests
Series 4 - Norway spruce forests
Series 5 - hilly beech forests
Series 6 - oak and mixed forests of oak-beech
It is obvious that the Norway spruce forests are located in the GAMS index
50-70o, the mixed forests mainly in areas with GAMS index 35-55o, mixed
forests of beech and fir in the area of GAMS index 30-45o. Large areas with a
GAMS index lower than 30o are located outside of the mountainous area, in
hilly and plain areas, covered by oak and beech forests. In the figures 167, 168,
169 are presented ecograms showing the distribution of forest types with silver
fir in relation with other site parameters.
7.2 EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURE, STABILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY OF FORESTS IN THE SUCEAVA COUNTY IN THE LAST CENTURY
The forest ecosystems of Bucovina have a great structural diversity. This
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Fig. 166.

In Bukovina forests were preserved on large areas of the slopes forming compact massifs
interrupted only on the valleys by settlements
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1 -Spruce forest type with Vaccinium mirtillus and Alnus incana; 2 - Spruce forest type with Vaccinium myrtillus; 3 - Timber line spruce forest type with Vaccinium myrtillus; 4 - Timber
line spruce forest type on rocky sites; 5 Timber line-Norway spruce forest type with Oxalis acetosella; 6 - Norway spruce forest type with Vaccinium; 7 - Norway spruce forest type
with Oxalis acetosella; 8 - Mixed forest type with spruce, beech and sycamore; 9 - Norway spruce forest type with green mosses; 10- Norway spruce forest type with Alnus incana;
11 - Thermic inversion Norway spruce type; 12 - Mixed forests with fir, spruce, beech; 13 - Mixed forest of Norway spruce and fir; 14 - Mixed forests silver fir with Norway spruce;
15 - Mixed forests of spruce, fir and beech; 16 - Scotch pine forest type on the calcareous rocks

Fig. 169. Ecogram showing the distribution of the forests types in the internal Eastern Carpathians, in relation with altitude and position on
the slopes. Silver fir dominated forests types, forming the "internal series of silver fir forests" is marked by red dash ed line
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diversity is determined by both ecological conditions and human activity in the
area. The management of forests has a 200 years tradition in Bucovina, and the
fact that human intervention has radically modified forests under the aspect of
stability and productivity is unanimously recognized. By using the need to satisfy the demands of society at a given time as a goal, forest ma-nagement followed the path to the best results, using different principles and methods of management. In some stands, the applied methods had a good effect on the ecosystem, in some stands the effects were stressing and the productivity and stability
decreased.
In the table 18 we show the main causes and implications of modifying some
forest ecosystems in Bucovina. After clear-cuts and regeneration with spruce,
the vertical and horizontal structure of the ecosystems was simplified and the
biodiversity diminished too.
Under the influence of different silvicultural systems and in relation with the
intensity and extent in surface of cuts, the biggest part of the primeval forests,
which was dominating at the end of the 19th century, were transformed in secondary or artificial stands using treatments with short regeneration periods or
spruce plantation. Prof. Josef Opletal shows in his book “Investments in the
forests of Bucovina 1913” suggestive maps showing the extent of cuttings, in the
period 1875-1918 in relation with the existing transports installations and wood
industry investments in the basins of Suha river.
In figure 170 are represented the simplification of stands composition by
thinning systems used in the first half of the 20th century, dominated by extractions of broadleaves and great density of trees.
Other studies on some forest districts, form the old Orthodox Church Forest
Fund of Bucovina, show that the amount of spruce in the composition of stands
has increased, whilst the fir and broadleaves proportion has decreased. For
example, in the Obcina Mare Mountains area, the proportion of spruce increased
form 27-30% to 40-60%, the proportion of fir has decreased form 30-40% to 2035% and the proportion of beech in mixed forests has also decreased because of
cuts in the early 1900.
The replacement of natural balanced forests by monocultures has had a bad
influence on forests, causing a great instability in the stands.
Maintaining spruce stands stable is a challenge that must be solved by both
forest management plans and sylvotechnincs tools. In the future the natural
regeneration techniques will contribute to develop a “close to nature” silviculture with more productive and more stable stands.
On the grounds of Forest Management Plans who give detailed descriptions
of stands and results of biometric inventories in old stands we have analyzed the
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Table 18. Milestones in the organization and management of forests in Bukovina in the period 1786-2005

Periods
1786-1867

Milestones in the organization and management of forests
- 1786 the first forest code “Oranduiala de padure pentru Bucovina”
- 1867 the opening of the Lwow-Cernowitz-Itzcany (Suceava) railroad
- Irregular and selective cuts for local use and for potash
- the lack of accessibility of forests and transport roads, limited the economic
potential of the forest

1867-1897

- the development of local timber industry
- clear cutting in the mountains area of mixed forest. The surface of clear
cutting 1000 ha - 2000ha
- the used volume in relation with the standing volume represents 11% 44%
- the total volume of cuts represents only 15%-50% of the allowable cuts
- the generalization of forest management plans for the forest of the fund

1897-1918

- the construction of a network of forest roads and forest railway under the
command of eng. Josef Opletal allows the descentralization of forest cuts.
- the generalization of clear cuttings, smaller than 100 ha in the mountains
area of spruce forests
- uniform shelter wood cuttings in mixed forests (fir, beech, spruce)
- the total volume of cuts is comparable with the allowable volume of cuts

1918-1948

- clear cutting on 5-30 ha in all mountainous forests are generalized
- uniform shelter wood cuttings in mixed forests (fir, beech, spruce)
- plantations with Norway spruce on large areas. Small area planted with fir
and larch
- The total volume of cuts represents only 77%-90% of the allowable cuts

1948-1989

- 1948 the conversion of all private forests in state forests
- great amount of wind damages in 1948, 1957, 1960, 1964, 1975, 1982 and
snow damages in 1977, 1979, which are greater than 40 mil m3
- the total volume of cuts is greater than the allowable cut volume by 1580%
- clear cuttings are reduced at 3-5 ha
- successive cuts in a short regeneration period
- plantations of very large areas made with young plants of spruce, pine etc.
- reduced intensities of thinning; high risk of snow and wind damages
- large damages caused by game (deer, red deer)

1989-2005

- successive cuts in a long regeneration period
- clear cuttings are reduced at <3 ha in Norway Spruce Stands
- Selection cutting

dynamics of composition of forests located in different forest district from the
Eastern border of the Carpathians (F. D. Putna), to the south of Bucovina in the
highest part of the Eastern Carpathians (F. D. Dorna Candreni) in the period
1900 - 2000.
The changes in the composition of forests (mean for forest districts) is presented in table 19. The mixed stands, with sensitive species like fir, lost terrains,
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Parcel 34, altitude 630-800 m

Parcel 59, altitude 770-870 m

Parcel 4A, altitude 940-1050 m

Legend

Fig. 170. Influence of clear cuttings and other silvicultural measures on the composition of mixed stands
in the Tomnatic Forest District in the period 1899-1983
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being replaced by Norway spruce, mainly by artificial plantation after clear cuttings on large areas. So, in the forest district Putna and Gura Humorului, at the
end of the 19th century, silver fir represented 42-48 % of area, 100 tears later
only 18-22 % (less than half) and spruce stands increased from 7-28 % in 1900
to 31-48 % in the present.
In the mountainous area in the forests dominated by spruce (Forest District
Breaza and Dorna Candreni), this species remains dominant but silver fir and
beech have registered a reduction of the area, with important implications in the
biodiversity and stability to disturbing factors.
Some forest reserves have been established after the First World War in all
the vegetation belts in which large areas of primeval forests are preserved for
scientific purposes: Slatioara, Giumalau, Calimani, Dragomirna and Zamostea
are the best known.
In all these forests different research works are made to determine the structure and the dynamics tendencies in succession of the main forest forming tree
species and subordinate layers and the growth of trees and the rapports between
the different layers. As indexes of diversity structure was used in Shanon index
(Cenusa, 1986, 2001).
In the 1948-1959 period the engineer foresters involved in the Forest
Management Planning of the Forest Research and Management Institute have
made acomplex biogeographical mapping and studies, which reflect the diversity of site conditions. More than 35 site types and more than 65 forest types,
according with the procedures developed by the Romanian school for forest sites
and forest types were described.
A comparative analysis of this description and area covered by different forest types was carried out in some forest districts. At the end of the 19th century,
most part of forests were classified in the V and VI age classes (more than 100
years old), having a natural structure and composition. In the figures 171, 172
are presented the changes in the naturalness structures of forests in the period
1883-2000 in some representative Forest Districts of Bucovina.
Important changes have occurred not only in the composition, but also in the
vertical structure and the stability of stands to the abiotic disturbing factors
(wind throw, snow damages etc.). Statistical analysis made in the same forest
district show that the windthrow rate (percentage ratio of damaged volume to
standing volume) increased from 1-3 % in 10 years at the beginning of the 20th
century to 5-15 % in present. This means an increase of the forests sensitivity to
disturbant factors of 4-5 times in only 100 years (Ichim, 1975, 1988; Barbu,
1985, 1986; Barbu and Cenusa, 1987; Popa, 2003).
In figures 171 and 172 are presented changes in the frequency of old grows
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Table 19. Evolution of composition of forests in some forest districts from Bucovina in the period 19002000
Forest District

Altitude
(m)

Putna

400-1200

Gura Humorului

500-1100

Vama

600-1200

Breaza

800-1600

Dorna Candreni

800-2100

years
1900
2000
1900
2000
1900
2000
1900
2000
1900
2000

Spruce
28
42
7
31
55
73
88
86
85
83

Composition(%)
Silver fir Beech
42
25
18
38
48
42
22
41
27
17
12
12
8
1
4
1
11
4
5
2

Other sp.
5
3
3
6
1
3
3
9
0
10

Even aged stands of Silver fir and spruce naturaly regenerated after clearcuttings of the primaeval forests are sensitives to windthrows. Forest District
Pojorata, Production Unit I Rarau, parcel 134

structures of forest in the low mountainous area (mixed forests with fir, beech
and spruce) in the period 1892-1990 in some representative forest districts.
Three types of forest structures were represented: (i) primeval forests with old
ages and dimensions of trees, without human interventions by cuts; (ii) secondary forest, natural regenerated forests on the place of ancient primeval forests;
(iii) artificial stands, artificial and natural regenerated after the clear cut of the
secondary forests. Most planted species were Norway spruce and fir.
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Fig. 173. Nowadays changes in the are occupied by forests in Bucovina after the privatizations of the
forests in the 1991-2000 period. Red area represents former closed mixed forests before 1990, actually
clear-cut and partially regenerated (after Popa, 2004)
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SUSTAINABLE SILVER
FIR FOREST MANAGEMENT
Experimental researches made in the last 50 years in mixed forests of
Carpathians were based on the knowledge of natural processes (Bandiu, 1971;
Constantinescu, 1973) and the recommendations for the forest management are
close to the principles of the “near to nature silviculture”.
The main objective of the sustainable silviculture in mixed stands dominated
by the silver fir is the natural regeneration of the stands. This means that the
composition of the future generation will be oriented to the natural - fundamental forest type, according with the ecological conditions. The most adapted structures for silver fir are those composing different trees species and many different ages through groups system treatments, with long period of regeneration (i.e.
Giurgiu, 1979, 1988; Ciobanu and Brega, 1988; Barbu and Cenusa, 2001). On
the areas damaged by wind different stand types are proposed to be realized
through artificial and natural regeneration, function of damaged area and site
conditions (Barbu, 1985, 1996 etc.). The new generation of forests, in the belt of
mixed forest in the Carpathians supports and strengthens general forest health
and continuity, resistance to disturb ant factors, biodiversity and environmental
protection.
In areas in which mixed forest were replaced by Norway spruce plantations
in the 20 century, it is recommended the conversion of stands at rotation age or
after severe damages produced by snow wind, insects etc. (Ichim, 1988, 1992,
1993; Ichim and Barbu, 1981; Barbu, 1982; Cenusa, 2001).
For ecological studies and to compare actual forest to the “undisturbed
nature”, an important number of stands or groups of stands were designated
reserves, with different purposes mostly scientific reserves, under the high
patronage of Romanian Academy. Recently an important research project (PINMATRA) mapped and described alt areas (over 30 ha) with old-growth forests,
concluding that over 250,000 ha of actual forests in Romania has an natural
aspect and very limited anthropic influences (Biris et al., 2004). This areas
secure key biotopes and specific biocenoses, being reservoirs for biodiversity, in
which scientists are welcome to made investigations.
For the forests classified in II groups - forests for production and protection
- the forest management plans are based on the concern of the multiple use of
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the forest i.e. the forests should be managed with a view to maintaining or
improving production of wood and other products as well as maintaining or
improving the nature, historical and cultural values and environmental and
recreational functions of the forests.
Following 10 objectives to ensure “near to nature” silviculture and sustainable forest management in the large belt of Carpathian mixed forests dominated
by silver fir are the threats of “best practices” in the future.
1. Promotion of natural vegetation
1.1. Forest stands with a potential for natural regeneration should be regenerated by specific adapted treatments, with natural regeneration, favourising the
silver fir, mainly in areas in which is low represented in actual forests
1.2. Where wind throw or other disturbing factors oblige to clear cutting, negative effects should be reduced through, for example, maintaining natural regeneration in the area
1.3. Local experience and site conditions must be take into consideration for
the change of species and/or provenance, or enrichment of simple structures,
with sensitive species like fir, and sycamore
1.4. Where species and provenances are adapted to the site, natural regeneration should be applied
1.5. The natural regeneration must be take into consideration permanently in
areas which are frequent affected by disturbing factors, occurring small gapes,
so that the new generation become more stable and more adapted
2. Improvement of forest and stand structure
2.1. Forest management should promote the most resistant and productive
forest structures
2.2. Stand structure must be more diverse, using long term regeneration methods and adapting the logging techniques
2.3. Forest stands with small areas and different ages will be described in the
forest management plans for a better application of the silvicultural measures to
favorise sensitive species
2.4. Conservation of logging lines and ensuring a good network of forest
roads and accessibility is a condition for a good management of each stand and
for the sustainable, fine silvicultural treatments
2.5. Where local conditions make it feasible, it is recommended to develop
uneven aged structures through selective cuts, mainly in the forests with multifunctional values
3. Ecosystem adapted wildlife management
3.1. For the natural regeneration success of sensitive species (silver fir,
sycamore) a balance between wild animals (deer, redder) and forest is necessary
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3.2. Reduction of the damage pressure to young plants by hunting and by
protecting of young plants is a condition for the success of natural regeneration
of silver fir
3.3. Fences experience in Carpathians give not good results (except very
small areas) because of high snow strata in the winter
3.4. Possible measures to benefit wildlife such as feeding or trap feeding trees
in the winter season can be applied as a part of normal forest management practices under a severe control and permanent replacement of feedied products or
trees
3.5. Conservation on the regeneration area of pioneer species (Salix caprea,
Populus tremula, Rubus sp., Ribes etc.) can contribute to reduction of the wild
game pressure to sensitive species
4. Ecosystem - adapted forest works techniques
4.1. Good working and transport lines in the forest and into the stand should
be ensured
4.2. Transport of trunks must be carefully designed outside of regenerated
areas and at the end of logging, the correction of soil damages is necessary to
prevent erosion
4.3. Litter and humus layers of the soil should be preserved to the extent possible during the regeneration period
4.4. Logging, transport and regeneration techniques which spare/protect the
soil, the remnant trees and the natural regenerated seedlings should be applied
4.5. For the protection of the forest against wind and snow damages special
schemes for the organization of cuts in the management plans (blocks and successions of cuts must be designed in the forest)
5. Use of locally adapted species and provenances
5.1. In areas damaged by disturbing factors, in which natural regeneration is
without success, the use of indigenous species and provenances, locally adapted
should be encouraged as much as possible
5.2. Planting 2000 - 3000 young plants/ha can ensure a good development of
young trees until the first economic thinning and reduce the snow damages
5.3. Promotion of the natural succession processes and a mixture of species
according with micro site conditions or a scheme to increase stability to snow
and wind should be a constant practice
5.4. Control of planting material and the quality of plantation (position of
roots) should be supported and encouraged
5.5. Non indigenous species (like Larch) may be used where they are necessary to increase resistance to wind, or to improve the landscape and biological
values of the forest.
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6. Organic and biological plant protection
6.1. The use of silvicultural and biotechnical methods for the control of pests
should be promoted
6.2. Protection of young plants (natural regenerated or artificial planted)
against wild game, using local products or local developed techniques will be
encouraged
6.3. The use of pesticides (herbicides, insecticides etc.) will bee gradually
reduced
6.4. Grazing and accidental passage of livestock (sheep’s, cows, cattle etc.)
through regenerated areas should be prohibited
6.5. Protection of trees against wound damages caused by thinning and salvage cuts is a condition to reduce rot - decay in the stands
7. Ensuring production and the use of forest products
7.1. The forest (incl. private forest) should be organized in productions units,
comprising various tree species and various ages on each site to ensure continuity of production and other service provided by the forest, for the socio - economic system
7.2. The tree species in “near to nature” forest should ensure a high and stable production of wood and other products, maintaining the stability and the fertility of the soils
7.3. Forest management plan should encourage the production of high quality timber and other products
7.4. Forestry marketing should develop new tools to encourage the use of silver fir wood of high quality (claviature, resonant wood, furnier, wood housing,
schindel etc.)
7.5. The use of silver fir branches as “Christmas tree” can increase the “economic” interest for the thinning in young, mixed stands
8. Improving of forest and stand quality through monitoring techniques
8.1. Every 10 years by the revision of the forest management plan, the state
of the forest will be estimated using criteria and indicators obtained through
monitoring techniques
8.2. Description and biometric characteristics of stands must be obtained
through statistic inventories and must be used for the design of the silvicultural
works in the future 10 years
8.3. The zoning of forest must take into consideration the social values of
forests. A balance between productive and protective forest must take into consideration the interest of all owners
8.4. Key biotopes and conservation of the unique biological values require
that the forest is left unmanaged. Compensation for the owners or other tools
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should made feasible the conservation of such areas
8.5. Particular feature (scenic view landscape and historic places etc.) and
other social functions of the forest should be secured and improved
9. Particularly intensive silviculture to prevent trees degradation
9.1. Silver fir is the main Christmas tree in Romania. Chaotic harvest of silver fir as Christmas tree contribute to silver fir decline
9.2. To reduce the impact of Christmas tree harvest in the regenerated forests,
intensive plantation for Christmas trees will be encouraged
9.3. This intensive type of production can be delegate to private owners or
special section of forest production
9.4. Programming the thinning before Christmas can reduce the pressure to
other stands
9.5. Prohibiting the cut of the top of silver fir trees can increase the health
state of the forests, mainly near the villages an towns in mountainous areas
10. Training of the owners and foresters for a better management
10.1. The owners of the forest and the forest employees should hold the best
knowledge for supporting sustainable forest management
10.2. The forest managers (from the engineer to forest worker) must be able
to enter into a dialogue with the local communities and local population, aiming
to cooperate for the multiple use of forest
10.3. For local population, the forest management plans in state forests must
encourage cooperation in the forest protection and to ensure servitudes (firewood, construction wood, access for fruits and mushroom searching etc.)
10.4. The owners of the forest supervises and monitors forest management
and must ensure that foresters and contractors carry out their tasks in a safe and
qualified manner in accordance with the forest regulations and “best practices”
recommended by the Forest Research and Management Institute (ICAS)
10.5. Continuous learning of forest managers and forest owners through
training programs showing the new techniques can highly contribute to a better
conservation and sustainable use of forests in our large benefits.
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